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The Marine Corps Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Enterprise (MCISR-E) Roadmap2, 
issued in April 2010, describes USMC’s systematic and multi-faceted approach to seize the “high ground” 
afforded by intelligence superiority over the enemy. Persistent ISR (PISR) is an emerging tactic for agile 
collection and exploitation of battlefield intelligence. Product Line Architecture (PLA) is an accepted business 
tactic for agile development and deployment of the tools that will enable intelligence collection and 
exploitation.  Both PISR and PLA represent profound and deliberate departures from a status quo deemed 
inadequate by USMC leadership to fight the modern threat.   
The mission of the MCISR-E is to integrate all USMC ISR elements into a single networked capability 
across all echelons and functional areas to achieve superior decision making and enhance lethality.3  PISR is 
the MCISR-E strategy to synchronize organic Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) ISR assets, and 
thereby deliver continuous relevant battlespace awareness across all echelons of leadership.4  A key tenet of 
MCISR-E is “rapid technology insertion through rapid prototyping and acquisition.”5 Accordingly, in 
December 2009, the Marine Corps Systems Command (MARCORSYSCOM) Program Manager for 
Intelligence (PM-Intel) established a rapid prototyping team (RapidPro) in direct support of MCISR-E. The 
RapidPro mission is to rapidly deliver leading edge, interoperable technologies that assist Marines to find, fix, 
or kill the enemy in all operating environments.6 
A PLA defines a structure for an extensible family of reconfigurable systems. Successful PLAs 
dramatically reduce development cost, complexity, and time to market. They also lower barriers that 
traditionally impede government’s ability to deploy advanced applications, innovative processes, and new 
generations of computing and communications infrastructure. PISR PLA is based on best commercial practice 
for open system design, and is optimized for rapid discovery or development, and subsequent fielding, of 
increments of capability. PISR PLA includes objective measures of value validated by warfighters. PISR 
systems derived from this PLA will comprise modular components that will mostly come off the shelves of 
government or commercial product developers. New and better off-the-shelf capabilities become available 
continuously as technologies and products advance over time. The PISR PLA aims to anticipate such relevant 
product advances to reduce the time and cost required to incorporate them into specific fielded systems that 
demonstrably add value over and above status quo.  
This document provides an overview of the PISR PLA for a general audience. It leaves out details which 
would limit the distribution or readability. Government and contractor personnel who would like to obtain the 
full PISR PLA should contact the author. The PLA description moves from a high-level system view, through 
subsystems, to successively finer components. Because all components in a PLA are generic, system 
implementers are free to choose their own specific component implementations to best meet the operational 
needs.  
 
                                                 
1 The author led a project with many excellent technical contributors who contributed to the work reported here. Their 
contributions are explicitly cited in the acknowledgments section at the end of this paper.  To contact the author, send 
email to fahayesr@nps.edu.  
2 Marine Corps ISR Enterprise Roadmap, Headquarters Marine Corps, Intelligence Division, Arlington VA, April 28, 
2010. 
3 Ibid., p. 4. 
4 Ibid., p. 18. 
5 Ibid., p. 4, “(g) Rapid technology insertion through rapid prototyping and acquisition.” 
6 From PM-Intel Rapid Prototyping Team mission brief, slide #9, 2010. 
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1   PISR Product Line Architecture  
1.1 Introduction 
“Accurate, timely, and relevant intelligence is critical to the planning and conduct of successful 
operations. Effective intelligence uncovers enemy weaknesses which can be exploited to provide 
a decisive advantage. Shortfalls in intelligence can lead to confusion, indecision, and unnecessary 
loss of life, mission failure, or even defeat.” 7 
The Marine Corps Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Enterprise (MCISR-E) Roadmap8, issued in 
April 2010, describes USMC’s systematic and multi-faceted approach to seize the “high ground” afforded by 
intelligence superiority over the enemy. Persistent ISR (PISR) is an emerging tactic for agile collection and exploitation 
of battlefield intelligence.  Product Line Architecture (PLA) is a tactic for agile development and deployment of the 
tools that enable intelligence collection and exploitation.  Both PISR and PLA represent profound and deliberate 
departures from a status quo deemed inadequate by USMC leadership to fight the modern threat.  
Persistent Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (PISR) is the ability to create continuous battlespace 
awareness through optimized sensor tasking, analyst-directed and operations-focused information processing, and rapid 
distribution of valued information. PISR collects, processes, and delivers timely, actionable intelligence specifically 
tailored to enhance operations success by incrementally and probabilistically translating data into pre-defined 
information value. PISR enables leaders at all tactical echelons to synchronize organic Marine Air Ground Task Force 
(MAGTF) and Joint apportioned collection assets in the battlespace by providing them with timely, relevant, and 
continuous awareness within their respective named areas of interest (NAIs). Maintaining continuing relevance requires 
that PISR continually evolve to effectively employ new sensors and techniques to address new environments, 
adversaries, and tactics.  
The current intelligence systems acquisition systems process is a long, serial, monolithic, and Balkanized relic 
of the Industrial Age. In contrast, the MCISR-E Roadmap specifies a rapid, parallel, open modular approach to 
acquisition that is appropriate for the Information Age. PLA represents just such an approach, indeed an approach that 
is a recognized “best practice” employed by the most successful commercial Information Technology practitioners. 
Generically, a PLA is a technical specification of a modular, “open”, easily customizable approach to assembling 
technology to provide capabilities associated with a particular problem set. PLA must describe the constraints, 
functionality, required performance characteristics, and interfaces in sufficient detail to allow PLA-compliant 
commercial and government off-the-shelf (COTS/GOTS) component providers, and/or developers, to deliver out-of-
the-box, plug-and-play functionality. The variety of iPods, iPhones, iPads illustrate the point: the manufacturer can 
deliver many specific products that deliver content tailored to users’ tastes, needs, and operating context. This document 
describes a PLA optimized per the specific requirements of the MCISR-E roadmap.  
Different operating environments, operational objectives, and hostile threats warrant operationally-configured 
collections of sensors and software components. Unique characteristics of different missions and operational contexts 
drive the need for multiple diverse system configurations. A PLA assists by defining a family of potential products 
composed of reusable and interoperable hardware/software frameworks and components. While the PLA describes such 
frameworks and components generically, such as a map display or an electro-optical (EO) sensor, the system 
manufacturer assembles a catalog of specific parts that can fulfill the roles of the generic frameworks and components. 
Thus, the system developer can quickly configure an operationally relevant system by choosing off-the-shelf 
implementations and combining them as the PLA dictates. The result is a specific product, tailored to a particular user 
community and operational environment, delivering assured functionality with predictable quality and cost. 
PLAs are inherently extensible. PLAs anticipate and facilitate evolution by incorporating a succession of 
improved component and framework implementations. Successful PLAs dramatically reduce development cost and 
complexity, time to market, and barriers to the introduction of new technologies, processes, and techniques. Hence, the 
PISR PLA will enable the USMC to migrate to the latest technologies, rapidly adapt to new operational contexts, and 
                                                 
7 Marine Corps Doctrinal Publication (MCDP)-2, Intelligence, pg. 28.  
8 Marine Corps ISR Enterprise Roadmap, Headquarters Marine Corps, Intelligence Division, Arlington VA, April 28, 
2010. 
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iteratively improve actionable intelligence. PISR Systems conforming to the PISR PLA may vary slightly or 
significantly. For example, systems with similar functionality may have slight differences across echelons, or may have 
considerable differences between small forward operating bases (FOBs) in rural environments versus large deployments 
in major urban peacekeeping operations.  
As sensor, collection, storage, computing, and communication technologies advance at exponential rates, the 
human bandwidth of our front line warfighters remains limited. Further, in many tactical contexts, information value is 
extremely perishable. Therefore, beyond accelerating the integration and delivery of off-the-shelf frameworks and 
components, the PISR PLA must provide engineering assurance for technical functionality that will bring the right data 
to the right person(s) or machine(s) at the right time. PISR PLA explicitly enables operators to delegate the monitoring 
and selective filtering of data to the machines that constitute the PISR system of interest. Users specify their 
information requirements and “train” the PISR system to sift through data looking for events matching those 
requirements.  
In summary, (1) composing systems for today’s environment from plug-and-play products, and (2) 
automatically detecting and alerting high-value events so operators can make timely adaptive decisions, constitute the 
two fundamental pillars of PISR PLA. Success of the PISR PLA will be measured by the speed-to-value of PISR 
generic frameworks and components it enables for particular customers per the following goals:  
• Any specific PISR System, by specializing and implementing the PLA, should answer several questions 
clearly: What threats are reduced? What opportunities can be exploited?  What software infrastructure, 
interface/service infrastructure, and physical capabilities are required and provided? What are the system 
Quality Attributes (QAs)9 that can be delivered and to what fidelity?   
• A specific system should be easily configured to meet the needs of the users by dealing with such questions as:  
What are the components and their qualities? How do we assure the system answers user questions and meets 
user expectations?   
• The PISR PLA must prescribe how to test, validate, and certify PISR Systems and to accomplish this quickly 
and efficiently.  
• PISR Systems should continually monitor system performance and detect unanticipated situations and 
problems. They should alert appropriate actors in the system and automate appropriate adaptive responses. 
• PISR Systems should be modified, adapted, and iterated as required in response to lessons learned in the 
operational environment. 
1.2 Enterprise Architecture and the PISR PLA 
The Marine Corps has studied how best to apply enterprise architecture, within constraints of the Defense 
acquisition regulations, to its ISR needs.10 Enterprise architecture (EA) is a methodology for incrementally improving 
the Information Technology (IT) portfolio to improve business processes. Commercial best practices in EA focus on 
relatively short cycles of planning and implementation to achieve benefits incrementally and iteratively.  Industry has 
learned that long cycle times produce worse results. In addition, industry has learned the importance of adopting 
commercially successful architectures, where vibrant markets provide continually improving components that can 
interoperate and produce combinatorial value. Industrial EA ordinarily adopts and commits to various PLAs11. 
In government applications, EA is less obviously successful. As with most oversight activities, government 
practice of EA tends to focus on compliance rather than desired outcomes. PISR PLA focuses on desired outcomes per 
the MCISR-E Roadmap.  
Emerging commercial offerings that show promise for PISR application  address mapping, 3D modeling from 
images and video, image and video analysis, surveillance, biometrics, vehicle and person tracking, monitoring, and 
alarming. Unmanned vehicles for surveillance and high-risk missions represent additional areas of investment and 
                                                 
9 Quality Attributes are prioritized operator-specified needs to be satisfied by the system. 
10 See for example “Initial capabilities document update for the Marine Corps Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance 
Enterprise (MCISR-E),” Version 1.4, 30 Sept 2010.  
11 The Carnegie Mellon Software Engineering Institute has conducted many case studies documenting the value of 
product line engineering in context with defense acquisition processes.  
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growth. Clearly, the Marine Corps wants to tap into these areas and exploit progress where possible. The PISR PLA 
will directly support that objective by applying EA to create a low-barrier gateway for such commercial offerings to: (1) 
validate their worth, and (2) streamline their deployment to the battlefield. 
 Abstractly, the goal of EA is to optimize the return on investment in equipment, software, training, and 
support to implement the measurably best enterprise business processes. “Optimum” means purchasing, deploying, and 
employing equipment and people in ways that produce good outcomes, quickly, and at low cost. In Marine Intelligence, 
there are two categories of good outcomes: “specific” value and “general” value. 
Specific value corresponds to measures such as saving lives, reducing waste, or shortening campaigns by 
detecting and responding quickly to specific threats and opportunities. Examples of ways to achieve specific value 
include: detecting an improvised explosive device (IED) emplacement and avoiding death and injury that would result 
from its detonation; detecting an incipient ambush and reducing likely harm by avoiding or disrupting it; detecting a 
high-value individual and seizing him so that future resources won’t be expended searching for him or countering his 
activities.  
General value, on the other hand, is obtained by continuously developing background information about the 
battlespace, including the people, facilities, communications, affiliations, culture, calendar, and so forth. This general 
background intelligence analysis aims to produce a richer and more accurate model of the battlespace. This work is 
analogous to making continuous deposits to a long-term investment without guaranteed returns. Benefits arise in 
various ways, for example: fortuitous discovery of anomalous patterns of behavior serendipitously leads to 
apprehension of an HVI; a planner’s choice of a COA for a particular operation is well-informed by readily available, 
relevant, processed intelligence; a detected event requires additional information and, fortuitously, applicable pre-
processed intelligence is on the shelf. In these cases, general value arises rather unpredictably, and the fraction of 
background work that proves valuable is, theoretically, a much smaller fraction than in the case of information 
processing targeted at specific value. 
So the overall EA optimization problem has three dimensions: (1) scoping development cycles; (2) balancing 
an investment portfolio across specific and general value categories; and (3) allocating available PISR resources 
accordingly. PISR PLA addresses these questions, as we describe briefly here. 
PISR PLA envisions implementation cycles of 18 months or less. This time line aligns well with 6-12 month 
commercial cycles and the notional “Moore’s Law” 18-month refresh rate of computer chip architecture. The 
development cycle must include testing and certification for information assurance and enterprise interoperability.  
Success requires working with the appropriate authorities to develop new modular approaches to testing and 
certification that align with the PLA design philosophy.  
The PISR PLA provides direct support of specific information value by applying user-defined conditions of 
interest as a filter to relate detected events to valued outcomes, such as interdicting HVIs and avoiding IEDs and 
ambushes. The PISR PLA also provides a foundation for improved general information value by providing a case 
management framework based on a common semantically integrated information base. Case management supports 
developing ever-richer models of all aspects of the battlespace associated with any particular entity of interest. As for 
the appropriate balance of effort between specific and general value-related processes, human subjective judgment must 
apply. The industrial rule of thumb suggests allocating 5 to 20% effort to general value, and the remaining 80-95% to 
specific value processes.  
PISR optimizes resource allocation in terms of both acquisition investment value and operational deployment 
value. Any condition of interest identified by a user has an expected military utility, such as expected lives saved. Each 
condition of interest for any particular event can be supported by various “admissible configurations” of system 
components. The solvable optimization problem then becomes achieving the highest summed utility of supported 
processes across all time and space where each potential event has an expected frequency and an expected military 
utility. PISR architects have already solved this problem in a realistic demonstration case12 (see section 1.5). With 
maturing and greater adoption of this methodology, PISR PLA will enable program managers to optimize their 
acquisition investment portfolios against their key performance parameters, while enabling commanders in the field to 
employ their ISR resources in ways that assure optimized returned information value against their most critical tasks. 
                                                 
12 T. Levitt, et al., “Valuing PISR Resources Functional Design Prototype Build & Experiments,” Version 1.0, 30 
September 2010. George Mason University, C4I Center.  
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1.3 Top-Level Architecture Concept 
The PISR PLA defines a net-centric architecture composed of multiple sensing, analytical, and 
communications components deployed at networked nodes providing standalone and distributed capabilities. Each node 
provides a set of functionality that contributes to enterprise goals for gathering and processing data and disseminating 
timely, high-value information to the right users in appropriate context. As illustrated in Figure 1 below, the PISR PLA 
comprises four high-level Subsystems: the User Interface (UI) Environment Subsystem, the Situational Awareness (SA) 
Subsystem, the Management and Control Layer (MCL) Subsystem, and a PISR Information Base (PISR IB) Subsystem. 
A Dissemination layer interconnects the MCL and PISR IB subsystems for intelligent control over distribution of 
information to users on a variety of human interface devices. The PISR architecture has three primary external 
interfaces: Sensors/Collectors for the collection of raw intelligence data; External Data Interfaces supplying 
enterprise situational data from external databases and systems; and Users who interact with the system to specify 
information requirements (e.g., conditions of interest), manage Case Files, administer the PISR System, establish 
system policies, and receive information products. These subsystems and external interfaces operate within a 
networking environment (PISR Networking) that is compatible with certified, fielded, and operational USMC networks. 
Information and communications processing within the PISR System complies with two critical frameworks: (1) the 
Test, Evaluation, and Certification Framework for ensuring the system performs per user-defined objectives and 
operational environment requirements; and (2) the Information Assurance (IA) Framework for assured enforcement of 
balanced need-to-share vs. need-to-protect policies. An additional framework, the Life Cycle Management Framework, 
defines processes for specifying, developing, fielding, and maintaining versions of the PISR System conforming to this 
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Figure 1. Top-level PISR PLA concept diagram 
The User Interface (UI) Environment Subsystem provides functionality allowing users to interact with the 
PISR System. The user needs to manage “smart” sensors—the host of devices Marines employ to obtain information 
from the battlefield, including ground sensors, tower based sensors, and airborne sensors—to obtain timely and 
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actionable intelligence. “Smart” sensors and associated software analytics need to be managed and directed for effective 
employment in gathering needed information. The user plans the use of these sensors and adjusts their employment to 
address changing needs. Users must be alerted to events occurring on the battlefield that impact or potentially impact 
planned and ongoing operations. The user must be able to evaluate and verify information provided from the sensors 
and analytics. The UI Environment integrates multiple sensor views into common views. The UI Subsystem enables 
users to organize a variety of data from diverse sources in unified “Case Files.” Data are linked in the case files to 
provide an overall picture of what has occurred and insights into what may next occur. The UI Environment Subsystem 
meets these requirements by providing the user a web browser based interface for (1) creating flexible and powerful 
views into employment and operation of the sensors and for (2) intuitive navigation over continuously improved 
hypotheses and case files encompassing the user’s understanding of the battlespace.  
The Situational Awareness (SA) Subsystem provides sensor data processing and reasoning to transform raw 
sensor information into updated beliefs about the world state. The SA Subsystem is responsible for identifying entity 
features and behaviors needed to satisfy and inform interested parties. The SA Subsystem comprises the Conditions of 
Interest (COI) Sub-subsystem, the Situational Interpreter Sub-subsystem, the Sensor Level Interpreter Sub-
subsystem(s), and the Collection Planning Assistant Sub-subsystem. The Sensor Level Interpreter is responsible for low-
level sensor data interpretation while the Situational Interpreter is responsible for higher-level feature and behavior 
classification as well as pattern detection. The COI Sub-subsystem processes requests for intelligence deemed valuable 
by the users. The Collection Planning Assistant aids the user in determining what sensors to employ and where to 
employ them to best meet collection requirements. The PISR PLA envisions integration of a variety of tools that can be 
configured to assist users responsible for collection management.  
Dissemination is responsible for defining how the PISR IB and MCL subsystems work together to disseminate 
valued information expressed in messages and alerts. Dissemination includes the publish/subscribe architecture of the 
PISR IB, how messages get routed by the MCL, and how alerts are handled. Dissemination includes effective intra-
system communication and user notification. The Dissemination section clarifies how the PISR IB will consult MCL 
dissemination guidance plans to optimize how information flows for effective intra- and inter-system communications. 
Inter-system communication is facilitated by interfaces to external dissemination components (e.g., mail servers) and 
interfaces/services provided by external systems. Several examples of dissemination of alerts to users, relying on 
external dissemination components, are described in that section.  
The Management and Control Layer (MCL) Subsystem is responsible for monitoring the health status of the 
overall system and for performing the optimization of processes, resources, and information dissemination across the 
PISR network. The MCL provides plans, guidance, and priorities to the other Subsystems with the objective of 
maximizing the production and delivery of high-value information in a highly resource-constrained environment. The 
most constrained resources, in declining order, include human attention, communications bandwidth for mobile 
warfighters, and time available for adaptive response, among several others.  
The PISR Information Base (PISR IB) Subsystem provides a variety of data management capabilities to the 
PISR System. The PISR IB Subsystem supports a semantic fusion model; specifically, providing a shared vocabulary 
and model of fused entities, which we call the semantic track model. The PISR IB Subsystem, through its Virtual 
Integration Sub-subsystem, contains logic to add value to sensor observations, products of sensor analytics, and other-
source data through knowledge of relationships among those data and user information requirements. This sub-
subsystem provides data unification across humans and machines, to include operators, automated components (e.g., 
sensors and analytics), and internal and external information sources. The PISR IB Distribution Sub-subsystem ensures 
interoperability across the PISR Subsystems by providing efficient distribution of high-value information to different 
user roles directly or through external systems connected to the PISR System. The MCL Subsystem provides guidance 
to the PISR IB Distribution Sub-subsystem through a combination of workflow management policies and dissemination 
planning. 
In addition to these principal subsystems, the PISR PLA describes technical and administrative principles that 
benefit overall system development, accreditation, and deployment processes; specifically, the Rapid Prototyping 
Process, the Test, Evaluation, and Certification Framework, the Information Assurance Framework, the Life-Cycle 
Management Framework, and PISR Networking. These are briefly introduced below. 
Rapid Prototyping (RapidPro) delivers incremental PISR capability through the use of the PISR PLA. Each 
delivered PISR System shares a common, managed set of capabilities that comprise the core of the PLA. Additional 
hardware and software components are added to the core capabilities to meet critical operator needs.  
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The Test, Evaluation, and Certification (Test/Cert) Framework tests and obtains certifications and 
authorizations for the core components and for any hardware/software added to the PLA to support operator needs. The 
Test/Cert Framework tests and validates technical and functional capabilities of PISR components. The framework 
provides the data and reports necessary to obtain critical certifications to assure that PISR equipment being deployed to 
the warfighter meets current DOD guidance to be net-centric and interoperable. The framework also provides data 
necessary to obtain authorizations to connect (ATC) and authorizations to operate (ATO) so the warfighter is assured 
that the new PISR components are secure, able to operate on classified networks, and cannot be exploited by the enemy. 
Portions of the test framework are delivered with the PISR Systems to provide a streamlined, intuitive interface for the 
user to understand and maintain system readiness by identifying, troubleshooting, and resolving system problems.  
The Net-Centric Enterprise Services (NCES) Security Architecture describes five basic tenets of Information 
Assurance (IA): Confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication, Non-repudiation, and Availability. The Information 
Assurance Framework describes various IA and security considerations PISR Systems must address in order to 
complete certification and accreditation at an accelerated rate.  
The Life-Cycle Management (LCM) Framework describes processes and tools for using the PLA to develop 
systems from components and for evolving those components and systems. LCM is an integrated, collaborative 
approach addressing configuration management and software product development from application creation to demise. 
Without the LCM it will be much more difficult, expensive, and time-consuming to develop and maintain a coherent, 
compatible product line for PISR. The PISR System LCM enables effective systems management and evolution, and 
provides information for future integration with related systems. Development of the initial PISR system is an 
engineering challenge because of the project scope and the rigorous testing/validation requirements, as well as the focus 
on a product line approach. An effective LCM toolset supports this effort through improved understanding of existing 
systems and effective documentation of software products. 
PISR Networking provides inter-system and intra-system connectivity needed to integrate the PISR System 
into the Marine operational environment. At the battalion level and below, robust, ubiquitous, ad hoc, mobile mesh 
networking clusters will constitute the core for PISR intercommunications. Within the clusters, operators, unattended 
sensors, and aerial and ground manned/unmanned surveillance nodes (towers, UAVs, UGVs, surveillance aircraft, 
ground vehicles, ground stations, etc.) will maintain the self-forming networking by controlling their location on-the-
move. They will also maintain the application load, subject to current terrain and node availability constraints, to 
address user-specific information delivery requirements. 
1.4 PISR Users and Execution Environments 
PISR Systems will operate in an execution environment supporting a specific set of user roles, as shown in 
Figure 2. The four different classes of users are: 
1. End-users, primarily composed of USMC intelligence and operations personnel, are simply referred to in this 
document as Users. Users are generally the consumers and producers of information in the field.  
2. Commanders, or Policy Makers, are end-users who set goals and policies for Users. Commanders or Policy 
Makers are generally at the same or higher echelon as Users. Commanders usually consume information 
generated by Users and other systems on the PISR network and make sure that the right goals are being set and 
accomplished.  
3. Administrators are generally not end-users, but rather the staff that make sure the business rules in operation 
by the system are performing properly and the system is configured appropriately for the task at hand in the 
operational environment.  
4. Developers and Maintainers provide new and improved components for the system to employ as new 
requirements, quality attributes, and bugs are discovered and addressed through associated development 
processes. 
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Figure 2. PISR System execution environments 
The PISR System Execution Environments shown in Figure 2 represent the contexts in which the PISR 
capabilities operate. Each PISR product version progresses through four primary execution environments: Development 
Test, Lab Experiment, Field Exercise, and Operational Use. By utilizing these different execution environments, users 
of the PISR System progressively gain confidence in its operation. The environments also provide a structured 
progression from Development to Operation, designed to mature and evaluate each PISR System. 
The Development Test Environment provides a way to simulate, stimulate, and assess the performance of 
components, subsystems, and the entire system while in development. The Development Test Environment supports 
robust regression testing so that the functionality and performance of additional or modified components can be 
automatically verified. 
The Lab Experiment Environment provides ways to simulate, stimulate, and assess the performance of the 
system in hypothetical operational settings. This environment enables Developers to preview the actual performance of 
a system or component within the field and to collect feedback from other users as to how well the system or 
component matches the needs or expectations of the target users. This environment facilitates the generation of canned 
data from simulated live execution of the system. The environment also tracks generated canned data to be used as 
performance tests against future iterations of the system or component. 
The Field Exercise Environment provides ways for subsystems or entire systems to be tested against a 
combination of live and canned data. The Field Exercise Environment stimulates the system and simulates key aspects 
of expected operational settings. Information from a field exercise can be used to derive canned data for the Lab 
Experiment Environment. 
The Operational Use Environment is the target environment for a PISR System. When a system is deployed 
for operational use, it is continually under test by the environment using actual real-time data. Test and Validation 
capabilities are transformed to monitoring Health, Status, and Policy-regulated behavior. Monitoring is in place so that 
the system can be verified while running, especially during the introduction of new components. Operational data can 
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be captured for use in Field Exercise or Lab Experiment Environments for future component development. The 
Operational Use Environment provides roll-back capabilities so that the system can revert to a previous state if changes 
affect the system in an unexpected or problematic way.  
Particular PISR systems exhibit many behaviors and qualities when tested or employed. Some of these will 
motivate change requests or instigate activities that cause improvements in the system components or the architecture 
itself. The lower arrow from left to right in the figure illustrates this basic idea that the PLA evolves in response to 
usage experiences. The PLA approach anticipates and supports this need for continuous improvement. When 
improvements occur in generic frameworks and components, they can yield improvements in all specific systems that 
incorporate those elements. 
1.5 Optimizing Resources, Information Value, and Information 
Needs  
The PISR architecture aims to deliver highly valued information as defined by operators. The value of 
information is ultimately measured in threats thwarted, opportunities exploited, and missions accomplished. The PISR 
PLA approach first defines “information value” objectively. For example, avoiding friendly fire might be the highest 
priority, interdicting IEDs might be the second priority, and maintaining situational awareness might be the third 
priority.  Given this user-defined value hierarchy, we can select user-defined conditions of interest13 related to those 
concerns and assign weighted, but otherwise arbitrary, value scores to information on that basis. A set of management 
and control mechanisms optimize the collection, production, and dissemination of information. The optimization 
maximizes the delivery of highest-valued information while carefully tasking scarce resources given information needs, 
estimated information value, resource status, policies, and constraints. For example, the optimization might suggest not 
deploying available resources to achieve maximum coverage across the area of interest. Rather, the resources should be 
asymmetrically concentrated to cover locations of Blue and Red force concentrations, Red Force CONOPS, and 
transportation grids, to provide the best probability that the highest priority conditions of interest will be detected. 
Under such management and control mechanisms, the system will apply surplus resources to work on a broad set of 
efficient intelligence gathering and background processing activities that collectively improve readiness for future tasks. 
The key considerations for these management and control mechanisms include: 
• Overall process flow and resource allocation aims at assuring high-value information is produced and 
delivered in a timely way. 
• Scarce resources are allocated to the items of highest estimated information value with greatest possible 
efficiency and effectiveness to provide the greatest resulting mission value. 
• Moving information around consumes communication resources and time, so optimizing dissemination 
and routing impacts the information value delivered to the final point of consumption. 
• Where resources can contribute to satisfying multiple information needs, opportunities arise to economize 
through shared allocation for collection and processing.  
These considerations allow us to break the management and control process into a set of three balanced 
optimization functions:  
• Optimizing the allocation and scheduling of collection resources associated with producing the 
information. 
• Optimizing the process workflow for processing collected information to extract the features and 
behaviors required to potentially satisfy expressed information needs (e.g., conditions of interest). 
• Optimizing the dissemination of information products to appropriate users. 
There are strong linkages and interdependencies between these three optimization functions. To provide the 
greatest possible value to the warfighter, the PISR System must continuously monitor, evaluate, and adjust its operation 
                                                 
13 Conditions of interest (COIs) are descriptions of situations in the battlespace that the intelligence analyst considers 
important enough to warrant an alert if the PISR System sensors and analytics perceive that situation to have occurred. 
One can think of these as user-defined situational triggers—when the PISR System sensors and analytics perceive that 
situation in the battlespace, the system alerts the user accordingly. 
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to maximize the production of information value in an evolving, resource-constrained environment. It does this through 
the concept of information value, specifically focused on production, dissemination, and consumption of highest-valued 
information. 
The PISR PLA provides a foundation for improved intelligence processing in contexts where our operators 
have limited resources but face potentially overwhelming amounts of data. This motivates our focus on highest-valued 
information. PISR Systems incorporate a capability to estimate the time-based value of collecting, processing, and 
disseminating information.   Information needs expressed by the users and Commanders, considering the relative 
prioritization of units, tasks, and missions, combine to determine how much value each type of information will 
contribute.  Estimating information value is a key element of the collection planning, resource allocation, and 
dissemination planning performed by the MCL and implemented in the various PISR subsystems.  By continually 
assessing expected information value in the dynamic context of the battlespace situation and resource status, the PISR 
System allocates its scarce resources in a manner likely to achieve the goal of delivering to the warfighter high value in 
a very constrained environment. Understanding the time-value of information both ensures timely delivery of high-
value information and protects the system from expending critical resources on superfluous, stale, or obsolete 
information.  
1.6 Case Files and Case File Support 
While persistently updated sources of intelligence from sensors and reconnaissance teams form a critical part 
of PISR, less frequently updated repositories of intelligence data provide value as well. In particular, intelligence 
analysts individually and collaboratively maintain information on key entities such as individuals and organizations. 
This data accumulates gradually over time and is archived indefinitely in case files―one per person, organization, or 
other entity. Much of the data consists of unstructured text as well as video or audio clips.  
Despite the generally unstructured nature of case files, some structure does exist. Usually case files on 
individuals contain the last known position location information. Analysts can also tag case files with keywords to 
facilitate search or to place an individual on a warning, threat, or watch list. Executive summaries of case files contain 
other fixed fields such as names and aliases, height, weight, age, and gender, which are commonly known. Case files 
can also contain links to other case files such as links to relatives or to organizations to which an individual belongs. 
References to external data sources appear in case files as well. Case files are stored in the PISR IB Subsystem for 
query, access, update, distribution, and archival storage. 
The PISR System helps automate case file management in a number of ways. Since case files are developed 
collaboratively by a number of analysts, the PISR System can support concurrent editing of the file by multiple authors 
(e.g., via a virtual whiteboard system including a chat room). Analysts or other PISR users interested in a particular 
individual or organization can request notification of case file updates and receive automatic alerts when new 
information is received by the system. Depending on their authorization levels, users can track changes to a case file, 
supersede changes, and view which contributor made any particular change. Case files can be searched by values within 
fixed fields or by various tags. In addition, the unstructured text and other content within a case file are searchable as 
well. 
Case files can also integrate with the more automated portions of the PISR System. Tracked entities will have 
their case files automatically updated to reflect changes in reported location. For example, face recognition or other 
biometric analytics can update position location information for individuals associated with case files. Analytics that 
interpret unstructured text potentially trigger other analytics within a PISR System to update various parts of a case file.  
Case files are routinely used to manage processes that must be agile and ad hoc. New data in a case file can 
trigger an analyst or some automated analytic process. These triggering states can lead to automatic generation of 
emails, data collection requests, or other collaborations. The PISR PLA will incorporate generic case file management 
capabilities that make it easy for users to define states of case files that warrant attention and that might dictate routine 
automated or collaborative tasks. Entities in case files might also be associated with conditions of interest relating to 
specific user information needs, as elaborated in the next section. 
1.7 The Language of COIs and Information Needs 
Conditions of Interest (COIs) describe high-value events and, thus, can define high-value information. There 
are many types of COIs, but to a large extent they correspond to “threats” and “opportunities.” In this context, a threat 
means something that portends a surprisingly bad outcome. An opportunity, on the other hand, offers the chance for a 
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surprising good outcome. In modern information systems, people are overwhelmed by a glut of data. The PISR PLA 
uses automated COI monitoring to find events that correspond to these threats and opportunities. Threat COIs fall into 
two basic categories: instances of enemy tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs); and surprising events that 
invalidate mission plans by undercutting plan assumptions or prerequisites. Opportunity COIs likewise fall into two 
basic categories. The first corresponds to enemy positions or situations that expose unforeseen vulnerabilities. The 
second comprises surprising events that transform potential Courses of Action (COAs) from disfavored to preferred.  
For example, assume that a particular squad’s first priority is interdicting known HVIs, and its second priority 
is house-to-house “sanitization” in a particular village. Absent HVI location data, the squad leader’s planned COA is to 
proceed across the sanitized southern bridge and conduct south to north house to house search. COIs might include 
indicators that the southern bridge is no longer safe, and that an HVI has been located in the squad’s area of 
responsibility. Upon receipt of the first COI, the squad leader might avoid the threat by a different route to avoid using 
the bridge and altering the COA to begin the search from north to south. Upon receipt of the second COI, the squad 
leader would abandon the sanitation COA, and commence an HVI interdiction COA. The PISR PLA enables operators 
to define such COIs and delegate to the PISR System the tasks of finding the matching events and alerting the 
appropriate people or agents. 
If everything went according to plan Marines would always succeed at every mission. Activities of both 
adversaries and neutral forces, such as civilians, or weather can interfere with plans if not anticipated correctly. Before 
the battle begins, mission planners predict as many threats to the success of the mission as practical. Despite consulting 
many sources of information about historical behavior of adversaries and role playing through “what if” scenarios, 
surprises are always common as the battlespace evolves over time. 
Potential threats to a mission identified during mission planning should become COIs. The PISR System 
continually monitors the battlespace for events that match COIs and notifies the appropriate personnel when those 
events occur. If the PISR system delivers the right information to the right people (or machines) at the right time, 
friendly forces will have time to react to new developments in an informed manner. Freeing personnel from sifting 
through all data to find these events increases the likelihood that our people will have available attention and time to 
respond quickly and effectively to events that really matter to the operation. 
In addition to monitoring for threats, COIs also monitor for opportunities. Too many times high-valued targets 
and other wanted individuals have been stopped and questioned over a minor infraction or at a checkpoint only to be 
released. In such cases, the detainee’s biometric data (for example) should trigger a PISR COI for an HVI that would 
alert the detaining Marines to the person’s importance. Marines on patrol also can benefit from recent reports of 
suspicious activities in their area. Maximizing the value of the information enables friendly forces to maximize the 
value of their operations. 
1.8 Distributed Operation and Control 
Management of distributed operations in the tactical battlespace is critical to the success of PISR Systems. 
PISR Systems will operate in a highly distributed and dynamic network of shared and taskable resources. Just as the 
exponentially increasing volume of available data drives architectural controls to optimize information value, the 
geometrically increasing availability of distributed ISR resources drives architectural controls to optimize their 
operational deployment. Today, much of the required control is achieved by direct human oversight and the localization 
of assets to specific units. Control will become more challenging as the operational area for PISR becomes more 
complex, the sensing capabilities of collection assets become more diverse, and the volume of information increases.  
In anticipation of this transformation, the PISR PLA considers and supports dynamic management and control 
of PISR System nodes and Subsystems. The MCL Subsystem provides for distributed health status monitoring, and the 
reconfiguration and control of sensors and PISR nodes throughout the network. The Dissemination Subsystem provides 
the efficient movement of information based on prioritization and value, aided by MCL’s cognizance of the availability 
and health status of network resources. Collection assets are deployed and operated in accord with a collection 
management plan. Similarly, the SA Subsystem employs its analytical resources to perform the highest-valued activities 
in accord with pending COIs and other Information Requests. Both collection plans and processing plans are under the 
control of MCL which continually aims to optimize value produced by constrained resources.  
The PISR IB Subsystem provides a shared distributed blackboard to directly support information sharing and 
satisfaction of ad hoc information queries. Because the PISR IB appears local to its clients, this distributed blackboard 
simplifies many potential complexities that would otherwise arise from the distributed nature of the clients. 
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1.9 Stakeholder Quality Attributes 
Stakeholder Quality Attributes (QAs) describe the PISR Systems’ desired and intended behavior with regard to 
how the target audience is going to use and support the system. Based on prior fusion systems and in consultation with 
USMC stakeholders, we collectively developed a list of 143 desirable QAs, falling into 18 categories, and illustrated 
each QA with a use-case scenario. The entire list of candidate QAs was distributed by MARCORSYSCOM throughout 
relevant parts of the MCISR enterprise. Each voter was allotted 44 votes that could be allocated among one of more 
QAs in any manner the voter deemed most important. This process has been used in many architecture efforts to align 
the full spectrum of stakeholders and help provide a shared commitment to consensus priorities. After the voting 
process, 1188 total votes were cast, and the QAs clustered into three priority tiers, labeled A, B, and C. According to 
best practices, the C category was required to include at least 1/3 of the rated items and priority A could not be assigned 
to more than 1/3 of the items. The A-priority items become the principal focus for the first version of the PISR PLA. 
Any item that received 10 or more votes became an A-priority. The four highest rated items in the A-priority category 
received more than 40 votes each. As the PISR PLA matures, techniques to maintain continuous interaction with the 
operational customer community will expand and improve.  
1.10 PISR System Production Process 
The definition and refinement of the PLA is just the first stage of a larger business process that must be agile, 
predictable, and repeatable in order to successfully deliver high value to the operational warfighter through frequent, 
evolutionary product releases. 
This production process, seen in Figure 3, receives direction from stakeholders and policies and is shaped by 
the technologies managed by existing Programs of Record (the “brownfield environment”), new capabilities from DoD 
research laboratories (including Science & Technology (e.g., S&T)), and the continually expanding inventory of 
available off-the-shelf products. 
The production process can be executed in parallel iterations, as shown in Figure 4. Sub-processes of particular 
note within the PISR system production process include: Product Line Architecture (PLA), Product Design (PD), 
Development and/or Discovery (of off-the-shelf capability) & Integration (D&I), and Test (T). Other stages include 




   
 
Figure 3. PISR System production process 
 
Figure 4. Pipelined, evolutionary product releases  
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2   User Interface Environment Subsystem 
2.1 Introduction 
The User Interface (UI) Environment Subsystem provides a Web-based interface that allows operators to 
manage an array of sensor resources to provide timely intelligence information. The ability to achieve a global or 
synoptic view of the battlefield is now becoming possible with today’s electronics and smart sensors. Managing these 
resources to achieve this is the goal of the User Interface. The user interface must display what smart sensors “see” as 
well as allowing the user to manage these sensor resources. The User Interface Environment Subsystem supports user 
interactions to identify situational “triggers” that can alert and cue the user when critical events or conditions of interest 
are detected in the battlespace. The User Interface Environment Subsystem assists the users in collaboratively creating, 
updating, and managing case files that store information of interest. 
2.1.1 User roles 
The primary user for the PISR System is the Battalion Intelligence Staff Officer (S-2) and his subordinates. 
These users describe the configuration of the system and operate the system by issuing PISR Information Requests 
(PISR IRs) and building up case files used to track sensor results, review historical data, and document results and 
actions. 
Commanders and high-level intelligence process managers are users of the system as well. They establish 
policies that the PISR system will adhere to, authorize allocation of sensor resources, establish high level PISR IRs, and 
alert lower echelons of events and other information. 
Users are able to view sensor data, images, and hypotheses on maps as the events occur. Video and still images 
from sensors are rendered on the maps registered to the viewed location as appropriate. The user is able to playback 
sensor events and set filters to filter out information as needed. 
All forces can register to receive alerts for detected sensor events.  Alerts can be configured so that some users 
can review the alert to verify or confirm it before it gets sent to others. 
2.1.2 User’s Task Model 
The capabilities of modern electronic sensors and networking provide an opportunity for new levels of 
awareness on the battlefield. The tasks required to make these capabilities successful are: 
• Planning – Plan for sensor deployment. 
• Verify – Verify that the sensors are deployed at the correct locations and be aware of their health and status. 
• Information Requests – Inform the sensor system what to look for. 
• Alert – Configure alert messages to be sent to interested parties when events occur. 
• Evaluate – Examine the sensor output and determine meaning of the data (interpretation) in a timely manner. 
• Adjust – Adjust the sensor’s focus as the situation on the battlefield changes. Mobile sensors (e.g., UAVs) can 
be re-routed and sensors can be cued. 
2.1.2.1 Planning 
Planning for sensor deployment falls under the category of creating and executing a collection plan. The 
techniques for planning deployment of sensors must keep up with the dynamic capabilities of current and future 
sensors.  To support rapidly changing situations, the system indicates possible optimal locations for sensor placement 
and optimal mobile sensor routes. Sensor area coverage arcs and mobile sensor routes need to be displayed with the 
terrain effects and sensor limitations taken into account. The interface allows the sensor planner to visualize the results 
of his sensor plan. 
2.1.2.2 Verify 
Sensors, like all electro-mechanical devices, can fail. The user needs to verify that the sensors are operating 
correctly and that the system is receiving correct data from them. When a sensor fails or if a given sensor resource that 
was planned for is not available the system will inform the user. 
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2.1.2.3 Information Requests 
Smart sensors need to be configured for what to look for. This reduces false alarms and avoids overwhelming 
the user with all the low level sensor data. The user can specify what is of interest to him in a high level way and let the 
software worry about what the high level representation means in terms of input and output from the sensors. 
2.1.2.4 Alert  
The user can specify what people to alert, under what conditions they are to be alerted, and the methods used 
to alert them.  
2.1.2.5 Evaluate 
Sensors return video, image stills, and various other data feeds. When the sensor and associated analytics 
detect events of interest, the user is directed to these locations and presented with enough information to understand 
quickly what has occurred. The user has access to historical information about what has occurred at this location in the 
past as well as any other relevant data. This and other information can be collected to allow the user to maintain a 
history of what has occurred and what the occurrence of this event means for future events. 
2.1.2.6 Adjust 
Sensor detection events can lead to sensor cueing to verify what has been detected or to gather more focused 
information. More sensors can be tasked to the area of interest. The user is able to communicate with others to adjust 
the sensor collection plan as the current situation changes and to examine or query the sensor data to know how best to 
re-task sensors in light of new information. 
2.1.3 How the User Accomplishes these Tasks 
To accomplish the planning, verify, information request, alert, evaluate, and adjust tasks the user needs a 
system that is linked to smart sensors, sensor analytic software, and both current and historical data. In the following 
subsections, each task is examined in more detail to address how the system will help the user with those tasks. 
2.1.3.1 The Planning Task 
The planning task is accomplished by the Collection Management Assistant that displays the current sensor 
assets available, their current locations, and any current missions assigned to them. The user can request the system to 
indicate on a map where it thinks the best sensor locations should be and plan sensor movement to different locations, 
point them in different directions (if required), and examine how much coverage they would have at those locations. 
Sensor modes and sensitivities can be taken into account and set to different configurations at different times. 
2.1.3.2  Verify Task 
The verify task is accomplished by the Collection Management Assistant and Observation Editor. The 
Collection Management Assistant can display current sensor locations and orientations as well as the field of views and 
icons that reflect the state of the sensor. Mobile sensors are displayed at their current location with indicators for their 
current course, speed, state, and track. A sensor icon can be selected and software specific to that sensor can be started 
to get more detailed information about that sensor. The Observation Editor can be used to obtain direct sensor 
observation video and to rewind and play it back. 
2.1.3.3  Information Request Task 
To aid in their effectiveness, smart sensors need direction on what things they should look for. The user 
employs the PISR IR Editor to specify who (who do we look for), what (what are they doing), when (when are they 
doing it), and where (where are they doing it). The smart sensors can then prioritize this request with available 
resources and evaluate what is the best way to accomplish this PISR IR. 
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2.1.3.4 The Alert Task 
Alert messages need to be sent out once the sensors detect an event. The Alert Notification Editor allows users 
to create alert lists of people to be informed and how the alerts are sent out. Primary communication mechanisms as 
well as secondary mechanisms can be specified. 
2.1.3.5 The Evaluate Task 
The evaluate task is accomplished by using different editors. The Observation Editor shows the user that 
sensors have generated an alert. It indicates where the alert has occurred as well as the relevant information from the 
sensor related to the alert. It shows on the map the location of the alert and any live feeds available from the sensor tiled 
to the user’s map. This sensor feed can be replayed as required to evaluate what has occurred. The user can bring up the 
Case File Editor to tie in this sensor alert area and alert type with other historical events that have occurred in this area. 
The Case File Editor also allows the user to query for other information that might be relevant to this alert.   Once the 
user has a good handle on what is going on, he can use the observation editor to pass any additional information to the 
system about the alert. 
2.1.3.6 The Adjust Task 
The adjust task is accomplished by the Collection Management Assistant, the Observation Editor, and the Case 
File Editor. The Collection Management Assistant is used to change sensor allocations. The Case File Editor can record 
the adjustment and reasons behind it if required. The Observation Editor can verify that the adjustment was carried out 
and then view the results. 
2.1.4 User Interface Editors 
As indicated above, the PISR System user interface is built from a number of editors. These editors allow the 
user to accomplish the above tasks. The following subsections describe each editor. 
2.1.4.1 PISR IR Editor 
The PISR IR Editor lets the user specify situational triggers (battlespace conditions of interest) and who to 
notify once the situation occurs14. The editor offers the following features: 
• The user defines the basic attributes of who, what, when, and where to describe a component of a PISR 
IR. Multiple components can be logically tied together to form more complex IRs. 
• The system has built-in PISR IR templates and the user can create his own templates for use by himself or 
other analysts.  Templates are used to facilitate the creation of PISR IRs. Templates can incorporate 
known enemy TTPs. 
• Threshold values can be set on the PISR IRs. The sensitivity of triggering and resulting false alarm rates 
can be set. 
• A summary of currently active PISR IRs are available. 
• The user can specify additional actions to validate a PISR IR once an alert is triggered. 
• If sensor resources are not available or tasked for other purposes, the editor informs the user and the user 
can try to resolve those issues using the Collection Management Assistant. If mobile sensors need to be 
deployed to satisfy a request, the system informs the user and the Collection Management Assistant can 
help facilitate their deployment. 
• The user can bring up various situational awareness items on the map display to aid in defining PISR IR 
geographic location definitions. 
2.1.4.2 Observation Editor 
The Observation Editor allows the user to become part of the sensor network by reporting human observations 
to the system. The Observation Editor displays sensor alerts and sensor video. It has the following features: 
                                                 
14 To be precise, it is really “once the situation is perceived to have occurred” as determined by processing of sensor 
data against various criteria. 
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• Sensor alert information is displayed on a map at the location of the event. Detailed information about the 
alert is available on user selection. 
• The user can get a list of what sensors are available for live video and he can request that the video be 
tiled onto a map. The sensor video can be played back, rewound, and fast-forwarded. If supported by the 
system, the sensor video can be adjusted to provide higher resolution video in areas of importance. 
• Sensors without overhead video capability but having video or still images have an icon on the map at 
their location showing indication of availability of imagery; selecting these icons allows their video or still 
images to be displayed. 
• The user can configure how data from different sensor types are displayed. 
2.1.4.3 Alert Notification Editor 
The Alert Notification Editor allows the user to set-up notification lists and hierarchies to manage the 
notification process for sensor events. It allows the user to specify primary as well as backup contact information to 
insure that the alert messages will get to the required destinations in a timely manner. The Alert Notification Editor has 
the following features: 
•  Alert contacts can be changed based upon the error threshold of an alert. Alerts with a greater confidence 
factor can be specified to be sent to different contact lists than the same alert with a lower confidence 
factor. 
• Different contact methods can be specified for each contact. Each contact method can be given a priority, 
a level of alert before contact is done, and alert types to be sent to this contact method. 
• Backup contacts lists or individuals can also be provided with the alert. These are triggered when all of the 
primary contacts fail. 
• The system contacts the user based upon contact priority, alert level, and alert type. It verifies that the alert 
was actually received by the contact and if not it alerts using the next contact method. 
• Besides user-defined alert lists, the system has Warning, Threat, and Watch lists that are maintained as per 
the system configuration.  
• Case files can have alerts assigned to them so that when they are modified alerts can be sent out. 
2.1.4.4 Collection Management Assistant 
The Collection Management Assistant is a unified way to manage different types of sensors and their software 
for collection planning and sensor tasking. It can verify the status and functionality of its sensors. The Collection 
Management Assistant has the following features: 
• Provides a list of available sensors and the status of those sensors. 
• Allows for sensors to be added and removed from the system. 
• A sensor can be selected and its location and coverage arcs are displayed on the map along with any 
known missions assigned and the sensor owner. Mobile sensors display their course, speed, track, and 
time remaining on station. 
• Different locations for sensor positions can be explored. The map displays the sensor coverage arcs based 
upon the new location taking terrain into account. The Collection Management Assistant can be requested 
to provide “heat maps” that display optimal sensor placement and route information for the given terrain 
and sensor type given a set of user-definable assumptions. 
• Sensor modes and cueing changes can be specified if the user is the owner or, if not, sensor requests can 
be made. 
• The sensor owner can specify priorities for the sensor. The system will use these priorities when deciding 
to allocate resources to satisfy PISR IRs. 
2.1.4.5 Case File Editor 
The Case File Editor aids in the creation of PISR IRs and in understanding the context and meaning of alerts. 
This editor allows the user to query and retrieve database information and use that information to help understand and 
document events on the ground. With this information the user can narrow down the “who”, “what”, “where”, and 
“when” data needed for defining PISR IRs. The user can also tie the data gathered from alerts with historical 
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information. This can lead to new insights as to what is happening on the battlefield. The Case File Editor also allows 
assumptions to be tracked and to establish a data trail for documentation of events. It has the following features: 
• Creation of case files and attaching data items and events to these case files. The editor supports multiple 
users having simultaneous access to the same case file. Different file types can be linked to a case file. 
• Users can browse the different case files and receive alerts when case files contents are updated. 
• A chain of evidence display allows for identification of what assumptions have been made, who made the 
assumptions, and why.  
• The reliability of data in the case file can be shown as well as the reliability of data source(s). 
• Queries into the database can be entered and their results saved in the case file along with user annotations 
and notes. Filters can be applied to these queries. 
• Reports can be generated from the case file. Report templates are provided to ease this task. The user can 
export reports to Word documents and e-mail. 
2.1.4.6 PISR System Configuration Editor  
The PISR System Configuration Editor lets the system administrator configure the PISR system. He can 
specify what sensor types are supported as well as defining what software the sensors will use. He can specify and 
customize all the PISR PLA subsystem processes and start and shutdown these processes. Policies of the different 
subsystems can be modified from their defaults. Any customization of the PISR system is performed using this 
interface.  
2.1.5  Portability across devices and platforms 
The PISR system must support different hardware platforms the user will employ to access the system. It must 
support many different sensors that have different capabilities, from TRSS ground sensors to sensors mounted on 
UAVs. It is expected that integration of advanced hardware and software will evolve capabilities of the PISR System. 
The “thin client” web browser architecture of the User Interface Environment allows any platform to access the PISR 
user interface. The user interface services approach allows services to be replaced and third party software to “plug-
into” the user interface. 
The PISR System must support many different sensor configurations and the many different visualization 
capabilities that these sensors will provide. The Observation Editor integrates the various visualizations into a common 
view.  Sensor vendors specify the display capabilities of their sensor types and the Collection Management Assistant 
allows the user to select from these different display capabilities to view the sensor output. 
2.1.5.1 Adding a New Sensor Type to the User Interface 
The System Configuration Editor allows the user to add a new sensor package to the PISR system. The editor 
uses the following information to configure its displays: 
• Metadata configuration. The Metadata that goes along with the sensor data needs to be specified so the 
user interface can present the data. 
• Display Script. The different display options and how each option is to be displayed are written in a 
display script. The user interface builds display options and display methods based upon the data in the 
script. The Observation Editor then presents the sensor data to the user using those display methods. The 
Display Script language is extensible, providing the capability to add new functions as sensor and display 
technology evolve. A Display Script is created for each new sensor type. Refer to Figure 5. 
 
The Display Script describes to the UI subsystem what the options are in displaying the sensor information and 
how to present each option. In the above figure, the Display Script Code processes the sensor image data based upon 
the user’s selected display options. The display script code routes the image data to the Map Server if it has the 
capability to be presented as a map overlay, or it can direct the sensor images directly to the Observation Editor. If any 
transformation of the image data needs to be done, the Display Script code can pass it to the graphical processing unit 
(GPU) to perform the transformation. The Collection Management Assistant configures the sensor display based upon 
information returned from the Display Script code. Given the display mode passed in by the Collection Management 
Assistant, the Display Script code configures the sensor software package to provide that information. 
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Figure 5. Sensor display configuration using a display script 
2.1.6 Key Quality Attributes 
The key QA for the User Interface Environment Subsystem is “Users should be able to access the PISR 
System using only a computer browser (Microsoft Explorer preferred) without the need for large application software 
modules on the user’s computer.” To meet this objective the User Interface Environment Subsystem takes a “thin 
client” approach. This means that most of UI logic is on the web server side and only what is needed to get the data 
from the user and pass data along to the user is contained in the “thin client”. The bulk of the User Interface 
Environment Subsystem therefore resides in services on the web server side.  
Another key goal of the UI is that no user’s manual be required.  The user interface is a web page that appears 
like most other web pages that a user can navigate intuitively without needing a manual. Sensor image data is displayed 
or tiled on a map and the context of the information is incorporated into the display of the data. Tasks can be performed 
with a minimum number of key strokes and graphical representations make the information presented easy to 
understand. 
Current technologies such as Ajax for dynamic web page design can provide a fast and fluid interface. Just the 
part of the web page that needs updating is regenerated, not the complete page.  
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2.2 Top Level Architecture 
The User Interface Environment provides a web browser-based interface that communicates with Web-based 
UI server processes to allow the user to accomplish the various tasks described earlier. As discussed above, the UI takes 
a “thin client” approach to this problem.  Functionality is easily changed by just replacing the UI services as required. 
External tools have easy access to the parts of the UI that they are interested in, and it is easy to plug-in new tools.  
The UI services enable separation of views (what the web browser shows) from the rest of the UI logic. The 
server-side logic interfaces with the rest of the PISR System. The UI Environment Subsystem is designed to support 
integration of third party tools by connecting to those services. For example, Figure 6 below shows Tactical 
Switchboard and the Semantic Web-based Interface for Marines (SWIM) are shown as 3rd party tools integrated into the 
PISR System. It is assumed that other 3rd party tools will tie into the PISR System UI as they are developed so that the 
benefits and features of these tools can be accessed seamlessly by the user.  Here the Tactical Switchboard tile server is 
being used by the PISR Map Server to display real time video imagery on its maps. The Case File Management UI 
Service obtains data from the SWIM server and includes it into the case files that are displayed. 
The following subsections describe the various services offered by the UI Environment Subsystem. 
 
 
Figure 6. UI Environment Subsystem architecture 
2.2.1 PISR IR UI Service 
The PISR IR UI Service supports creation of PISR IRs defining the “who”, “what”, “where”, and “when” that 
should be looked for by the sensors as well as whom to notify when the event is detected. 
2.2.2 System Configuration UI Service 
The System Configuration UI Service allows the user to bring on line and configure the different subsystems 
within the PISR System. It also allows integration of third party tools into the system and the swapping of both 
hardware and software components. Sensor software packages can be added or removed. This service is accessed by 
system administrators of the system. The service is also used to specify policy direction for each of the subsystems. 
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2.2.3 Alert UI Service 
The Alert UI Service handles the alert configuration for the alerts output when the sensors detect something 
satisfying the conditions of interest (situational triggers). This service deals with who is to be notified for what alerts 
and what the notification and backup notification methods are.  
2.2.4 Sensor Management UI Service 
The Sensor Management UI Service provides access to the sensors. Individual sensors can be added or 
removed from the PISR System. Sensor-specific software will be called to check if sensors are operating properly. 
Software can review the data coming in from the sensors and can configure the sensors as needed. The software can 
generate sensor coverage and availability displays. The Collection Management Assistant interfaces to this service to 
manage collection operations. 
2.2.5 Map Service 
The Map Service provides map data to the user interface and manages the polygons and other user input that 
the user has provided on the map displays. The Map Service supports image map tiles and other map overlay data 
coming in from external sources. This service also provides the standard Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) map 
services. 
2.2.6 Case File Management UI Service 
The Case File Management UI Service provides a mechanism for the user to collect and view data related to 
PISR IR requests. Software can query for historical data for display and for linking with sensor events and other related 
data. Case files help the user define the initial PISR IR conditions and better understand the sensor alerts by placing 
them in the context of the events occurring on the battlefield.  
Figure 7 depicts data flows across the UI Environment Subsystem and Case File Management Service. 
 
Figure 7. Alert and case file data flow through the UI Environment Subsystem 
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An alert message comes into both the Alert UI Service and the Case File Management UI Service. The Alert 
UI Service displays the alert message. The user can task the sensors to verify the alert. The user can manually request 
information about the alert or can use the Observation Editor to configure the system to provide that information 
automatically. The Case File Management UI Service requests information about the alert and its associated data from 
the PISR IB. The related case file data is retrieved and when the user opens the Case File Editor the data associated with 
the alert is displayed. The system also displays relevant related information on other activities in the area, including 
how often alerts have occurred in the past in this area. 
2.2.7 Sensor Display 
The combined view of multiple sensor sources on the battlefield is one of the most important tasks of the PISR 
System UI. The user needs to be able to focus in and drill down on important areas. Different views of what the sensors 
display are vital for understanding the complete picture. The User Interface Environment Subsystem utilizes sensor 
image data overlaid on top of maps and display scripts to provide different views and capabilities to the warfighter. 
2.2.7.1 Sensor Image Overlay onto Maps 
Display of sensor video onto a map overlay is a compute-intensive task that can use significant network 
bandwidth. The PISR system tests the bandwidth of the connection and adjusts the video playback quality and frame 
rate accordingly. Transformation of the image can also be expensive. The PISR system utilizes the display hardware’s 
GPU to perform the graphical transformations required. The PISR system passes along only the changed video bits to 
reduce bandwidth and processing requirements. 
2.2.7.2 Display Script Configuration 
Display processing of sensor images must be done as efficiently as possible. Different sensor types and 
configurations can provide many different options for what is displayed. In addition, as new sensors are added they 
need to be easily integrated. Display pipelines need to be configured for each of the sensor image data paths. These 
pipelines have common element blocks but must be customized for each sensor type. The display scripts accomplish 
this by allowing each sensor type to have a custom display pipeline. Filters and special processing steps can be defined 
and “compiled” into custom processing methods for each sensor type’s display pipeline. 
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3 Situational Awareness Subsystem 
3.1 Introduction 
This section describes the Situational Awareness (SA) Subsystem portion of the PISR Product Line 
Architecture. A goal of the SA Subsystem is to accelerate the rate at which product vendors contribute components that 
solve USMC SA problems. The type of products of interest for this PISR PLA subsystem are the analytics, sensors, and 
sensor integrators–including integrators for human generated intelligence–that perform the myriad of SA functions 
required to enable Persistent ISR. Ultimately, the USMC instantiates the SA Subsystem of the PLA with selected pre-
qualified components appropriate to current missions and integrates these into effective PISR SA Subsystems. Part of 
that work is empirical and part of that work is the formulation of an effective integration platform. The empirical work 
requires a survey, analysis, and classification of sensor capabilities, including a description of their operating envelopes, 
controls, and outputs. The goal of the empirical work is to develop categories of sensor types represented as suitably 
abstract generic sensor components. Specific sensors described as instances of these generic sensor categories can then 
be efficiently integrated into an effective PISR System. This is the basic approach used throughout all PLA 
developments. 
In addition to categorizing sensors, the SA Subsystem PLA also needs to abstractly represent the situation 
interpretation capabilities of analytics. The first analytic layer converts low-level sensor outputs into higher-level 
interpretations or hypotheses. Typically these base hypotheses describe entities and features observed in the sensor data. 
For example, one analytic might identify a human form in a video while others might determine the posture, 
movements, and purposeful behaviors. Still others might identify the size, gender, and hair color, and these might feed 
into others that hypothesize the identity of the person. In addition to analytics that convert sensor data into hypotheses 
about people, others generate hypotheses about vehicles, people-vehicle combinations, buildings, facilities, 
organizations, social networks, and so on. Rather than consume raw sensor input, some higher-level analytics build 
upon the hypotheses of other lower-level analytics. This is a very large information processing space. The goal of the 
SA Subsystem of the PISR PLA is to enable the USMC to employ the best components in each such category for the 
mission at hand. The goal throughout is to bring better SA capabilities to the warfighter, at the lowest possible cost, 
with the least delay. The overall architecture of the SA Subsystem accomplishes this goal by specifying the 
interoperation of generic component types and easily incorporates specific sources of hypotheses (sensors and 
analytics) associated with those generic component types. 
The extent of the SA problem is broad, including fielded and developmental sensors and analytics, and 
everything from collection planning to fusion and focus of attention. To assure reasonable progress, the PLA 
incorporates best of breed proven capabilities while anticipating and designing for incremental extensibility and 
evolution. The initial instantiation of the PLA must therefore focus on these available capabilities: (1) current sensors 
and intelligence processing software used by Marines; (2) government off-the-shelf capabilities for SA being produced 
by ONR and other relevant DoD programs such as the Navy’s Comprehensive Maritime Awareness; and (3) established 
and proven paradigms for SA and data fusion, especially distributed blackboards.  
All SA systems are concerned with fusing multiple sources of information to build a credible model, 
description or interpretation of entities, events, and other aspects of the environment. The terms model, description, and 
interpretation are roughly synonymous. Any operator in the battlespace needs to understand the environment, the 
players, their capabilities, and their intentions. Because such understanding always rests on perceptions and inferences, 
the knowledge and interpretation are uncertain. SA systems fuse information to develop the most credible 
interpretations of their observations, using the basic method of science to generate hypotheses consistent with the 
observations and testing those hypotheses against alternatives. A valid situational model explains the observations 
received and predicts future observables better than all plausible alternatives. 
SA combines bottom-up and top-down activities. When humans react to stimuli, such as an unexpected sound 
or movement, they focus attention and appropriate resources in the vicinity of the stimulus to collect more information, 
feed hypothesis-generating analytics, and develop a mental model of what’s happening. When these models generate 
specific expectations, people choose to orient their sensors toward places and events of a particular predicted sort. This 
top-down expectation-driven approach dominates the collection efforts of intelligent systems such as human beings. 
One special case of this top-down approach arises when intelligent systems attend to high-value potential events, even 
if they are not explicitly predicted. Because intelligent systems understand that they must react quickly to particular 
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threats or high-value opportunities, they orient their collection, sensing, and analysis so they will not miss these events, 
even at the risk of ignoring other potential stimuli. The PISR PLA presumes that resources are inadequate to collect and 
fully process all relevant data, so the PISR System focuses on effective processing of high-value information. 
Information can be pre-identified as high-value from an analysis of potential enemy actions, as through an Intelligence 
Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB) process, from the analysis of plan dependencies such as PIRs, or from other sources 
of conditions of interest (COIs). All of these methods produce descriptions of high-value events that the PISR SA 
System should detect with acceptably high confidence. To do that, it must combine bottom-up and top-down methods, 
orienting collection and analytics towards relevant and significant features, and detecting and responding to relevant 
stimuli by cross-cueing appropriate follow-up methods. 
In short, the SA Subsystem portion of the PISR PLA must specify these things:  
1. Categories of sensors abstracted into generic sensor component types 
2. Ways to adapt specific sensor products to an appropriate component type 
3. Categories of analytics abstracted into generic component types 
4. Ways to adapt specific analytic products to an appropriate component type 
5. A language of hypothesis types, suitable for representing models of dynamic situation elements including 
entities, attributes, behaviors, and states 
6. Interfaces to an information repository, a blackboard, for recording, updating, and publicizing evolving 
hypotheses 
7. Frameworks for implementing processes that employ components to generate or improve hypotheses 
8. Control mechanisms for other subsystems to prioritize the generation of hypotheses in order to produce 
the highest value, while respecting the constrained resources of human attention, sensors, communications 
bandwidth, processing power, and storage 
Ultimately, a mature SA System PLA will incorporate empirically validated, sound engineering answers for all 
of these eight elements. In the early stages of this project, the SA PLA can provide only initial answers for most of 
these elements. 
3.2 Situational Awareness Subsystem Architecture  
Several of the stakeholder-specified A-priority Quality Attributes relate significantly to the SA Subsystem. The 
QA with the fifth most votes requires that PISR System users can define Conditions of Interest (situation-relevant 
information requirements) about various entities in the battlespace and specifying whom the PISR System should notify 
when it detects the defined conditions. The eighth most prominent QA requires that COIs be flexible enough to express 
enemy patterns of activity that correspond to adversary TTPs. Another requires the PISR System to monitor COIs in 
near real time. Other QAs specify that COIs must detect specific entities such as High-Value Individuals. 
To achieve these COI-specific QAs as well as achieving the overall goal of producing timely intelligence data 
for USMC, the SA Subsystem consists of the following sub-subsystems: 
• Conditions of Interests 
• Situational Interpretation 
• Sensor Integration and Interpretation 
• Collection Planning Assistant 
The COI Sub-subsystem of the SA PLA tracks the declared persistent intelligence requirements of the users. It 
directs the analytics and sensors to collect intelligence data of interest. The Situational Interpretation Sub-subsystem 
manages the combination of analytics that generate hypotheses about the battlespace. These hypotheses both feed back 
into other higher analytics within the Situational Interpretation Sub-subsystem and feed into the COI Sub-subsystem. 
The Situational Interpretation Sub-subsystem depends in turn on the Sensor Integration and Interpretation Sub-
subsystem. In addition to translating sensor input into a generic vendor neutral format, the Sensor Integration and 
Interpretation Sub-subsystem extracts basic hypotheses such as the position location information of a detected person or 
vehicle at a point in time. The final component of the SA PLA is the Collection Planning Assistant, which is 
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responsible for providing feedback and advice to help a collection manager using the system decide upon an optimal set 
of COIs to register.  The rest of this section describes these major components of the SA Subsystem as well as their 





Figure 8. Situational Awareness Subsystem architecture data flow 
 depicts the components of the SA PLA and the connections involved in the primary flow of data. The 
user interacts with the PISR IR Editor to create, read, update, or delete (CRUD) the COIs. Upon receipt of a COI from 
the editor, the COI Subscription Manager stores a copy in the COI Subscription Store portion of the PISR Information 
Base (see Section 6) and forwards the information to the COI Validating Translator. The COI Validating Translator 
validates that the COI conforms to context-sensitive restrictions on well-formed COIs. The well-formed COIs continue 
on to the COI Interpreter, which continually monitors the PISR Information Base blackboard for matching patterns of 
hypotheses. When the COI Interpreter finds a match, it notifies the Dissemination Subsystem (Section 4). In order for 
the COI Interpreter to find hypotheses of interest, a number of Situational Interpreters analyze the set of hypotheses in 
the PISR IB blackboard and generate new hypotheses. Other Situational Interpreters can build upon the hypotheses of 
lower layers of interpretation. The lowest level hypotheses originate from the Sensor Level Interpreters that process raw 
data from Sensors. The remaining sub-subsystem, the Collection Management Assistant, remains unconcerned with the 
specific hypotheses. Instead it only interacts with the user and with the COI Subscription Store. 
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3.2.1 Conditions of Interest 
The Conditions of Interest Sub-subsystem of the SA PLA collects the conditions that are of interest to 
warfighters, intelligence analysts, or other users and monitors the estimated state of the world in the PISR IB 
blackboard. For example, an analyst may be interested in observing the battlespace for indications of threats to a 
planned convoy movement. COIs represent situational triggers that, when they are observed by the array of sensor and 
analytic resources, indicate something of great interest to the analyst has occurred or is occurring. Such occurrences cue 
or alert the analyst for subsequent action to further improve understanding of the situation or to alert forces for 
operational response. When it estimates the conditions are met, the COI Subsystem disseminates information about met 
conditions through the Dissemination Subsystem. The following sections detail the design of the COI Subscription 
Manager, the COI Validating Translator, and the COI Interpreter. 
3.2.1.1 COI Subscription Manager 
The COI Subscription Manager collects information about the conditions that are of interest to users of the 
PISR system. Each COI is associated with the originator who created the subscription and with the users who may edit 
the COI definition. A subscription to a COI associates the COI with subscribers who may include people, case files, 
missions, or plans. Subscriptions also keep track of who imposed the COI on the subscribers (which may be the 
subscriber or a superior officer) and the relative priority of the notices when that COI matches relevant hypotheses in 
the PISR Information Base. Since the COI Subscription Manager’s operations are simply the usual CRUD operations it 
serves as an adapter between the PISR IR Editor and the PISR IB’s COI Subscription Store, in addition to initiating 
processing or cancelling processing of COIs. COIs may have an expiration time as well indicating the latest time of 
value for that kind of information. 
3.2.1.2 COI Validating Translator 
Users of the PISR System have roles and tasks in support of their missions. These roles, tasks, and missions 
naturally lead to specific interests in potential events within a geographic area during a window of time. Human sources 
of information, sensors, and automated analytics create hypotheses about the state of the world with some degree of 
certainty, some of which are relevant to the COIs subscribed to by users. The COI Validating Translator connects the 
high-level interests of the user to lower-level hypotheses about the battlespace produced by the analytics by generating 
a lower-level COI expression. This translation occurs by traversing the abstract syntax tree representing the high-level 
COI and producing a lower-level one. During the traversal each leaf expression representing a high-level interest is 
replaced by a new sub-expression containing specific conjectures combined with various logical and temporal 
connectives. Analytics in the system are specialists—they are able to interpret particular sub-expressions and focus their 
computations on associating sensor observations and other reported data that can provide evidence to confirm the truth 
(probabilistically) of the conditions in the sub-expression. 
Before the translation can occur, the input COIs must be well-formed. While user interfaces may perform 
preliminary input validation in order to provide low-latency user feedback, systems tend to be more robust and more 
readily support multiple sources of input if the final input checking occurs after the user interface components. The 
checking performed by the COI Validating Translator mostly involves checking the unit labels on quantities. Distances 
must be in length units, expiration times must be expressed in time units, and so forth. This can be implemented via 
straightforward structural recursion over the inductive structure of the abstract syntax trees. The unification or 
constraint solving phases often found in type checkers for more sophisticated languages are unnecessary. 
3.2.1.3 COI Interpreter 
The COI Interpreter continually monitors the PISR IB blackboard for hypotheses that could form an instance 
of a COI. Since the analytics deposit their hypotheses into the PISR IB, the COI interpreter queries for either individual 
hypotheses that appear within the COI sub-expression or for larger sub-expressions using compound query expressions. 
While querying for large sub-expressions within the COI may improve performance by offloading more work onto the 
PISR IB Subsystem’s database query engine, the COI Interpreter may still require the confidence levels of the 
individual leaf hypotheses in order to compute a confidence level for the sub-expression. 
When the COI Interpreter receives notification of a relevant hypothesis, it retrieves the relevant COIs that 
reference that type of hypothesis. It then substitutes the hypothesis data for the references within the COI expression. 
To describe this process, we say the particular hypotheses instantiate the generic COI. Multiple combinatorial 
instantiations may be possible for COIs with multiple references. The COI Interpreter then simplifies the COI 
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expression through partial evaluation and stores the simplified COI. Simplified, partially instantiated COIs are also 
candidates for further instantiation and simplification. For example, if a user was initially interested in at least two 
people approaching a location b, but separated from one another by at least a given distance d, once the PISR System 
detects a single such person at location x, the simplified, partially instantiated COI is merely interested in one more 
person approaching location b but at least d distance from x. 
In addition to constraints on geospatial position location information, COI interpretation must be cognizant of 
several notions of time for hypotheses. First, a hypothesis has a time when it occurred. The Sensor Web Enablement 
initiative’s Observations and Measurements standard defines sampling time–the time at which the measurement applies. 
Hypotheses also carry a result time–the time at which the procedure producing the measurement completed. While 
some sensors provide near-real-time detection, informants may mention information they noticed days ago. The result 
time may also differ from the insertion time when the hypothesis enters the automated PISR system. For example, a 
Marine may need to return to the Forward Operating Base (FOB) to submit an after action report. Finally, as with COIs, 
a hypothesis may have a latest time of value (LTOV), which is the time after which the event is no longer of interest 
and should be discarded. 
Simplified COIs reach several end states. COIs that simplify to True generate alerts. COIs that simplify to 
False (i.e., due to unsatisfied constraints) are discarded. COIs that expire due to the expiration time associated with the 
COI or due to the latest time of value expiring are also discarded. 
When the COI Interpreter detects an instance of a COI, it forwards the COI along with the pedigree describing 
how the pattern variables of the COI were bound to specific hypotheses to form a COI instance. This, combined with 
the subscription information, informs the Dissemination Subsystem which destinations desire the data. 
3.2.2 Situational Interpreter 
The Situational Interpreter consists of a collection of analytics that consume and produce hypotheses within 
the PISR IB blackboard. The Situational Interpreter also provides control mechanisms to prioritize the scheduling of 
analytics in order to maximize the expected value of the resulting hypotheses. The first layer of analytics consumes 
hypotheses about positions, locations, and rudimentary observable features of entities in the battlespace such as people, 
vehicles, equipment, infrastructure, or events. These often produce fused results that combine hypotheses from different 
sources correlated in time to produce an estimated state of the battlespace. The next higher layer of analytics consumes 
hypotheses about states to produce hypotheses about behaviors over time. The detection of behaviors may require 
robust reinterpretation of the individual states based on estimations of the likely misclassification of one state as another 
state or to fill in missing (undetected) states. Some analytics further consider the behavior hypotheses to discover 
anomalous behaviors that indicate suspicious or hostile activities.  depicts the typical levels of interpretation. Figure 9
In addition to producing new hypotheses, the COI Subsystem and some analytics also maintain the pedigree of 
the chain of inferences behind each hypothesis. This information can effectively provide more information from which 
a human can further ground and refine their personal assessments of believability or estimation of value. Even with 
analytics that do not maintain their chains of inferences due to the additional complexity, the SA Subsystem still tracks 
the sensor interface or analytic that produced the hypothesis. The SA Subsystem’s desire for tracking pedigree must be 
balanced against the open architecture and need for an ecosystem of pluggable analytics which may not be designed 
with the PLA in mind. 
Figure 9. Levels of situational interpretation 
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3.2.3 Sensor Level Interpreter 
The Sensor Level Interpreter performs two main functions. The first is sensor integration. Ideally, sensors 
should already conform to the Sensor Web Enablement’s Observations and Measurements standard.15  Until that 
occurs, however, the Sensor Level Interpreter subsystem must provide adapters from vendor’s proprietary formats. The 
second function of the Sensor Level Interpreter is to extract basic hypotheses from the raw sensor input. For exampl
an analytic might detect images of people within video frames from an EO or IR camera and estimate soft biometrics 
about the person detected. This layer discards large volumes of information that could otherwise inundate the system




                                                
3.2.4 Collection Planning Assistant 
The Collection Planning Assistant supports end users in choosing the COIs to which they should subscribe and 
planning PISR asset allocation to best collect on those COIs. As with many optimization problems, the first step in 
finding an optimal configuration of COIs and asset allocations is to measure the value of a given such configuration. 
Given the anticipated potential enemy Courses of Action determined during IPB, the Collection Planning Assistant 
suggests COIs that would detect indicators of these Courses of Action. In addition, the Collection Planning Assistant 
also suggests a PISR asset allocation that will minimize false positives (inaccurate detections) and false negatives 
(missing events that it should have detected). Providing a reasonable estimate of the expected false positive and false 
negative rates helps Marines determine how much to trust the system. 
 
15 Refer to http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/om. 
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4 Dissemination 
4.1 Introduction 
Dissemination processing integrates activities of the MCL Subsystem and the PISR IB Subsystem to pass 
information to warfighters through appropriate interface mechanisms. This section describes how the MCL Subsystem 
and PISR IB Subsystem interact to effectively and efficiently disseminate information in the PISR System. 
Dissemination, according to JP 1-02, is the “conveyance of intelligence to users in a suitable form”. For the PISR 
System, we look at dissemination in a broader sense to include both the movement of information among the 
components of the PISR System as well as to users and external systems. For clarity, we break this broader definition 
into three concepts:  
• Messaging – Creation and management of internal PISR messages that do not have an end-user in mind, rather 
they are from subsystem to subsystem. These are information packets such as feeds from a TRSS sensor about 
person detected events to the Sensor Level Interpreter Sub-subsystem. 
• Alerting – Movement and management of PISR messages that are directed to users as high-value information. 
Alerts are artifacts of analyzing various messages within the system. When the PISR System determines that a 
user needs to be notified of some information, that information is disseminated to appropriate devices and 
transformed into a human-digestible format for one or more users. 
• External Dissemination Component (EDC) – Components that support alert dissemination. This is a general 
contract for a component to conform to in order to receive alerts from the PISR System. The EDC is then 
responsible for translating the alert from the internal PISR alert format to the format required by the external 
dissemination component. 
Dissemination Management, as defined in MCRP 5-12C,  
“Involves establishing dissemination priorities, selection of dissemination means, and 
monitoring the flow of intelligence throughout the command. The objective of dissemination 
management is to deliver the required intelligence to the appropriate user in proper form at 
the right time while ensuring that individual consumers and the dissemination system are not 
overloaded attempting to move unneeded or irrelevant information. Dissemination 
management also provides for use of security controls which do not impede the timely 
delivery or subsequent use of intelligence while protecting intelligence sources and methods.” 
 
The MCL Dissemination Management Module (DMM) as part of the Process and Resource Optimization 
Management Sub-subsystem (PROMS) Sub-subsystem (Section 5.2.5), handles dissemination management by 
producing dissemination guidance plans that are distributed to PISR components for processing and implementation. 
The MCL, under the Alert Management Sub-subsystem (AMS) (Section 5.2.4) plans alert routes to a variety of EDCs. 
This section describes the general contract for creating a new EDC, as well describing some of the potential EDCs that 
are anticipated. Examples of these EDCs are Cursor on Target (COT) systems, text messages, email, and Internet Relay 
Chat (IRC) messages. The PISR IB Intelligent Distribution Sub-subsystem is responsible for PISR messaging and 
provides support for connecting additional EDCs to the PISR System. 
For brevity, the details covered in the MCL and PISR IB will not be repeated here, but interested readers 
should refer to the respective sections listed above. 
Dissemination addresses a core set of requirements derived from MCWP 2-2 MAGTF Intelligence Collection. 
These requirements are critical to a successfully operating PISR System and include: 
• Dissemination Planning: 
o Processing the statement of intelligence interest (SII), IRs, CCIRs, COIs, and other inputs to derive 
effective and optimized dissemination schemes and dissemination plans 
• Dissemination Execution: 
o Efficient dissemination of collection results and other intelligence products 
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o Efficient movement of raw and processed data and information among the components of the PISR 
System in support of PISR operations 
• Dissemination Management: 
o Monitor the operation of the dissemination process, the state of relative system resources and 
environmental conditions to provide active dissemination management and to adjust the 
dissemination schemes and dissemination plans as appropriate 
All other subsystems of the PISR System should be capable of receiving, interpreting, and (as appropriate) 
implementing the dissemination schemes and dissemination plans provided by the MCL DMM. 
4.2 Dissemination Architecture 
Dissemination is divided into three different concepts. It is not intended for Dissemination to be a subsystem in 
its own right; rather, it is the glue that ties together the MCL and PISR IB subsystems. Dissemination is described in 
this separate section to add clarity to its basic goals. As mentioned in the introduction, these concepts are messaging, 
alerting, and external dissemination components. 
4.2.1 Messaging 
Messaging is a key concept in the PISR System architecture. Communications among various subsystems 
requires an agreement on how information is passed from one system to another. Messaging fulfills that need without 
the requirement of having each subsystem know and directly communicate with each subsystem interested in the 
artifacts that they generate. For example, when a TRSS sensor detects an event, it can package that information into a 
message for the PISR IB to handle and give to the appropriate subsystems that are looking for that information (i.e., 
those that have registered subscriptions for that kind of information). The TRSS sensor does not need to know what 
additional analytics are needed to use its events; rather, it knows the messaging contract established by the PISR IB to 
notify any interested party through naively publishing a message. Any system that wants to publish an alert can package 
the information into a proto-alert message for the MCL to pick up and disseminate accordingly. The PISR IB handles 
messaging between different PISR subsystems by using the publish/subscribe paradigm to decouple message-
generating subsystems from subsystems that are utilizing those messages. Messaging is further augmented by another 
system, the MCL, whose job it is to analyze what is actually useful to the PISR System as a whole in accordance with 
the current information optimization goals of the system. MCL issues guidance on what information needs to be 
distributed, what information should be collected, and what activities should be run to generate valuable information. 
4.2.2 Alerting 
Alerting is a special case of messaging where the message’s target is a user or set of users instead of one or 
more component(s) of the PISR System. Alerting demands its own handling because, rather than just utilizing system 
priorities and policies, a user’s properties and information requests must be considered as well. If an alert request is to 
be sent via text message and one of the target users does not have a phone number, then an alternative dissemination 
method needs to be selected. Picking the appropriate way to contact a user depends on what network alerting 
capabilities are present, what types of messages a user can handle, and their personal preferences for being alerted. 
Alerting takes the form of a special class of message that needs to be further processed to be delivered to the 
correct external dissemination components for delivery to the user. The AMS does this additional routing of an alert as 
well as figuring out who is actually interested in an alert. While the interested user might be listed in the proto-alert, 
sometimes alerts need to get sent to others depending on their personal preferences or the preferences of a group they 
belong to. Any system can create a proto-alert message and post it to the PISR IB for the MCL AMS to further route to 
the appropriate user(s). 
4.2.3 External Dissemination Components 
External dissemination components (EDC) are components that handle a processed alert to actually send to a 
user or set of users. The primary contract of an EDC is that they need to be able to take a processed alert message and 
transform it into the appropriate messaging format for final delivery to a user or set of users. An EDC registers with the 
MCL Registration Management Sub-subsystem (RMS) (Section 5.2.1) the information required for it to actually 
process an alert to perform delivery to a user. Information takes the form of what user properties are necessary for an 
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alert to be processed as well as what additional data is necessary for the EDC to perform its function (e.g., the Internet 
Protocol address of a Simple Mail Transfer Protocol [SMTP] server or the authentication credentials for it). It is the 
responsibility of AMS to verify that a processed alert has all the information an EDC says it needs before forwarding 
the alert messages via the PISR IB to the EDC. For example, the AMS needs to verify that the users to which it is 
invoking the SMTP EDC to send an email all have email addresses.  
Once an alert has been delivered to the EDC for processing, it is the responsibility of the EDC to verify as well 
as it can the delivery, receipt, read status, and action taken as a result of the alert. It is the responsibility of the EDC 
designer to incorporate as many of these alert states as possible in an implementation. The Health Management Sub-
subsystem (HMS) (Section 5.2.2) provides a way for the EDCs to send these state changes as status messages to be 
discovered by the AMS. It is the responsibility of the AMS to monitor the HMS for these status changes. Not all EDCs 
can support all the different states; however, an EDC should attempt to support as many different alert states it can 
know about. By utilizing the messaging infrastructure, EDCs can break up state change messages into different logical 
components. For example, read receipts from an email would probably be handled by a different component than the 
one that sent the original email. The two different components would be able to publish their respective state changes 
for an alert and allow the AMS to subscribe to and correlate those state changes. 
The following subsections present a small set of possible EDCs. Additional EDCs are encouraged and can be 
added easily as long as they register their required data needs along with their capabilities.  
4.2.3.1 Internet Relay Chat (IRC) 
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is a well-established protocol for sending messages to users via a chat server. There 
are a variety of end-user clients that enable a user to connect to a chat server and specify a username or nickname to 
which they can send or receive messages (mIRC is a commonly-used windows-based version of such a client). IRC 
revolves around the idea of channels where users can chat with one another in a semi-public forum. Users can join 
channels that they are interested in, given that the room is not full and that they have been given authority. 
IRC Messages come in two different forms, one is a private message in which only the intended receiver can 
see the message from another user. Another is a semi-public message in which a user posts a message in a channel for 
all subscribers of that channel to see. An IRC EDC comes in two forms, matching the public and private messaging 
formats available. Both IRC EDCs have common limitations. There are flooding controls on an IRC server that prevent 
a single user from sending more than a few messages a second as well as limits on the maximum payload size of the 
message (e.g., about 400 characters). Despite these limitations, IRC is a good way to post notifications for broad 
consumption. 
For the broadcasting a message via a channel, the IRC EDC only needs to know the name of the channel. 
Generally an IRC EDC is tied to a particular IRC chat server and having the name of a channel is sufficient information 
to send a broadcast message. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee with this method that a message will reach an 
intended target, or that the message is read at all. This limits the usefulness of IRC broadcast messages to non-critical 
but interesting messages. Only protocols external to the PISR System can alleviate this issue. 
For private messaging, the IRC EDC only needs to know the IRC nickname of the user for which the message 
is intended. Generally, an IRC EDC is tied to a particular IRC chat server and having the nickname of a user is 
sufficient information to send a private message to that user. Unfortunately nicknames can be hijacked easily, so unless 
sufficient protocols are in place outside of the PISR System, there is no guarantee of delivery to the intended user. 
4.2.3.2 Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) 
SMTP, more commonly known as email, allows users to get notified via an email address. SMTP allows 
notification to be sent directly to a user’s email inbox. Access to email is generally password-protected and can be 
securely encrypted to be utilized as a secure base for guaranteeing notification to a user. SMTP also allows for 
additional protocol options such as read receipts which allow a system to confirm delivery of a message to a user and to 
verify that the user has actually opened the email for reading. Email messages have a very large payload limit and allow 
for additional attachments of information such as images to convey a great amount of information. 
An IRC EDC needs the email address of a particular user to deliver a message. Depending on the capabilities 
of the receiving client mail system, many additional pieces are available for the system to determine if messages are 
read in a timely manner. Since email addresses can be tied securely to an individual user, concepts like non-repudiation 
of receipt of an alert can be accomplished. 
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4.2.3.3 Short Message Service (SMS) 
SMS, commonly known as text messaging, allows users to get notified via a text message on their mobile 
phone. For immediate notification of an issue in a communication-rich environment, SMS is a potential solution and a 
good capability to have. It does not offer state feedback such as a read receipt like email, but most mobile phones 
support the reception of text messages. Unfortunately, SMS only offers an extremely limited payload of 144 characters 
per message, so SMS alerts must package their information concisely. 
An SMS EDC requires the mobile phone number of a user. However, there is no guarantee with this method 
that a message will reach an intended target user, the message is read at all, or that the user who is accessing the SMS is 
the correct user (stolen phone). Due to the speed and immediacy of alert notification, it does allow for critical messages 
to potentially get to the target user or users as soon as possible. If that speed saves lives, it may be worth utilizing. 
4.2.3.4 Cursor on Target (COT) 
Cursor on Target (COT) is a specific system protocol that allows for “dots on a map” to show up on a 
FalconView application and other COT-enabled systems. It is not targeted for a particular user; rather, alerts that target 
COT are generally for any user assessing the tactical situation in operations centers. COT messages require a location, 
confidence, observed event time, and a description of the event to work properly. One COT EDC is the FalconView 
server. A FalconView server requires one or more FalconView applications to be running. Each FalconView 
application provides a view of all COT messages that have been generated. FalconView applications assume that 
interested users are monitoring continually the FalconView application. Users are then responsible for reacting to those 
messages in accordance with established procedures. 
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5 Management and Control Layer Subsystem 
5.1 Introduction 
The purpose of the Management and Control Layer (MCL) Subsystem is to optimize the employment of 
resources across a PISR System. A PISR System operates under an objective of delivering the greatest quantity of 
highest value information when and where it is needed for the warfighter by leveraging the ability to take into 
consideration all information needs, capabilities, capacities, mission priorities, unit priorities, and any other defined 
constraints. The PISR System MCL determines how to best employ the PISR resources for each period of time. The 
PISR MCL will issue guidance in the form of plans, configuration, prioritization, and rules to the components of the 
PISR System. Those components then have a responsibility to understand and implement each element of guidance.  
There are existing systems that analyze how information flows through a system or set of systems. What is 
missing is the feedback to those systems to prioritize their information flow based on a global set of objectives rather 
than their local set of objectives. MCL addresses this flaw by requiring subsystems within the PISR System to 
understand the global information objectives and optimizations to reach those optimizations, or at least to obey an 
external information manager that knows those objectives and optimizations. Technology exists to do this global 
management; MCL expands the scope of that technology to incorporate heterogeneous subsystems. 
Limited and constrained resources may make it impossible to process and deliver all PISR information to the 
warfighter immediately. Human processing limitations make delivering all captured information undesirable. The MCL 
mitigates both these problems by optimizing data collection, information analysis processes, and information 
dissemination towards delivering the highest value information without overwhelming the human user(s). The MCL 
manages the resources as three optimization sub-problems: (1) collection resource allocation; (2) process control; and 
(3) information dissemination. Each of these optimization sub-problems is serviced by a specialized optimization 
module appropriate for that problem type. A fourth optimization module provides oversight of the three specialized 
optimization modules with the objective of balancing and tuning their operation to achieve optimized global 
performance. Global performance is measured by the satisfaction of information needs of the PISR System operators 
against the resources available, in an attempt to give the best value based on a set of defined constraints, priorities and 
policies. 
MCL addresses several different requirements for a successfully operating PISR System. These requirements 
include: 
• Ability to discover the failure of an internal or external component to perform as expected. 
• Ability to know the activities and processes the PISR System can accomplish.  
• Ability to know the resource utilization of a process. 
• Ability to evaluate the value of information gained from a process. 
• Ability to know current resources and their utilization.  
• Ability to plan data distribution for a component to perform its function. 
• Ability to orchestrate the PISR System activities to optimize the flow from data collection to distribution. 
• Ability to evaluate the progress of a process within the PISR System and know if it is unable to complete its 
function due to lack of required resources.  
• Ability to start and stop an activity in the PISR system. 
• Ability to prioritize resource allocation to support highest perceived value activities. 
• Ability to analyze an activity or process to update estimates of resource consumption and information value 
gain. 
• Ability to disseminate alerts to the appropriate users in the appropriate timeframe. 
The above requirements have been driven by both the defined A-priority stakeholder QAs and the implied QAs 
necessary to get the system functioning properly. All of these requirements deal with how the system delivers 
information to users in response to their interests, as well as how to make communications between different systems 
robust and effective. Effectiveness is measured by how well the system satisfies users’ information needs. 
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In order to accomplish its goals, the MCL oversees the development and execution of plans and guidance to 
perform collection, processing, and dissemination of information accessible to the PISR System. Optimization of these 
targets requires continuous monitoring and adaptive planning. As such, the MCL constantly monitors, evaluates, and 
revises its guidance for various components as the overall situational picture evolves. As a part of monitoring the PISR 
System, the MCL is responsible for taking automated corrective action for issues discovered in the PISR System and 
notifying responsible parties if a corrective action requires human intervention. When information needs, missions, 
resource availabilities, or other key components within the PISR System are updated, the various guidance plans are 
adjusted to reflect the updated understanding of the situation. As new high priority supportable information 
requirements (SupIR) emerge, MCL may bump, preempt, or tailor existing tasking to seek optimized delivery of highest 
perceived value information. Figure 10 illustrates the optimization lifecycle. Key to the optimization is the ability for 
the MCL to analyze the big picture of various systems interacting with one another, knowing what kinds of information 
each system needs to perform its functions, and making sure that each system gets the information it needs while taking 
into consideration health information such as utilized bandwidth. For example, it the system knows that HVI detection 
is currently the most important goal of the PISR System, then the MCL is responsible for making sure that systems  
such as Progeny  have a priority on bandwidth and processing power. 
. 
 
Figure 10. MCL optimization lifecycle 
MCL must support a distributed infrastructure, since not all pieces of the subsystem need to or are desirable for 
them to run on a single computer. Each sub-subsystem may have independent dedicated resources. Additionally, pieces 
of each sub-subsystem of MCL can be distributed throughout the PISR System’s network to aid in the collection of 
information and distribution of tasking. Each of these local instances of MCL logic is considered a MCL node. An 
example of this would be a node that knows how to parse health status messages and report those messages to the 
Health Management Subsystem (HMS) interface. This node would be collocated or closely located with a sensor that is 
reporting health information. Health status information can then be passed to the node; the node can then analyze the 
information, only forwarding on vital info to the main MCL servers. 
 In addition to the local optimizations, the PISR architecture supports different PISR Systems communicating 
with one another across regions, networks, and security enclaves. MCL will broker information between PISR Systems 
so that resources might be shared at a global level. Local optimizations would take precedence unless tasking from a 
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higher echelon preempts the local requirements. The PISR systems will be able to negotiate, task, and evaluate different 
plans at a global level to allow the best value of information for all users given the constraints of time, bandwidth, and 
availability 
5.2 MCL Subsystem Architecture 
The MCL architecture includes five sub-subsystems, with one sub-subsystem split into four additional modules 
for clarity. The logical separation of the MCL architecture is shown in Figure 11. Each sub-subsystem is described in 
greater detail within its subsection. The subsystems are listed below roughly in their order of dependency:  
• Registration Management Sub-subsystem (RMS)  
• Health Management Sub-subsystem (HMS) 
• Policy Management Sub-subsystem (PMS) 
• Alert Management Sub-subsystem (AMS) 
• Process and Resource Optimization Management Sub-subsystem (PROMS) 
PROMS is composed of four modules:  
• Process Management Module (PMM) 
• Collector Allocation Management Module (CAMM) 
• Dissemination Management Module (DMM) 
• Optimization Balance Management Module (OBMM) 
Each of these sub-subsystems plays an important part in establishing the required contracts to handle the 
identified requirements smoothly.  
The RMS defines a contract for each and every component in the PISR to notify the MCL of the capabilities, 
location, activities it can perform, information necessary to work, information produced, and potential status 
information of the component. Registration is the first step to a fully-functioning PISR system. Once each component of 
the PISR System has been registered, either directly or through a proxy, MCL can reason about that component in the 
other MCL sub-subsystems.  
The HMS utilizes the information gathered by the RMS to query about the health or to monitor for certain 
expected health/status messages from components within the PISR. Monitoring the self-reported health of each 
component allows other MCL sub-subsystems to reason about the status and behavior of resources, or at the very least 
to send off alerts via the AMS to system administrators about abnormal behavior. 
The PMS stores policies for the system so that the behavior of the system can be modified on the fly. Policies 
are answers to the questions such as: “What form of communication is the default?”, “What is our threshold for false 
positives?” or “How long since the last status update do we wait until we think a sensor is dead?”  Policies allow 
operators to tune MCL behavior and performance at runtime to best match the mission and situation. 
The AMS provides the ability to route alert communications to the operators based on their expressed interest 
and utilizing one or more designated communications channels. The AMS also has the ability to route alert 
communications based on roles, groups, or current operators, dynamically resolving who and how alerts should be 
delivered. If some event of interest happens that requires generation of an alert (e.g., an HVI is located), AMS can 
broadcast the notice, or alert a single individual (e.g., send a text message informing a unit that the HVI is near its 
location). 
Finally PROMS allows us to optimize the process flow, allocation of collection assets, and internal messaging 
of information across the PISR System to disseminate highly valued information. The OBMM goal is to balance the 
PMM, CAMM, and DMM to make sure that they are collectively producing an optimized set of guidance that satisfies 
resource constraints while still delivering the near optimal system performance. Each module is interdependent upon 
the others, with OBMM negotiating and orchestrating the different optimization parameters and orchestrating the tuning 
of objective functions. 
All communications to non-PISR specific systems are accomplished through messaging. Message 
specifications establish the contract that a system needs to conform to in order to be included in the PISR System. Intra-
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subsystem communications will also be established through messaging; however, there are also established interfaces 
with which the PISR Subsystems can interact. Messages are passed between systems through the PISR IB, leveraging 
the PISR IB’s publish/subscribe design. For example, when some component needs to send registration information to 
the MCL, it will publish its registration information to the PISR IB utilizing the augmented SensorML specification; the 
PISR IB will deliver that information to the RMS of the MCL through the subscription mechanism. 
 
Figure 11. MCL Subsystem architecture diagram 
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5.2.1 Registration Management Sub‐subsystem (RMS) 
 
Figure 12. Registration Management Sub-subsystem architecture diagram 
5.2.1.1 Component Description 
The RMS (Figure 12) is responsible for maintaining a registry of all PISR System users, components, and 
resources with their capabilities in a searchable structure. This section refers to all users, components, and resources as 
“registered elements.”  The RMS aids in the collection of location, properties, configuration information, potential 
activities, and other capabilities of registered elements within the PISR System, collectively called attributes. This 
functionality is provided through a simple registration message posted to the IB. This registration message follows the 
SensorML specification with small augmentations to support the PISR System MCL requirements.  
RMS provides an interface by which interested components, primarily internal to MCL, can query registration 
information. This allows subsystems to discover registered resources such as sensors, data processing modules, and 
physical users. Each registered resource has activities that it can perform. Each activity has its data requirements 
specified as well as the information that performing the activity will create. By registering potential activities, the 
PROMS will know what systems to task to get specific activities done as well as knowing the overall impact of trying 
to perform that activity. Having a centralized repository for users will allow the HMS to know which users are presently 
considered a part of the PISR system so that it might be able to manage dissemination to those users. 
RMS also categorizes each registered element into a known taxonomy of sensors and systems. It does this 
based off the capabilities registered by a system. This allows unknown systems and sensors to registered and broadly 
categorized for utilization optimization purposes. 
RMS can be split up into multiple instances to perform registration management locally to a subsystem that is 
accessing it. Leveraging the distributed nature of the PISR IB, different RMS instances can be optimized towards 
providing different registration information. For example, the SA subsystem might leverage the RMS to query and 
discover sensor capability information. The HMS would leverage the RMS to query external dissemination component 
capabilities. These two pieces of information are disjoint and the RMS may be divided and distributed to provide local 
access to locally important pieces of registration information. While all RMS pieces have access to the entire 
registration body of information, smart local caches would provide fast access to important registration information. 
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5.2.1.2 Key Component Functionality 
The RMS has four primary functions: 
• RMS manages the metadata about registered resources. This function enables a component within the PISR to 
perform capabilities-based and attribute-based queries for registered elements on the PISR System. 
• RMS maintains addressing information to allow any component performing discovery to locate and initiate an 
interaction with the registered component or resource.  
• RMS supports the automatic discovery of a newly registered resource or capabilities on an already registered 
component.  
• RMS supports the removal of registered resources and notification of parties interested in their removal. 
For example, a new sensor is installed in the PISR System. The sensor is a high-definition video camera with a 
limited range of view. It cannot be moved, but the direction it points in can be altered. The sensor (or the SA instance to 
which the sensor is tied) would be responsible for registering itself with RMS. The camera’s configuration attributes 
such as resolution, maximum viewable distance, zoom, location, potential field of view, orientation, etc. are all 
registered. Along with those attributes, interaction capabilities also need to be specified (e.g., how the sensor status can 
be queried). This will allow any other resource within the PISR System to discover that this new resource exists. When 
a new information need is generated, this camera can be discovered and utilized to fulfill that information need. 
Resource Metadata attributes for each registered element are provided through an extensible resource metadata 
description. Resource metadata comprises the following information, each component of which supports discoverable 
queries: 
• Network location – This is where on the network a registered resource can be found. This can be something 
like the IP Address and communication port, domain name, network name, or some other identifiable 
information that can be mapped to an associated communication mechanism. 
• Capabilities – These describe functions and benefits a particular registered resource can provide. For sensor 
information this will be something like 100m x 100m high resolution aerial video within a 10km x 10km area. 
Every registered component has a set of discoverable capabilities.  
• Properties – These are attributes of the particular registered resource. These are things such as the specific 
camera model, the physical location of a static component, or the maximum capacity of a database.  
• Configurable attributes – These are configurable attributes of a particular registered resource that can be 
modified by other resources in the PISR System. Each configurable attribute specifies how that attribute can be 
changed. For example if a camera is pointed in direction Y, a configurable attribute will be “Camera 
Direction”, and it will state the message required to change the direction to X. 
• Activities – These are what tasks or processes can be completed by the registered resource. Activities are 
defined in terms of what data is consumed and what data is produced. Activities have an associated cost and 
value that is modified as the system runs for optimization calculations. For example, sensors may have no 
required consumption data, so can effectively be the start point of any workflow process. Analytics would 
consume some data to perform their function and would produce data as an effect of running the activity. 
External Dissemination Components might consume data, but produce no PISR information artifacts. As the 
PISR system operates, cost and value are updated to reflect how each of the activities performs in respect to 
the overall goals of the PISR System. 
5.2.1.3 Registry Semantic Network Reasoner Specification 
The Registry Semantic Network Reasoner indexes various registered resources by capabilities and other 
functionalities to allow for fast lookup of registered resources conforming to some standard sets of attributes. It is 
responsible for deciding which attributes need indexing. Attribute indexing is a matter of policy established in the PMS 
as well as some intelligent reasoning over past queries to determine which attributes get utilized enough to require the 
initial overhead and additional space requirements of indexing to offset future query workloads. 
While specific implementations of the RMS may use different ontology languages, an initial approach can 
adopt the Web Ontology Language Description Logics (OWL-DL) for the classification of various registered resources 
in the PISR System. This will allow for practical reasoning algorithms about the attributes and classification of various 
registered resources. Also it provides an easy way to grow the relational and classification mapping with several 
standard tools. 
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5.2.1.4 Registry Service Adaptor Specification 
The Registry Service Adaptor is responsible for handling the transformation of registration information into 
the standard format that the Registry Knowledge Reasoner can utilize. It handles any inbound messages that conform to 
the Registration Service Interface. It is responsible for handling registry subscriptions and handling any outbound 
queries. Initially all queries will be attribute-based. For example “show me all registered resources where attributei 
equals valuej”. This allows for simple tuple syntax to query for various registered resources. Eventually this query 
language should be extended to fulfill any valuable queries that could be expressed using OWL-DL. 
The Registry Service Interface is primarily intended to be an internal interface used to query the RMS directly 
for information. In general, external systems will interact with the RMS via messaging, specifically with the modified 
SensorML specification. 
5.2.1.5 Registry Knowledge Reasoner Specification 
The Registry Knowledge Reasoner manages the current state of registered resources in a PISR System. The 
Registry Knowledge Reasoner maintains a local cache of resources that are identified by the Registry PISR IB Adaptor 
or the local registry service adaptor and smartly maintains that cache for quick information access. The Registry 
Knowledge Reasoner is responsible for evicting, storing, and updating information for the registration cache as 
required. It leverages the PISR IB as necessary. The goal of the Registry Knowledge Reasoner is to perform the 
domain-specific reasoning required for RMS operation, primarily by adding in registration domain reasoning to local 
cache management of information provided by the PISR IB. The Registry Semantic Network Reasoner uses the 
Registry Knowledge Reasoner to create the various lookup indices. 
5.2.1.6 Registry PISR IB Adaptor Specification 
The Registry PISR IB Adaptor collaborates with the PISR IB Subsystem to subscribe to component 
registration messages. Whenever a component needs to register itself with a MCL (generally when they are connected 
to the PISR System), it sends a registration message to the PISR IB. The PISR IB then delivers that message to the 
RMS as a side effect of the subscription RMS has set up for that information. It leverages the distributed nature of the 
PISR IB Subsystem to make sure all RMS instances have access to all registry information in a PISR System.  
5.2.2 Health Management Sub‐subsystem (HMS) 
5.2.2.1 Component Description 
The Health Management Sub-subsystem (HMS) (Figure 13) monitors the health and status of all components 
and resources within the network. It maintains a logical grouping graph, linking various status-reporting resources 
within the PISR System. Registered resources are hierarchically ordered for summarization of information so that issues 
can be identified in an easily consumable manner. This enables the HMS to bring critical and abnormal situations to the 
attention of interested systems and users. It supports passive reporting by resources as well as active queries regarding 
the health status of specific resources as specified in the original registration of that component. Finally, HMS can send 
configuration request changes to registered resources. For example, HMS would be responsible for knowing how to 
send a control message to modify the quality of images returned by a camera to help bandwidth consumption issues. 
HMS is one of the core functionalities of the MCL. Optimizations within the PROMS require the ability to 
know how the different components of the PISR System are performing. In addition, HMS develops alerts about 
infrastructure issues; if a server or sensor stops reporting or is being tasked more than it normally is, HMS can issue 
alerts via the AMS to a system administrator to rectify the problem. 
5.2.2.2 Key Component Functionality 
HMS has three primary functions: 
• HMS interacts with the RMS to discover the resources which it is responsible to monitor and to determine how 
to interact with those resources so that it can acquire their status indicators and push configuration information 
out to them. 
• HMS analyzes and summarizes status information focusing on reporting abnormal conditions or trends. 
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• HMS ensures that abnormal condition notifications are pushed to interested parties via the AMS (e.g., 
administrative users, commanders) 
 
Figure 13. Health Management Sub-subsystem architecture diagram 
5.2.2.3 Health Status Capabilities Requirements Analyzer Specification 
The Health Status Capabilities Requirements Analyzer is responsible for determining if reported health status 
information can or is having a detrimental effect on the PISR System. It examines the current  data collection, analysis, 
and dissemination plans to see if there are any components being utilized that are reporting failing health or that have 
problematic health trends. Detection of any failures results in the Health Status Capabilities Requirements Analyzer 
notifying the Health Status Service Handler to post an alert to the dissemination sub-subsystem. 
5.2.2.4 Health Status Service Handler Specification 
The Health Status Service Handler processes incoming and outgoing messages from the service. It is 
responsible for interpreting the service interfaces method calls so that the Health Status Knowledge Reasoner can 
accurately reason about the health information requested and quickly provide that information to the requesting 
systems. 
The Health Status Service is primarily intended to be an internal service to the MCL so that different 
subsystems can query the health of registered components directly. If other systems are interested in the health of a 
component, they can leverage this service to find out that information. 
5.2.2.5 Health Status Knowledge Reasoner Specification 
The Health Status Knowledge Reasoner is responsible for taking all health data being added through the PISR 
IB adaptor and the Health Status Service Handler to collate, summarize, and store it for later queries. It also is 
responsible for notifying the Health Status Service Handler when health conditions being monitored occur. Finally the 
Health Status Knowledge Reasoner acts as a gateway for the Health Status Capabilities Requirements Analyzer to 
reason over status to detect abnormal conditions that may affect the operational ability of the PISR System. 
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5.2.2.6 Health Status PISR IB Adaptor Specification 
The Health Status PISR IB Adaptor is responsible for subscribing to and interpreting messages about status 
from various components. It is also responsible for posting configuration or status request messages to the PISR IB for 
a sensor or system to respond to. 
5.2.3 Policy Management Sub‐subsystem (PMS) 
 
Figure 14. Policy Management Sub-subsystem architecture diagram 
5.2.3.1 Component Description 
The Policy Management Sub-subsystem (PMS) (Figure 14) is responsible for the management of various 
policies and constraints that affect the PISR System. These are policies that affect the runtime environment of the PISR 
System and not policies that deal with security. Those policies are separately managed in the IA framework. This is 
where the guidelines for various management tasks are created and managed. These policies have a defined scope as 
well as a value indicating for how strictly a policy must be followed. At one end of the spectrum, policies recommend 
how things should be done. At the other end of the scale, the PISR System is prohibited from violating certain hard 
constraints. For example, the policy service is responsible for determining which optimization parameters are used for 
the various modules within a PISR System. Any customizable options that happen within the system should query PMS 
to determine if there are any policies that are in effect for the function or capability they are performing.  
Policies are a distributed resource within the scope of that policy instance. Global policy values can be 
changed on one MCL node and reflected across the network, assuming the user had such authority. Local policies can 
be in effect for a particular node within the network. Policy scope is highly flexible, but typically defined as global, 
organizational, community, or local. Examples of scope utilization are as follows: 
• Global Policies – These are policies that affect every component within the PISR System. For example, one 
such policy could be a kill, capture, or either policy for Bin Laden. When a unit reports finding Bin Laden and 
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tries to establish a kill plan for him, an active capture policy may say that the unit should not execute its kill 
plan. 
• Organizational Policies – These are policies that affect a particular organizational unit. For example, when 
laying out audio sensors, some battalion may make it a policy that all sensors must be placed no more than 10 
meters away from a road. A user belonging to that organization, standing on a road, makes a request to see if 
placing a sensor at his current location is okay. According to that organization’s policy the user is notified that 
the location is not okay. However, another unit that is utilizing the PISR System may be able to place that 
sensor on the road. 
• Community Policies – Community policies are a dynamic policy scope that can be inclusive of particular users 
or units. These are intended to be policies that cut across multiple units or PISR sub-networks. For example, an 
audio specialist is logging onto the system. A standing policy for all Audio Specialists across the PISR might 
be to automatically bring them to an audio analytical screen so that they can begin their work. 
• Local Policies – These are policies that only affect a single component within the PISR System. This could be 
a policy such as use a particular optimization engine (e.g., OE-x1) for this computer. 
Policies should conform to a standard policy description language (PDL). Standard PDLs are being researched 
for inclusion into the PISR PLA. One such candidate is AMORD In RDF (AIR). 
5.2.3.2 Key Component Functionality 
The PMS supports three primary functions:  
• PMS stores policies to the PISR IB Subsystem. 
• PMS allows for queries of policies that affect various systems. 
• PMS analyzes of the impact of policies for which there is a registered analysis engine.  
The PMS does not enforce policies, rather it acts as an efficient indexing and querying engine of policies based 
on the scope and policy attributes. The policy manager can also analyze the impact of a policy if the system to which 
the policy applies has registered a resource that can analyze those policies. It is the responsibility of each system that 
has policies established for it to enforce those policies. 
5.2.3.3 Policy Change Impacts Analyzer Specification 
The Policy Change Impacts Analyzer is intended to analyze the impacts of a particular policy and see how it 
may affect or supersede other policies within the PISR System. It is able to detect conflicts and notify the policy maker 
of such potential problem areas. It allows for conflicting policies at different scopes, but not within the same scope. 
Scopes are verified to not conflict with any other currently created scopes and passed through to the Policy Knowledge 
Reasoner. 
5.2.3.4 Policy Semantic Network Reasoner Specification 
The Policy Semantic Network Reasoner indexes various policies by systems that they affect to allow for fast 
lookup of policies affecting some sub-system. All policies should be associated with a scope, with conflict resolution of 
policies happening by how hard the policy actually is. For example, there is a global policy to Kill Bin Laden on proper 
identification with a hardness value of 0.8 (high on an interval scale of [0, 1]). A local policy is in effect to Capture Bin 
Laden on proper identification with a hardness value of 0.9. The policy that takes precedence, all other things being 
equal, is the one with the higher hardness value. If hardness is equivalent, the precedence of policies is as follows:  
global policies, organizational policies, community policies, and finally local policies. This precedence should be 
configurable for a particular PISR System configuration.  
5.2.3.5 Policy Service Handler Specification 
The Policy Service Handler is the middle man between the policy service and the policy change impacts 
analyzer. It translates the various policies to the language that the network reasoner is utilizing and returns any feedback 
to the policy creator. For any queries it communicates with the Policy Semantic Network Reasoner in order to retrieve 
them as quickly as possible. 
The Policy Service Interface is intended to be directly interacted with by PISR Subsystems and especially 
MCL sub-subsystems. 
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5.2.3.6 Policy Knowledge Reasoner Specification 
The Policy Knowledge Reasoner is responsible for storing creating a local cache of policies for the Policy 
Semantic Network Reasoner to process. It receives various policies and scopes from the PISR IB adaptor and the policy 
change impacts analyzer. 
5.2.3.7 Policy PISR IB Adaptor Specification 
The Policy PISR IB Adaptor performs the persistence of various policies for future retrieval. The primary 
purpose of the PISR IB adaptor is to archive any policy changes for auditing purposes as well as creating a store of 
sample policies to choose from. 
5.2.4 Alert Management Sub‐subsystem (AMS) 
 
Figure 15. Alert Management Sub-subsystem architecture diagram 
5.2.4.1 Component Description 
The Alert Management Sub-system (AMS) (Figure 15) provides a framework to determine how to deliver alert 
messages to various actors within a system. The AMS receives a proto-alert from the PISR IB due to long standing 
subscriptions for that information. AMS then provides the where, when, and how a proto-alert needs to be delivered. 
This processed proto-alert becomes an actual alert that needs to be disseminated to the users. AMS provides several 
different handlers that act as end points to which an alert can be delivered. As described earlier, these end points can be 
systems such as an IRC chat server, COT Server, or an email server. AMS also determines the scope of notification, 
from a broadcast to all interested parties in a IRC chat room, or a single text message to a system administrator. In 
addition to the aforementioned end points, the AMS could have a distribution target of another subsystem inside the 
PISR Subsystem, such as a custom UI. Delivery is accomplished through registered dissemination components, 
registered as every other component of PISR through the RMS. The AMS framework allows users to register preferred 
means of alerting based on keywords, alert type, priority, and severity. It also supports the linkage of alerts to user 
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groups and roles, providing dynamic alert routing for roles. For example an alert might need to be delivered to the 
current Watch Officer rather that the original person who created reason for that alert (such as a COI in the COI Sub-
subsystem).  
5.2.4.2 Key Component Functionality 
The AMS has four primary functions: 
• AMS specifies a well known messaging format for it to receive an unprocessed Alert or proto-alert from the 
PISR IB. 
• AMS utilizes RMS and PMS to find out which users needs a proto-alert, when that Alert needs to be sent to 
them, and what dissemination components need to be sent the processed Alert.  
• AMS utilizes the IB to push messages to internal and external dissemination components. 
• AMS verifies the delivery of a processed alert and adapts to exceptions as necessary. Additionally, AMS 
supports additional alert states such as delivered, read, and acted upon if the underlying dissemination 
mechanism supports it.  
5.2.4.3 Alert Knowledge Reasoner Specification 
The Alert Knowledge Reasoner processes any alerts received and determines who needs to receive the alert as 
well as the delivery mechanism to get the alert to that person or persons. It does this through a combination of the alert 
information itself, what the currently registered user dissemination resources on the PISR are, where those 
dissemination resources are, and what policies have been established for this type of message. 
For example, a new low-level alert (LLA) about the health of the system is received. The current policy is to 
queue all medium level and below health status alerts into a daily digest email and send them out at 0:00 GMT. Another 
policy is that health alerts should be sent to all users in the network administration group. The AMS takes the alert, 
reads the policies, and puts the alert on a queue to be processed later. At or just after 0:00 GMT, the deferred message 
queue gets processed. At that time, all deferred alerts are processed. The medium-level and below alerts that the policy 
had original excluded from being sent immediately, including the original LLA, are processed. In accordance to policy, 
all the alerts are bundled together into one alert (the digest). The AMS then figures out all the users that are now 
associated with this collated alert. Since the alert is supposed to be an email, all the network administrators are recorded 
as the alert recipients (in accordance to another policy set forth). The AMS then determines where the nearest open 
SMTP server is. It puts the location about the recipient component (the SMTP server) in the alert message in a way that 
the IB can understand. Finally it sends the newly packaged alert with component destination and user lists to the PISR 
IB adaptor so that it can post it to the proper dissemination component. The IB routes the alert to where it needs to go. 
Finally the adaptor for the SMTP unpacks the alert, creates the email digest, and sends out the email. 
5.2.4.4 Alert PISR IB Adaptor Specification 
The Alert PISR IB Adaptor is responsible for subscribing to the IB to receive any new proto-alerts that need to 
be handled. The Alert PISR IB Adaptor will also publish alerts that have been processed by the Alert Knowledge 
Reasoner to the IB for it to deliver those alerts to the appropriate dissemination component. The Alert PISR IB Adaptor 
is subscribed to additional state notifications that the various dissemination components may be able to provide (in 
accordance to their registered capabilities). With alert state notification, the AMS can potentially reprocess an Alert in a 
different way in accordance to some policy set up in the PMS (e.g., send the alert to an SMS server if the email server 
reports no delivery). 
5.2.5 Process and Resource Optimization Management Sub‐subsystem (PROMS) 
5.2.5.1 Component Description 
The Process and Resource Optimization Management Sub-subsystem (PROMS) (Figure 16) is responsible for 
orchestrating the PISR System in terms of the end-to-end process flow. This includes collection of information from 
resources, data analysis, and directing the dissemination of information. PROMS orchestrates the which processes 
should be utilized to deliver the Highest Valued Information (HVInfo) to the right person at the right time. HVInfo is 
defined through the Information Value of Information Needs against policies defined in PMS. This sub-subsystem is 
broken into 4 major modules, each with their own set of functionality: 
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• The Process Management Module (PMM), which handles the development of workflows to produce the near 
optimal set of valued information in a resource constrained environment.  
• The Collector Allocation Management Module (CAMM), which handles the development of collection 
guidance for information from various sensors in the PISR System, optimizing the collection of perceived high 
value raw data for analysis.  
• The Distribution Management Module (DMM), which handles the development of distribution guidance in 
order to optimize the flow of information across the PISR System.  
• The Optimization Balance Management Module (OBMM), which organizes, coordinates, and balances each of 
the other modules in regards to one another to make sure they are cooperating in their goals.  
The PROMS is not a singular system, but rather the logical grouping of interconnected and dependent products 
focused on providing the near optimal plans guidance for PISR support of the operator. 
 
Figure 16. Process and Resource Optimization Management Sub-subsystem architecture diagram 
5.2.5.2 Key Component Functionality 
The key component functionality for the PROMS is separated out into four different modules. The following 
subsections detail out the respective responsibilities of the PROMS Modules. Guidance communication with 
subsystems leverages the PISR IB publish/subscribe paradigm. Any new component that is to be involved with the 
PISR System is required to either conform to workflow guidance given to the system or have a proxy be able to handle 
that workflow guidance in its stead. There should be no additional work necessary within the core PISR MCL 
subsystem to handle any system introduced into the PISR System biosphere. 
Process Management Module (PMM) 
Component Description 
The Process Management Module (PMM) (Figure 17) acts as a high-level process flow controller and 
optimizer for all top-level processes within the PISR System. It is responsible for defining which activities are executed 
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by which systems or components in response to user and system-defined information needs and processing policies. An 
activity is a description of a unit of work that can be done that relies on a set of preconditions (usually data 
requirements) and generates a set of postconditions (usually data produced). PMM is not interested in micromanaging 
all parts of an activity (which may be processes themselves); it just informs systems what activities need to be 
accomplished in order to satisfy HVInfo goals. The PMM can inform subsystems of activities to perform in two ways. 
First, the PMM is allowed to invoke an activity directly through a message placed on the IB. This message simply lists 
the activity to be accomplished, as predetermined by the activities registered within the RMS. Second, the PMM 
establishes guidance in the form of enabled activities for a system or component to perform automatically if the right 
preconditions exist. The second scenario is the primary way information will flow through the system as this is the 
same thing as guidance for which processes are executed. Sensors can be set up to always kick off the “start” activity of 
collecting some piece of information, analytics can be turned on or off, and the alert subsystem can focus on certain 
classes of alerts. For example, a TRSS sensor’s proxy server should always have the start activity triggered when some 
piece of data has been discovered that needs to be forwarded through the IB to the corresponding analytics. 
 
 
Figure 17. Process Management Module architecture diagram 
Component Description 
The Process Management Module (PMM) (Figure 17) acts as a high-level process flow controller and 
optimizer for all top-level processes within the PISR System. It is responsible for defining which activities are executed 
by which systems or components in response to user and system-defined information needs and processing policies. An 
activity is a description of a unit of work that can be done that relies on a set of preconditions (usually data 
requirements) and generates a set of postconditions (usually data produced). PMM is not interested in micromanaging 
all parts of an activity (which may be processes themselves); it just informs systems what activities need to be 
accomplished in order to satisfy HVInfo goals. The PMM can inform subsystems of activities to perform in two ways. 
First, the PMM is allowed to invoke an activity directly through a message placed on the IB. This message simply lists 
the activity to be accomplished, as predetermined by the activities registered within the RMS. Second, the PMM 
establishes guidance in the form of enabled activities for a system or component to perform automatically if the right 
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preconditions exist. The second scenario is the primary way information will flow through the system as this is the 
same thing as guidance for which processes are executed. Sensors can be set up to always kick off the “start” activity of 
collecting some piece of information, analytics can be turned on or off, and the alert subsystem can focus on certain 
classes of alerts. For example, a TRSS sensor’s proxy server should always have the start activity triggered when some 
piece of data has been discovered that needs to be forwarded through the IB to the corresponding analytics. 
The PMM utilizes PMS to establish which third-party engines will be used for processing data in support of 
information needs. There are four different types of engines that might be selected from third-party vendors (each 
described below): Optimization, Orchestration, Workflow, and Allocation. Each engine is responsible for optimizing its 
goal against the high-value needs defined by the users of the PISR System. Based on the PISR System needs and 
available resources, the different optimization engines allow for the reconfiguration of reasoning, workflow, allocation, 
orchestration, and other process elements to ensure both performance and results. Within the PISR System, a single 
vendor may have some or all engine categories as a part of their product, so these distinctions may not apply. The PMM 
consults the OBMM to determine the HVInfo goals balanced against the capabilities of other modules within PROMS. 
The PMM improves the production of HVInfo and resource utilization through some combination of workflows and 
allocation to make sure the system as a whole is operating towards some defined optimum. Namely, the PMM can 
select which workflows get invoked in various scenarios and set that up as guidance for the PISR System. 
Key Component Functions 
PMM accomplishes its goals through four primary functions:   
• PMM continually monitors for changes of information needs and process management policies. As 
information needs change, the processes to service those needs evolve as well. By monitoring the information 
needs of a PISR System, current, and projected goals can be planned for.  
• PMM manages the various engines required for producing near optimal process plans. This is accomplished 
through the use of policies stored in the PMS.  
• PMM produces process execution guidance for systems and components to utilize which emphasize valued 
information.  
• PMM notifies various components of the PISR System with their process plans to generate valued information 
though the use of a standard process definition language, such as the Business Process Execution Language 
(BPEL). 
Process Flow Optimization and Planning 
The Process Flow and Optimization Planning module is a pluggable interface for various third-party vendors 
to accomplish different parts of process flow planning. Each of these components could be a standalone component or 
combined in various combinations. For example, optimization could be accomplished by a vendor’s workflow process 
planning module; in this case, the Optimization Component would exist in part within the workflow component. 
Optimization 
The Optimization Module controls which optimization techniques are utilized in regard to process 
management in the PMM. There are three different optimization targets that need to be accounted for when dealing with 
PMM: 
• Workflow – What is the best way to sequence a set of processes to produce HVInfo? 
• Allocation – What is the best combination of resources to satisfy processor needs? 
• Orchestration – What is the best way to split up a process over several different areas of the PISR System? 
While each optimization could be a standalone optimization routine that analyzes outputs from the other 
engines to validate the output, usually this will be an integrated component within the other engines. Policies within the 
PMS drive the configuration of each optimization engine selected. Optimization targets the satisfaction of HVInfo 
goals.  
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Workflow 
The Workflow Module controls how workflows are created towards delivering HVInfo in the PISR System. 
HVInfo, policies, and registered activities (corresponding to the registered resources in RMS) drive the creation of 
workflow options to guide the overall system. Given a set of HVInfo goals and the analytical processes that can 
potentially fulfill those goals, the Workflow Component will develop a plan to satisfy those goals. A workflow should 
be considered a prioritized plan of attack to satisfy some information needs. Several different workflows may be created 
to satisfy a plan, with each workflow being prioritized against the HVInfo goals it satisfies. The Workflow Component 
needs to work with the support of the Allocation Component to determine the availability of processing resources, 
essentially how many nodes could satisfy a given process requirement. After doing its analysis, the Workflow module 
comes up with a set of workflow process guidance plans that can get distributed to the components and systems that the 
Workflow Module is invoking. 
Allocation 
The Allocation Component controls how resources are allocated in regards to processing subcomponents, or 
nodes. It determines what processing resources can be allocated for the given requirements and supports the Workflow 
Component to produce viable workflows. In order to accomplish its purpose, the Allocation Component needs to know 
the capabilities of various analytical components within its domain and the health of those components. The former is 
gathered from the RMS and the latter from the HMS. Through this information the Allocation Component knows where 
processes can be performed and can help drive the Workflow Component to generate doable workflows in terms of 
allocation of processing resources. For example, there are 20 nodes in the PISR System that can perform a particular 
process. Currently 10 of them are being overtaxed, and five of the others are displaying a large amount of latency. The 
Allocation Component would select one of the remaining five nodes and let the workflow module know that it is 
available. 
Orchestration 
The Orchestration Module is responsible for taking near optimal workflows produced by the workflow 
management and allocating pieces of the workflow amongst several systems and components as needed. It is intended 
to only be used if a particular workflow needs to be addressed by breaking it up amongst several different logical nodes 
in a network, or parts of the workflow can be deconflicted against time and resources such that they can be processed in 
parallel. For example, assume there is a high-level process for analyzing an image. Each node in the network can handle 
a 1MB image in reasonable time. The image received is 10MB. A workflow has been generated which has a sequence 
of activities for the 1MB image processing. The orchestrator would be responsible for allocating these activities of the 
workflow to multiple available resources for parallel execution. In general, the orchestration component is primarily 
useful for analyzing workflows produced by the Workflow Module and seeing if different processes identified by the 
Workflow Module can be split up into parallel activities for a more efficient distribution of work across available 
resources. 
Process Service Adaptor Specification 
The Process Service Adaptor handles the interaction with external services. The Process Service Adaptor 
knows how to invoke the required functionality of the invoked services. It also knows how to handle any incoming 
messages that conform to the service interface. It has a two-way flow, working as a buffer for any influx of commands 
from external sources as well as processing any request to work with external interface requirements. 
Process Knowledge Reasoner Specification 
The Process Knowledge Reasoner is a processor to manage the current state of the world for each of the 
process flow optimization and planning components to work with. It is responsible for taking information from the 
Process Service Adaptor and the Process PISR IB Adaptor and creating a consistent information base for each engine to 
utilize. The Process Knowledge Reasoner keeps the state of the world in slices of time, allowing an optimization routine 
to look at any slice up to the current time to support planning the near optimal process in terms of evolving HVInfo 
goals. 
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Process PISR IB Adaptor Specification 
The Process PISR IB Adaptor is intended to work with the PISR IB to notify the PMM of new HVInfo. It is 
intended to work as a state blackboard that the PMM can work with. The PMM does process planning continuously, 
working on a constant state of the world as it does its process planning and forecasting. The Process PISR IB Adaptor is 
intended to work as a buffer that stores all changes to the world as the PMM is creating a new plan. Once a planning 
cycle is finished, it is responsible for telling the Process Knowledge Reasoner about the changes in the understanding of 
the world via the buffered changes. 
Collector Allocation Management Module (CAMM) 
 
Figure 18. Collector Allocation Management Module architecture diagram 
Component Description 
The Collector Allocation Management Module (CAMM) (Figure 18) collaborates with the PMM to optimize 
collection of HVInfo through registered resources taking into consideration network constraints. Through the RMS, the 
CAMM knows the location, capabilities, and limitations of various resources within the PISR System. CAMM takes 
these attributes and the guidance provided by the OBMM to produce an optimized collection plan that satisfies HVInfo 
goals currently established in the PISR System. Similar to the PMM, it utilizes PMS to select the third-party engines to 
do Optimization, Scheduling, and Allocation, as described above. As the PMM does, it continually reassesses its 
collection policy and makes modifications as necessary to keep near a global optimum as defined by the information 
needs and policies.  
Key Component Functions 
This system accomplishes its goals through four primary functions: 
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• CAMM continually monitors information needs and collection allocation management policies. This allows 
CAMM to determine if changes in the desired collection plan of PISR Systems need to occur to support 
changing HVInfo goals.  
• CAMM manages the various third-party engines required to produce a near optimal collection plan. This is 
accomplished through the use of policies stored in PMS.  
• CAMM produces collection plans for external systems to utilize which emphasize the collection of data 
towards producing HVInfo. 
• CAMM orchestrates internal PISR System components’ use of resources to conform to generated collection 
plans by notifying these systems of collection plan changes. 
Collector Optimization and Planning Specification  
The Collector Optimization and Planning module is intended to be a pluggable interface for various third-
party vendors to accomplish different parts of collection management planning. Each of these components could be a 
standalone component or combined in various combinations. For example, optimization should probably be 
accomplished by a vendor that does schedule planning. So the Optimization Component would exist in part within the 
scheduler component. 
Optimization 
The Optimization Component controls which optimization techniques are utilized in regard to the CAMM. 
Policies within the PMS drive the configuration of the optimization engine selected. There are two different 
optimization targets that need to be accounted for when dealing with the CAMM: 
• Scheduler – When should resources collect information in response to HVInfo? 
• Allocation – What is the best combination of resources to satisfy HVInfo goals? 
While each optimization could be a standalone optimization routine that analyzes outputs from the other 
engines to validate the output, usually this will be an integrated component within the other engines. Optimization 
should primarily be targeting the satisfaction of HVInfo goals. 
Scheduler 
The Scheduler Component determines when resources should collect information that maximizes the 
production of HVInfo while taking into consideration PISR resource constraints. For example, directing a camera to 
take a picture every 2 seconds rather than every 1 second in order to reduce the bandwidth a resource is utilizing. The 
Scheduler Component works in tandem with the Allocator Component to know what resources are being utilized to 
cover a particular area. In the same example, such a scenario could allow for two cameras on separate links to schedule 
picture-taking at 2-second intervals with a 1 second offset from one another in order to maximize information collected 
from an area while minimizing the bandwidth resources utilized by any one node. 
Allocator 
The Allocator Component controls how collection resources are allocated. It determines what collection 
resources can be allocated for given information requirements. The Allocator Component works in tandem with the 
Scheduler Component so that the Scheduler Component knows what resources it has available to schedule in the first 
place. In order to accomplish its purpose, the Allocation Component needs to know the capabilities of various collection 
resources within its domain as well as the health of those components. The Scheduler Component utilizes information 
gathered from the RMS and the HMS to discover this information. Once the Scheduler Component knows the situation 
with its resources, it can task the proper set of collection resources towards the HVInfo goals. For example, there may 
be a HVInfo goal to know if there are vehicles approaching a particular area of interest. The Allocator Component is 
responsible for figuring out what healthy sensors are available in that particular area and telling the scheduler to task 
these sensors in the collection of the HVInfo. 
Collector Service Adaptor Specification  
This Collector Service Adaptor manages the interaction with external services. The Collector Service Adaptor 
knows how to invoke the required functionality of the invoked services. It also knows how to handling any incoming 
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messages that conform to the service interface. It supports a two-way flow, buffering commands from external sources 
as well as processing requests to work with external interface requirements. 
Collector Knowledge Reasoner Specification 
The Collector Knowledge Reasoner manages the current state of the world for each for the collector 
optimization and planning components. It is responsible for taking information from the Collector Service Adaptor and 
the Collector PISR IB Adaptor and creating a consistent information base consisting of collection resources for each 
collection optimization engine to utilize. The Collector Knowledge Reasoner keeps the state of the world in slices of 
time, allowing an optimization routine to look at any slice up to the current time in support planning the near optimal 
collection plan in terms of evolving HVInfo goals. 
Collector PISR IB Adaptor Specification 
The Collector PISR IB Adaptor is intended to work with the PISR IB to notify CAMM of new HVInfo through 
subscriptions. It acts as a state blackboard against which CAMM can reason about collection plans. The CAMM does 
collection planning continuously; it works on a constant state of the world as it executes an iteration of collection 
planning and forecasting. The Collector PISR IB Adaptor buffers all changes to the world as the CAMM is creating a 
new plan. Once a planning cycle is finished, it is responsible for telling the Collector Knowledge Reasoner about the 
changes in the understanding of the world via the buffered changes. 
Dissemination Management Module (DMM) 
 
Figure 19. Dissemination Management Module architecture diagram 
Component Description 
The Dissemination Management Module (DMM) (Figure 19) works with the PMM to optimize the distribution 
of HVInfo through registered resources against network and other constraints. Through the RMS, it knows the location, 
capabilities, and limitations of consumers within the PISR System. It takes these attributes and the guidance provided 
by the OBMM to produce an optimized distribution plan that is suited to optimizing the flow of HVInfo to the 
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consumers of that information on the PISR System. This distribution plan is targeted towards how a piece of 
information given its value should flow through the system from any node to any other node. Similar to the PMM, it 
utilizes PMS to select the third-party engines to do Optimization, Scheduling, and Allocation, as described earlier. A
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PMM does, it continually reassesses its distribution policy and
mponent Functions 
The DMM accomplishes its goals by managing four primary functions:   
• DMM continually monitors HVI goals and dissemination management policies. This allows DM
potential changes to potentially change current dissemination plans to better satisfy HVI goals.  
• DMM manages the various third-party engines t
accomplished through policies stored in PMS.  
• DMM produces dissemination plans for external systems to utilize which emphasize HVI goals.  
• DMM orchestrates internal PISR Subsystem
nation Optimization and Planning Specification  
The Dissemination Optimization and Planning module is intended to be a pluggable interface for various third-
party vendors to accomplish different parts of dissemination management planning. Each of these components co
a standalone component or combined in various combinations. For example, optimization should probably be 
accomplished by a vend
 
The Optimization Component controls which optimization techniques are utilized in regard to the D
Policies within the PMS drive the configuration of the optimization engine se
optimization targets that need to be accounted for when dealing with DMM: 
• Scheduler – When should collected information be disseminated in response to its perceived value? 
• Allocation – Wh
HVInfo goals? 
While each optimization could be a standalone optimization routine that analyzes outputs from the other 
engines to validate the output, usually this will be an integrated co
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The Scheduler Component determines when resources should distribute information in regards to the 
perceived value of that information against HVInfo goals while taking into consideration PISR resource constraints. 
Potentially this could be something like throttling the volume of information that is flowing to a particular node bec
that node is out of theater at the moment and se
 
The Allocator Component controls how dissemination resources are allocated in regard to the dissemination of 
HVInfo. It determines what dissemination resources can be allocated for given information requirements. The Allocator 
Component works in tandem with the Scheduler Component so that the Scheduler Component knows what resources it 
has available to schedule. In order to accomplish its purpose, the Allocation Component needs to know the capabili
of various collection resources within its domain as well as the health of those components. It utilizes information 
gathered from the RMS and the HMS to discover this information. Once the component knows the situation with its 
resources, it can task the proper set of dissemination resources towards the HVInfo goals. For example, there may b
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engine to make sure that the fastest communication channels from the user’s perspective are allocated to send out this 
information. 
Dissemination Service Adaptor Specification  
The Dissemination Service Adaptor handles the interaction with external services. The Dissemination Service 
Adaptor knows how to invoke the required functionality of the invoked services. It also knows how to handling any 
incoming messages that conform to the service interface. The Dissemination Service Adaptor has a two-way flow, 
working as a buffer for any influx of commands from external sources as well as processing any request to work with 
external interface requirements. 
Dissemination Knowledge Reasoner Specification 
The Dissemination Knowledge Reasoner is a component that manages the current state of the world for each 
of the Dissemination Optimization and Planning components to work with. It is responsible for taking information from 
the dissemination service adaptor and the Dissemination PISR IB Adaptor and creating a consistent information base 
consisting of dissemination resources for each dissemination third-party engine to utilize. The Dissemination 
Knowledge Reasoner keeps the state of the world in slices of time, allowing an optimization routine to look at any slice 
up to the current time to support determining the near optimal dissemination plan in terms of evolving HVInfo goals. 
Dissemination PISR IB Adaptor Specification 
The Dissemination PISR IB Adaptor works with the PISR IB Subsystem to notify the DMM of new HVInfo 
through subscriptions. It acts as a state blackboard against which DMM can reason about dissemination plans. The 
DMM does dissemination planning continuously; it works on a constant state of the world as it executes an iteration of 
dissemination planning and forecasting. The Dissemination PISR IB Adaptor is intended to work as a buffer that stores 
all changes to the world as the DMM is creating a new plan. Once a planning cycle is finished, it is responsible for 




The Optimization Balance Management Module (OBMM) (Figure 20) is the high-level optimization 
management engine that dictates what optimization engine configurations, objective functions, parameters, and 
constraints are to be used. It interacts with other OBMMs in other MCLs to determine local/global optimization trade-
offs. OBMM is primarily responsible for the orchestrating the various other planning components so that there is an 
near optimal balance between process, collection, and dissemination planning. It makes sure that all optimization 
components work in harmony to produce HVInfo. It is also responsible to reconcile global optimization planning with 
local optimization planning. OBMM accomplishes this by choosing optimization engine configurations ensuring local 
optimizations are performed within bounds of the global optimization, dynamically modifying them if possible and 
when necessary. 
Key Component Functions 
The OBMM has two primary functions: 
• OBMM selects an appropriate set of local and global optimization engine configurations, objective functions, 
parameters, and constraints that can ensure that each optimization engine’s output makes sense in terms of the 
objectives and situation, changing existing strategies if necessary.  
• OBMM can specify that the PMM, CAMM, and DMM run multiple local optimization engine solutions with 
different settings or priorities to pick the near optimal solution set using a set of policy defined performance 
selection criteria. 
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Figure 20. Optimization Balance Management Module architecture diagram 
Optimization Balance Planning Specification 
The Optimization Balance Planning module consists of a single Balance Optimizer third-party component 
which is responsible for balancing the HVInfo goals amongst the process, collection, and dissemination planning 
components. The PISR IB adaptor sends information about other optimization goals throughout the PISR to make sure 
that the local planning optimization takes into consideration global concerns for HVInfo production. 
Optimization Balance Service Adaptor Specification 
The Optimization Balance Service Adaptor handles the interaction with external services. The Optimization 
Balance Service Adaptor knows how to handle the required external functionality of the invoked services. It also knows 
how to handling any incoming messages that conform to the service interface. It has a two-way flow, working as a 
buffer for any influx of commands from external sources as well as processing any request to work with external 
interface requirements. Primarily the optimization service handler only interacts with other optimization service 
handlers and the HMS. MCL external systems should never invoke services provided by the Optimization Balance 
Management Service. 
Optimization Balance Knowledge Reasoner Specification 
The Optimization Balance Knowledge Reasoner is a component that manages the current state of the world for 
each for the optimization planning components to work with. It is responsible for taking information from the 
Optimization Balance PISR IB Adaptor and creating a consistent information base consisting of optimization resources 
for the optimization third-party engine to utilize. The Optimization Balance Knowledge Reasoner keeps the state of the 
world in slices of time, allowing an optimization routine to look at any slice up to the current time in support balancing 
the various optimization components in terms of evolving HVInfo goals. 
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Optimization Balance PISR IB Adaptor Specification 
The Optimization Balance PISR IB Adaptor is intended to work with the world model to notify the OBMM of 
new HVInfo. It is intended to work as a current state of the world blackboard that the OBMM can work against. The 
OBMM does Optimization Component balancing continuously; it should works on a constant state of the world as it 
does an iteration of balance planning and forecasting. The Optimization Balance PISR IB Adaptor is intended to work 
as a buffer that stores all changes to the world as the OBMM is verifying that the HVInfo goals of all optimization 
components are consistent. Once a balancing cycle is finished, it is responsible for telling the optimization knowledge 
reasoner about the changes in the understanding of the world via the buffered changes. 
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6 PISR Information Base Subsystem  
6.1 Introduction 
The PISR Information Base (PISR IB) Subsystem provides for the smart push of actionable information—to   
those who need it most, when they need it most, and in the form they need it most. This is accomplished through the use 
of triggers (and other continuously running background queries), defined against a multi-level observation and 
hypothesis knowledge representation that is capable of ingesting and linking all kinds of relevant information—from 
sensor feeds and HUMINT, to predictions and plans—while  managing  believability of different pieces of ingested 
information.  
The PISR IB architecture provides actionable insights from both “slow and fast moving data” as soon as 
corresponding data sources are ingested by the PISR IB. Figure 21 illustrates how the PISR IB is complementary to the 
Distributed Common Ground System Marine Corps (DCGS-MC) Integration Backbone (DIB), Generic Hub (GHub), 
MarineLink and other information servicing data hubs. 
 
Figure 21. PISR IB supports intelligent delivery of information by integrating data from diverse sources and then 
pushing it to meet requirements specified by Marines 
Near real-time data sources from Sensors/Analytics provide tracks on detected entities, which include 
observations of persons, vehicles, and facilities. Semantically interoperable Sensors/Analytics are further 
complemented by semantically integrated historical Marine-relevant data sources (e.g., MarineLink, DIB, GHub, and 
others). The combination of Analytics and PISR IB subsystems produce actionable intelligence by “connecting the 
dots,” relating information from various sources using inductive and deductive inference. 
The PISR IB Subsystem treats other PISR System subsystems as customers. Attending to customers’ needs 
requires the PISR IB to provide PISR subsystems with a customer-friendly information environment. The MCL 
Subsystem, for dissemination planning purposes, requires PISR IB to have knowledge about the PISR System 
configuration, network topology, information assurance governance of organizations, organizational roles of users, user 
access control within organizations, and other data used to ensure information is passed to users needing that 
information. The MCL Subsystem manages the health of the PISR System (e.g., “Which of its components are 
working?”, “What resources are available?”, “What the highest priority information needs are?”). The PISR IB 
Subsystem provides necessary representation capabilities to understand PISR subsystems, sub-subsystems, components, 
capacity, constraints, etc. The ability of the PISR PLA to understand the availability, capability, constraints, and 
limitations of its own components (introspection) is important. Equally important is the ability of PISR PLA system to 
represent and understand the battlespace within which it operates (situational interpretation). Data in the PISR IB 
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become valuable when they feed a process that produces good outcomes for specific end-users. For the Marines, that 
usually means avoiding threats or effectively exploiting opportunities. 
The SA Subsystem can focus on specifying relevant analytical routines without worrying about how data is 
physically represented or stored. This occurs by leveraging the logical interface that PISR IB provides to other 
components. The PISR IB also enables analytics to extend domain terms by defining new categorical meanings and 
aliases.  
Sensors and analytics are producers and consumers of observations and hypotheses with inherent uncertainties. 
Modeling a dynamic situation consists of beliefs we have about the true state of affairs rather than objective facts or 
truths. In that sense, every statement in the PISR IB is an assertion corresponding to a hypothesis, and the PISR IB must 
enable the determination whether the assertion supports or rejects corresponding hypotheses. The PISR IB associates 
degrees of believability with all assertions (whether lower-level sensor outputs, seemingly objective human observation, 
or higher level human- or machine- generated hypotheses) and explicitly links those “believabilities” with their sources. 
Not only does the PISR IB track multiple sources for the same logical assertion, but over time. Moreover, based on data 
conflicts and their resolutions, the believabilities of sources may vary. There is no single model of error or uncertainty 
or degree of belief that works broadly or is universally accepted. The Open Geospatial Consortium SensorML Annex C 
has a model for detectors which talks about how a simple detector can be characterized (e.g., such as a thermometer). 
Other detectors (cameras, analytics) would have analogous models but they are not widely available. PISR IB is 
responsible for providing useful semantic templates for the representation of uncertainty (e.g., spanning spatial 
dimensions for a type of video-based tracking algorithm). The PISR IB accomplishes this by providing semantic types 
that track data sources and associated believabilities. These types are specified in the PISR IB schema definition. 
Modern battlespaces are messy information environments.  Information may be coming in: (1) at different 
levels of granularity; and (2) with different models of uncertainty.  PISR IB must address both of these information 
management issues. To handle information granularity complexity, the PISR IB breaks with classic Business 
Intelligence architectures by decoupling the different levels of representation so that each level can directly ingest 
information.  Once ingested, each level of representation checks surrounding levels for the presence of corroborating or 
conflicting data and takes appropriate actions as a result.  Within the PISR IB, high-level information may influence 
how lower-level information is interpreted.  Low-level information (e.g., Abdul Maswary is in Wazir Akbar Khan 
Mosque) may confirm or reject higher-level hypotheses (e.g., there are terrorists in Kabul). The loosely coupled 
hierarchies within the PISR IB enable the viewing and comparing of data patterns across various levels. These 
hierarchies enhance support for other PISR components as well as the PISR IB’s core mission of smart push (knowing 
what information is most important to given users/systems and providing that information with priority to those 
users/systems) to provide enhanced functionality supporting Marine analysts (e.g., fusing, aggregating, pattern 
matching, network representation, including social network relationships, navigating, visualization, zooming in/ out).  
To handle uncertainty, PISR IB supports the integration of multiple belief management frameworks. For 
example, there are “likelihood ratio” evaluations to establish a confidence level of inferred hypotheses. This 
believability management framework makes it easy to look at the likelihood ratio of an hypothesis and its complement 
(negation), which is the ratio of the probability of seeing the evidence obtained if the hypothesis were true divided by 
the probability of observing the same evidence if the hypothesis were false.  Seeing these two probabilities side by side 
and their ratio can be useful in recognizing situations where the level of uncertainty could lead to unfortunate incidents, 
such as firing on innocent civilians. 
The principal representational objective of the PISR IB is to record the “state” of the environment, relevant to 
the Marines, as it is observed and interpreted through the variety of PISR assets and users. Most of the PISR System 
focuses on the dynamic situation of blue forces, opposing forces, and interrelationships in the battlespace. Data types in 
asymmetric warfare are diverse, complex, noisy, and poorly formalized. For example, there is no definitive listing of 
the types of events that should be reported or all the necessary and sufficient data to record about those events. For this 
reason, events exemplify an open, partially structured, somewhat informal category of importance in our information 
model. The PISR System must be open to these types of categories, making good use of these data when deemed 
valuable to current and planned operations. The PISR IB semantically unifies diverse and complex data types and 
schemas by describing and representing dynamic situations comprising entities of various types, relationships, 
properties, attributes, and values. Instances of some entity types are static, while others are dynamic because instances 
and values for those entity types can change over time and space. Given a particular time and space, the values 
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constitute the situation description at that time and location. At any specific point in space, data may be available about 
past, present, and future instances of entity types. 16 
Most data values of interest in the PISR PLA have a spatial-temporal context, requiring 3- or 4-dimensional 
representation. The spatial dimension is characterized by (for example) the ground location plus altitude above or below 
the surface or sea level. The temporal dimension includes time or time interval when the observation has been collected 
or when some event apparently occurs, as well as the temporal validity of some piece of information (e.g., the position 
of an object only until its time of departure). Some of the sensors/analytics operate over dimensions other than spatial 
and temporal (e.g., hyper-spectral, defining utilized wavelengths organized into band channels and bands). Fusion 
across sensors/analytics requires using more dimensions (e.g., spatial resolutions), and groupings of sensors/analytics 
by classes, types, and other characteristics. 
6.2  PISR Information Base Subsystem Architecture 
The PISR System relies on the PISR IB Subsystem to provide a variety of data management capabilities. PISR 
IB Subsystem consists of two sub-subsystems to perform semantic data unification for the USMC. First, the Virtual 
Integration (VI) Sub-subsystem addresses the need for integrating diverse—in source, structure, and content—
information. Second, the Distribution Sub-subsystem is responsible for providing publish/subscribe functionality to 
support distribution of data across the PISR System.  
We describe the architecture for the VI Sub-subsystem in the next subsection. This component is named 
virtual because it provides access to concepts of any number of external sources through a single set of concept model 
elements and relationships.  To accomplish this, the VI Sub-subsystem provides a means of mapping external data 
sources into a common set of formalized concepts over which computational reasoning can be performed. This includes 
information from both humans (e.g., from user interfaces) and machines (e.g., from sensors, analytics, and other data 
stores). For example, sensors may “detect” many people, but it is the previously captured facts regarding social 
networks and organizational affiliations stored in a database (e.g., DCGS) that determine which people Marines need to 
know about (e.g., people with known associations with terrorist organizations).  It is through this computable logical 




Figure 22. Vocabulary mapping in creation of a virtual information base 
                                                 
16 Future states represent projections or predictions of the state of the battlespace. 
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The PISR IB Distribution Sub-subsystem is responsible for utilizing interfaces and services provided by 
external systems to bring requested data into the PISR System. The PISR IB virtual information model integrated with 
the PISR IB Distribution Sub-subsystem delivers properly transformed, aggregated, and translated data to the 
warfighter. Removing a need for further transformations at the user side makes PISR IB-distributed data immediately 
usable. 
6.2.1 PISR IB Virtual Information Sub‐subsystem 
The PISR IB is a virtual information base. This means that a user of the PISR system may access any data 
produced within the PISR system as well as data produced externally by other systems at the enterprise and tactical 
edge levels that have information relevant to the Marines. Virtualization is accomplished via a logical mapping of 
vocabularies corresponding to the diverse data sources (i.e., current ISR programs of record, such as DCGS) to the 
PISR IB conceptual model. Figure 22 depicts integration of diverse data models utilizing vocabulary management. 
6.2.1.1 Operational Needs Serviced by PISR IB Virtual Information Sub‐subsystem 
The PISR IB capabilities support operational needs grouped into the following three categories to fulfill 
Quality Attributes of the USMC Intelligence operational community: 
• Seamless unification of “just right” data to enhance user navigation in a quest to extract actionable intelligence 
o Requires data virtualization accomplished through semantic harmonization/integration across PISR 
systems/subsystems and relevant external systems at any tier in the enterprise or tactical edge.  
• Facilitating decision making by cueing users to “most critical” situations, which they are capable to attend to 
o Implies “machine-based cueing”, requiring a “smart data push” to alert the operators to critical 
conditions observed/perceived in the battlespace 
• Maintain “quality of data products” tailored for the range of operational tempos to fit the operational roles 
o Users at different roles (e.g., Intelligence Officers, Marines on the ground, etc.) need different 




Figure 23. PISR IB architecture servicing operational needs: scalable hypothesis management with unified 
seamless virtual data integration 
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Figure 23 depicts the functional thrusts of this architecture document. Each of the blocks corresponds to one of 
three operational needs categories listed above. The two top major blocks are further enhanced by the third block. It 
should be noted that “Near real-time scalable COTS/GOTS Open Architecture” defines the choice of frameworks to 
support PISR System operational needs. The PISR IB Subsystem is positioned at the intersection of data processing 
framework and dissemination middleware (or fully fledged dissemination frameworks). 
The data processing framework supports particular strategies for storage of the PISR IB information model. 
For instance, one framework could support a classical disk-persisted database. Another data processing framework 
could support a stream-relational database without a disk persistency. A third hybrid data processing framework could 
support a stream-relational database with a disk persistency and SQL-based native integration between streaming and 
relational layers of the database. The PISR IB Subsystem enriches any combination of data processing framework by 
semantically enabling an information data model supported by the data processing framework. The PISR IB Subsystem 
is at the intersection of the PISR System data processing framework with dissemination middleware (or fully fledged 
dissemination framework), enabling the PISR IB Subsystem to enrich dissemination/distribution capabilities for 
information of greatest value to the users.  
6.2.1.2 PISR IB Virtual Information Sub‐subsystem Architecture 
Figure 24 depicts the functional subcomponents of the PISR IB to be instantiated within the data store, 
generally as a collection of tables and user-defined functions. The primary goal of the PISR IB is to enable smart push 
of intelligence based on operational requirements. This goal is enabled through explicit logical coupling of four distinct 
levels of information. First, Symbol Definition enables the mapping of physical vocabularies into specific data Types 
promoting interoperability with external PISR IB Stakeholders. Next, Type Definition provides explicit capture of 
foundational data structures to support the representation of different dimensions of data (e.g., spatial, temporal, 
political, etc.) and logical comparison. Then, Schema Definition provides complex combinations of type structures to 
support operational concepts that will be captured within facts, hypotheses, and observations. Finally, Schema Instance 
Storage and Retrieval supports the capture of and management of data as it is collected and ingested into the PISR IB 
through the PISR IB Interfaces.  
 
Figure 24. PISR IB functional overview 
In addition to the core knowledge representations, PISR IB includes two primary functions: Believability 
Management and Demand-Pull Inference. Demand-Pull Inference provides demand-driven inference based on 
generalization and specialization relationships defined between the concepts defined within the PISR IB. Believability 
Management supports the management of uncertainty externally (by sensors and analytic components) as well as 
internally (through consistency checking). 
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6.2.1.2.1 Conceptual Data Model 
Low-level information is received from the sensor interpretation subsystem on a frequent basis. We anticipate 
hundreds or more discovered entities to be incoming during a single analytical period. This assumes that incoming 
information refers to an entity and contains an observed time-space location. This assumption might change as system 
understanding, instantiation, and employment evolve. 
The low-level information is then compared with information being globally accumulated about the contents of 
locations in the world; e.g., more stationery and more movable nature; more and less believable; and historical and 
predicted. Internal to the PISR System, the SA Subsystem is the primary source of such data. Locations of natural 
terrain features, buildings, and other stationary assets such as roads and bridges are examples of static content. The 
locations of vehicles, persons, weather are examples of more dynamic information. 
Dynamic information may have the form of a feature found for some time range at some location (e.g., an HVI 
observed at some space-time coordinate) or a motion vector (e.g., a vehicle observed at time t to be traveling in 
direction d with or without speed information). Some facts are critical by virtue of what they denote (e.g., two 
individuals caught discussing the specifics of where to place an IED); others are critical by virtue of their location. 
Other observations are a function of both. One of the critical derived attributes of a location we are calling “Location 
Value.”  The purpose of the Location Value variable (and there are several distinct functions we envisage 
implementing) is to classify low-level sensor data into two buckets:  (1) high information value because it signals a 
possible triggering, cueing and alerting condition; and (2) less than high information value because it does not signal a 
possible triggering, cueing and alerting condition. 
The underlying concept is that at any point in time, there are many entities being tracked/sensed/observed in a 
course way and only a small percentage of them are in need of significantly scarcer and more expensive fine-grained 
sensors/observation/information. So the goal is to implement an efficient process to produce that classification. 
Subsequent iterations of this design may, if need be, implement a more sophisticated classification logic that takes into 
consideration such factors as the sensor utilization ratio—when resources are relatively more available, then finer-
grained tracking of otherwise less-valued low-level data may be possible (and could be useful in discovering new or 
low probability events). 
Classification criteria are defined and stored in the system. Here is an example of a classification that might be 
defined and persisted in the PISR IB Subsystem:  
If a group of entities make a coordinated approach to a high-valued location, it represents a possible ambush 
threat and is in need of finer-grained information to decide whether it is or is not, in fact, such a threat.  
Determining if a location is or is not high-valued is a function of both the static and dynamic aspects of the 
location. Say the system determines that an entity is stopped at the side of a minor road—not high enough valued by 
itself. However, when combined with data from the dynamic world model that includes information about blue forces 
moving on that same road and projected to pass by the location in question in 90 minutes, the location is calculated to 
be a high-valued location.  
The SA Subsystem provides situational triggers to the PISR IB Subsystem for calculation of particular 
“triggering, cueing and alerting condition” sub-expressions. One can think of the calculation as inserting a new 
“hypothesis” row into a table. Each entry in this table represents a distinct possible “triggering, cueing and alerting 
condition”; for instance, an IED “triggering, cueing and alerting condition”. PISR IB schemata will define a distinct 
table for each kind of possible “triggering, cueing and alerting condition”. The source of the possible “triggering, 
cueing and alerting condition” is the one or more underlying entities from whence it came. PISR IB schemata will allow 
for the combination of two or more low-level tracked entities, not suspicious in themselves, to constitute a suspicious 
aggregate entity; e.g., five or more persons crossing a field converging on a possible ambush point. 
Diversity of Specialized Things, Actions, and Functions 
The PISR IB will provide robust support for a wide variety of distinct kinds of things/actions:  entities as well 
as actions, both concrete (persons, places, things) as well as abstract (e.g., knowledge products). Each distinct kind of 
thing/event (where by distinct is meant that the non-key attributes of the thing/event are distinct), has a separate 
collection of table structures. Physically, things and actions of all kinds can be represented by SQL tables. Depending 
on context, these may be called schemas, frames, or relations. 
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Generalization/Specialization for Things, Actions, and Functions 
Both data and rules are naturally differentiated across multiple levels of abstraction. Whereas the PISR IB 
enables each separate abstraction level (e.g., person, friendly soldier, marine) to ingest data independently and therefore 
the possibility that world interpretations may not be consistent across levels of interpretation (e.g., sensors may report 
no persons present in an area where marines are known to be), consistency is enforced prior to the triggering of any 
rules. For example, a system-generated alert that might result in the dropping of ordnance on an area would first resolve 
any potential conflicts regarding presence of persons (or specializations or subtypes of persons) in an area. 
The PISR IB supports data entry into the IB at different levels of abstraction (e.g., the output of a sensor may 
indicate the presence of persons; HUMINT may indicate the presence of “friendlies”). Rules are also abstraction level 
specific. Some rules may trigger based on the presence of persons, others based on non-hostile persons, and still others 
based on specifically named marines.  
In the PISR IB, generalization-specialization data relationships can be captured through the use of separate 
tables and foreign keys for each thing/event/schema along the spectrum, connected through a “specialization” table. For 
example, separate tables could be defined for Marine troops, US troops, Friendly forces, persons and concrete entities. 
For example: 
CREATE TABLE wm.concrete_entity 
( … ); 
CREATE TABLE wm.person 
( … ); 
CREATE TABLE wm.friendly 
( … ); 
CREATE TABLE wm.us_military 
( … ); 
CREATE TABLE wm.marine 
( … ); 
CREATE TABLE wm.specialization 
( 
 … 
    concrete_entity integer references wm.concrete_entity, 
    person  integer references wm.person, 
    friendly  integer references wm.friendly, 
    us_military  integer references wm.us_military, 
    marine  integer references wm.marine, 
 … 
) ; 
This can enable the PISR IB to ingest information at whatever level of abstraction at which it comes in. For 
example, intelligence may indicate the presence of persons in an area adjacent to an intended strike zone. The decision 
to hold off the strike might be made as a function of whether the persons are hostile or not hostile. Further analysis 
might show the presence of friendly forces in the region thus barring the use of certain strike methods. So, in this case, 
all that was needed was to know whether there were persons in an area and if so whether they were friendly. 
Mapping data across levels of abstraction (e.g., ingesting a fact about a Marine and linking that fact to facts 
about friendly forces) is a form of logical inference. There is more than one way to implement this kind of reasoning. 
Principal approaches include pushing data up the abstraction ladder (e.g., a new fact about a Marine triggers a new fact 
about a friendly force which in turn triggers a new fact about a person) or pushing rules down the abstraction ladder 
(e.g., a rule defined in terms of persons also applies to Marines). The optimal way or balance of ways will be a function 
of the specific patterns of schemas such as fan-out rates and numbers of rules. In either event, the PISR IB can use a 
generalized need or pull-driven model of inference rather than an open-ended push model which can generate large 
numbers of useless inferences.  
What follows is a representative example of PISR IB schemas in a specialization-generalization hierarchy. 
Thing-event       
 Entities      
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  Concrete     
   Persons    
    Friendly Forces   
     US troops  
      Marines 
      Navy 
     Non-US troops  
    Civilians   
    Hostile   
   Organization    
   Large stationary produced assets    
    Fixed sensors   
    Buildings   
   Large mobile assets    
    Armored Vehicles   
     Tanks  
    Planes   
   Small mobile assets    
  Abstract     
   Plans    
   Reports    





   
 Actions      
  Enemy Attacks     
   Ambushes    
   IED explosion    
   Other    
  Friendly troop movement     
  Battles     
  HVI tracking     
  Suspicious     
  Reconnaissance     
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Container/Contained Relationships for Things, Actions, and Functions 
Large things are composed of smaller things. Countries combine to form continents; rooms combine to form 
buildings. Combining larger numbers of smaller facts about things/actions into smaller numbers of larger facts is a 
natural part of any interpretation process and is supported by the PISR IB regardless of where the interpretation logic is 
defined or executed. 
But the container/contained relationships are not always clear. For example, two persons are observed in an 
altercation in a city market. Is one the aggressor and the other the victim?  If so, which is which?  Could both be 
insurgents attempting to create a diversion while some other event takes place?  Because container/contained 
relationships are not always known with a high degree of certainty, it is important for the PISR IB to be able to handle 
uncertainty in the links between smaller things and the roles they play in a larger thing/action. 
Additionally, it is not always the case that information is first collected about small things and then rolled up 
into larger things. For example, HUMINT may hypothesize the presence of a large scale action such as moving enemy 
insurgents before more detailed sensors can establish, assuming it is true, the composition of that action such as the 
persons and assets involved. 
So the PISR IB will support both probabilistic linkages between smaller things/actions and their roles in larger 
things/actions and the ability to observe larger things/actions in the macro before identifying the component 
things/actions of the larger thing/action. It is expected that these linkages will be authored outside the IB through the 
template and programmatic interfaces.  
Relationships of containment/containedness are captured through the use of arrays of foreign keys each of 
which maps one schema into a component (or container) of a second. For example: 
CREATE TABLE wm.containment 
( 
    id                  serial primary key, 
    … 
    concrete_entity integer references wm.concrete_entity, 
    person               integer references wm.person, 
    friendly  integer references wm.friendly, 
    us_military  integer references wm.us_military, 
    marine  integer references wm.marine, 
    … 
    Action  integer references wm.action, 
    enemy_attack  integer references wm.enemy_attack, 
    ambush  integer references wm.ambush, 
    … 
) ; 
 
CREATE TABLE wm.contained 
( 
    … 
    concrete_entity integer references wm.concrete_entity, 
    person  integer references wm.person, 
    friendly  integer references wm.friendly, 
    us_military  integer references wm.us_military, 
    marine  integer references wm.marine, 
   … 
    action   integer references wm.action, 
    enemy_attack  integer references wm.enemy_attack, 
    ambush  integer references wm.ambush, 
    … 
) ; 
 
In light of the use cases we have investigated, most links will map larger numbers of smaller entities into 
smaller numbers of larger actions, and there will be entity-entity and action-action links as well. For example, as 
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illustrated below, an action schema “Ambush” might, in its definition, include attributes for time, location, and 
class/type information for the most likely participating entities in this example; i.e., hostile persons, hostile assets, 
friendly persons, and friendly assets.  
Conceptually, the “Ambush” schema would look like the following: 
Ambush   
 Time  
 Location  
 List of contained Thing-event schemas   
  hostile persons 
  hostile assets  
  friendly persons 
  friendly assets 
The core of the “Ambush” schema (ignoring containing links) follows: 
• observed_time timestamp(3) without time zone not null, 
• start_time timestamp(3) without time zone not null default -infinity, 
• end_time timestamp(3) without time zone not null default infinity, 
• actors  integer[] not null, -- references wm.containment 
• objects  integer[] not null, -- references wm.containment, 
• location  geometry 
 
The actors are a list of (thought to be) hostile entities (persons and assets), while the objects of the ambush are 
the (thought to be) friendly entities (persons and assets). 
An observed ambush would include values for core attributes, any contained schemas, and any additional 
schemas observed. In this example, the “civilians” schema is observed to be contained also in the “Ambush” schema. 
Conceptually, the “Ambush” schema in use (when instantiated) might look as follows: 
 
Ambush   
 Time xx/xx:  0800 
 Location X-Y 
  Hostile persons  
  count = 10 
  Pashtun count >=1 
  Hostile assets  
  > 0 Stingers 
  2+ building 
 Friendly troops  
  10 Marines 
 Friendly assets  
  2 Humvees 
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 civilians  
  count = 20 
 
The PISR IB Subsystem supports inferring the presence of contained things/actions or containing 
things/actions given ingested information about a thing/action and one or more extant rules of inference, regardless of 
whether the rule specification and/or execution occurs outside or inside the PISR IB Subsystem itself.  
Run‐Time Semantic Extensibility 
Through vetting with stakeholders, the specification of things/actions will be strengthened prior to 
implementation. It is anticipated, however, that new kinds of things or attributes will arise on a regular enough basis 
that the PISR IB needs to be able to support the ingestion of information that does not match any existing semantic 
categories. 
The PISR IB will support run-time semantic extensibility in the following example-illustrated way. Suppose 
that the PISR IB has a schema for small mobile assets and that HUMINT is providing data about a new small UAV but 
that the extant definition for small mobile assets presumed ground-based assets and so had no attributes for altitude.  
The PISR IB would recognize the presence of an attribute “altitude” that was not present in the schema for 
small mobile assets. This failure to find a matching attribute would trigger three events: 
1. A secondary table associated with the small mobile asset table would be instantiated that contains the new 
attribute and its value. Note that this table extension for new attributes is a common element to all IB schemas. 
2. A new type would be registered in the type definition space of the PISR IB with a set of possible values 
consistent with the ingested value. 
3. An analyst report would be generated indicating the presence of new attributes. The analyst might then create a 
new specialization of type small mobile asset, say small UAV. 
Consistency Checking 
The need to use logical inference to provide consistency checking occurs whenever it possible for the IB to 
ingest two or more facts or rules which, while not identical as stated, nonetheless have interdependent truth values. 
For example, a sensor may indicate the absence or presence of persons at a location. A Blue Force tracking 
system (e.g., FBCB2) may indicate the absence or presence of Marines at the same location. Logic tells us that if there 
are zero persons at the location, there also must be zero Marines. However, since the detection of humans is occurring 
via an independent sensory channel from the detection of Marines, it is possible for sensors to assert that no persons 
exist at a location while an independent source (e.g., HUMINT) asserts the presence of two Marines. To uncover and 
highlight these inconsistencies within the PISR IB, there are two basic ways to perform consistency checking:  fact 
propagation and formula propagation.  
Using fact propagation, observed facts about a thing/action would propagate to higher or lower abstraction 
levels. For example, the presence of a Marine would generate the fact that there is a person. The absence of any persons 
would generate the absence of any Marines. The problem with fact propagation is the risk of generating massive 
amounts of low value inferences. Instead, the PISR IB can perform background consistency checking using a demand-
pull model. Specifically, this means that functions (including read calls from external processes) are understood to be 
the consumers of facts. If for example there is a function that triggers a strike order based on the absence of any 
Marines in an area, even if no Marines were directly observed in the area, the function would follow the PISR IB’s 
semantic pathways (generalization/specialization, containment/containedness, projection) to test whether there are any 
logically related facts that might be inconsistent with the given fact and which would impact the execution of the 
function. If it is then discovered that two persons were observed by a sensor in the relevant location, a potential 
inconsistency would be discovered (unless the two persons observed were also further identified as being hostile). For 
another example, if there were a function defined to trigger on the absence of any persons in an area and two Marines 
are observed, this would also be flagged as an inconsistency.  
6.2.1.2.2 Historical, Projected, and Planned World States 
Although it is possible to think of the world as a really big thing/event (this being a specialization of the root 
thing/event rather than either thing/entity or event/action), its importance to the IB is such that it is worth calling out 
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separately. The historical world (all history up until now) is a combination of land, air, and sea models where land 
includes relatively fixed derived types, both natural (e.g., rivers) and manmade (e.g., buildings), and links to the 
location-indexed views of “every thing/event” schema (all thing/event schemas generate location-indexed views). Users 
can see historical world views based on any subsets of locations or thing/events. 
Regardless of how or where prediction (or projection) functions are specified or executed, the projected world 
has all the dimensions/types and schemas of the historical world plus an additional scenario dimension because most 
thing/events can be projected in multiple ways. As with the historical world, projections are supported at the entity and 
entity group levels. This is accomplished by mirroring the historical and current implementation in a ‘projected’ mirror: 
CREATE TABLE wm.projected_thing_event 
( 
    id              serial primary key, 
    … 
) ; 
 
CREATE TABLE wm.projected_extended_thing_event 
( 
    projected_thing_event_id  integer not null references wm.projected_thing_event, 
    … 
) ; 
 
CREATE TABLE wm.projected_thing_event_locator 
( 
    … 
    projected_thing_event_id  integer not null references wm.projected_thing_event, 
    … 
) ; 
The projected world is intended to represent projections of the current state and trend in affairs; in other words, 
absent the execution of any endogenous plans. The planned world at any point in time is a set of goal states for the 
projected world at some relatively future time that differs from the projected values for that same time. In this sense, 
plans may be thought of as intended deltas to otherwise exogenously projected states. 
6.2.1.2.3 Believability Management for Facts/Hypotheses/Observations 
All facts are not created equal. Neither are they tense-less or without source attribution. Multiple sources may 
disagree about a fact. The same source may provide conflicting observations over time. These observations may 
provide evidence supporting multiple hypotheses. Even when there is no conflict (whether because there is only a single 
source or all sources agree) there may be significant uncertainty in the facts/observations/hypotheses. Combine this 
with the fact that different actions require differing degrees of certainty in the underlying observations (e.g., how sure 
must one be that there are no civilians or friendly forces in an area before ordering an air strike) and there is a need in 
the PISR IB to support robust belief management that leverages the IB’s semantic richness.  
While the intention is to support multiple belief-management frameworks, the PISR IB Subsystem will provide 
for reasonably sophisticated native belief management in the following way.  
• Believability  (starting off as a 2 digit rank ranging from 0.01 to 0.99 but capable of extension if needed, and 
also capable of being bucketed with multiple vocabularies) will be able to be associated with a source, a 
source-time, a source-time-schema, a source-time-schema-attribute or even a source-time-schema-attribute-
attribute_value on an as needed basis.  
For example, the believability of data entering the PISR IB from sensors will most likely be sensor-
specific whereas the believability of observations coming from HUMINT may also vary by the kind 
of thing being observed. For example, can a given person reliably distinguish between different kinds 
of IEDs or munitions. Or, the believability of a specific HUMINT source can vary as a function of 
whether the observation was made by day or night. 
• Every data source (e.g., specific sensors, HUMINT) can be given its own believability function 
For example, the believability of track data entering the PISR IB from sensors may vary from 0.90 to 
0.95 depending on the sensor type, its working condition, and the context. The believability of a 
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specific HUMINT source may be equal to 0.99 for direct observations by day (saw person ‘x’ enter 
building y at 0900), but only be 0.80 by night. 
• Different components of a single thing/action may carry different believabilities 
It may be believable to 0.99 that a certain friendly troop movement is occurring at a particular space-
time. And it is also known that the troop movement contains, say, 50 local troops and 25 US forces. 
The question is what is the likelihood that there is an insurgent hidden amongst the local troops?  
Depending on the situation, whether each local serviceman is individually identified or whether each 
is simply an enumerated individual within a group, the PISR IB can represent the belief that any 
specific local serviceman is actually an insurgent or the belief that there exists at least one insurgent 
within the group as a whole. 
• The believability of any source-observation can change over time based on conflicting beliefs with other 
source-observations. 
 
The decision tree presented on Figure 25 below is an example method for altering the beliefs of sources based 
on conflicts with other sources, offered to illustrate and provide an initial tool for developers.  
 
 
Figure 25. Flexible computational logic for altering the beliefs of sources based on conflicts with other sources 
6.2.1.2.4 Decision/Planning Process and Justification Memory 
Knowledge products representing intended or taken resource allocation decisions, including plans and new 
orders within plans, need to include references to the myriad thing/events (and their states) whose observation supports 
the intended action or decision. 
The PISR IB maintains information that can support a basic planning UI in the form of a window on top of 
historical and projected world states to facilitate users’ selection of key entities and actions as supporting evidence for 
some user-specified action/decision. Such an interface could be used, for example, to easily capture and instantly view 
all of the accumulated evidence for and against calling a strike on a particular target before it (as an action/decision) is 
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taken and becomes irrevocable, or it could be used ex-post facto to figure as a debriefing tool to help figure out what 
went wrong or right with a plan/decision.  
The PISR IB requires no additional effort to capture and replay the relevant things and events. Users, however, 
must be willing to record or have recorded their plans and decisions taken.  
6.2.1.2.5 Human and Programmatic Interface 
In this section, interfaces for PISR IB technical stakeholders are described. It should be noted that the human 
interfaces defined in this section are specifically targeting engineering stakeholders leveraging PISR PLA. Operational 
stakeholders will access the PISR IB through the interfaces described in the PISR PLA UI Environment Subsystem 
(Section 2). One notable exception to this is the consistency checking interface which could provide utility to an analyst 
mining through data in the field.  
 
Figure 26. Notional PISR IB editing interface 
Adding new type and schema definitions 
Although the flexibility of the underlying implementation can be manipulated with SQL, it is advantageous for 
the PISR PLA to provide other subsystems and performers with a means to alter or expand the existing types, schemas, 
and functions/rules within the IB. The subsystem provides a template-based user interface that allows a knowledge 
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engineer to define within the IB new specializations of existing schemas and types (and keeping in mind that all new 
definitions are specializations of existing definitions). Some new schemas will be new leaves and thus only 
specializations; others inserted into the hierarchy of schemas will be a specialization of a “parent” type and a 
generalization of one or more “children” (e.g. inserting a NATO schema in between a friendly forces schema and a 
collection of Marine, Navy, and Army schemas). Additionally, the knowledge engineer can link the newly defined 
schemas via contained and containment relationships to other schemas. This interface also allows for the manipulation 
of the vocabulary entries to support further interoperability. A notional Add Schema screen for a schema design 
interface is shown in Figure 26. 
In this mock-up, a user is defining a new schema within the IB. After determining the schema name (e.g., 
Join_organization_action), the user must identify the attributes of that schema and select the Types that define the 
concept. Additionally, the user must also specific the generalization relationships to other schema and the containment 
relations supporting PISR IB consistency checking and inference.  
Consistency Checking 
The human interface for consistency checking allows the PISR IB operator to highlight any fact in the IB and 
query whether there are any other facts that are inconsistent with the highlighted fact. The consistency checking 
pathways follow the same topology as the PISR IB’s built-in semantic structures; namely: 
1. Source inconsistency 
a. Query for all conflicting facts attributable to a different source 
i. E.g., two different HUMINT sources disagree about the organizational affiliation of a known 
local person (note that believability management works to resolve source inconsistencies) 
2. Abstraction inconsistency 
a. Query for all conflicting facts at higher or lower levels of abstraction  
i. E.g., if two marines were observed at a location, abstraction inconsistency would occur if an 
independent observation recorded zero persons at the same location 
3. Containment inconsistency 
a. Query for all conflicting facts in contained or containing schemas 
i.  E.g., if an IED is found at a location,  containment inconsistency would occur if that 
location is contained within an area defined as secure (i.e., satisfying a “secure location” 
schema) 
4. Projection inconsistency 
a. Query for all conflicting facts that can be projected from existing facts 
i. E.g., if a HVI is asserted not to be at a particular safe location, projection inconsistency 
would occur if the most recent prior observation of the location and potential travel velocity 
of the HVI can be projected so that the HVI is currently at the specified safe location 
Programmatic PISR IB Interface 
The underlying functional logic used to support the PISR IB template interface will be bundled (e.g., in a .jar 
file) to support programmatic access to PISR IB. This will allow the other subsystems to access PISR IB functionality 
rather than solely through SQL, although full SQL query processing functionality will be maintained. Functions 
supported by the programmatic interface include:  
• Add/update fact/observation/hypotheses 
• Add/update types 
• Add/update schemas 
• Add/update/associate vocabulary 
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• Add/update/associate rules 
• Generalization / Specialization maintenance 
• Containment maintenance 
• Consistency checking functions 
6.2.1.2.6 PISR IB Examples 
In this subsection, we provide example schemas and supporting types to illustrate PISR IB support for 
dynamic situations. Rather than providing a series of schemas, we present these examples using the following 
representation: 
schema_name:(schema1 (generalization), role1 (type||schema), role2 
(type||schema),…,roleN (type||schema)) 
In this representation, schema1 is a previously defined schema with which the schema being defined possesses 
a generalization relationship. The roles defined for the new schema (i.e., role1,…, roleN) can consist of any number of 
attributed types or any number of contained schemas. Similiarly, instances of schema, in which records are created in 
the database, use the following representation:  
schema_instance:(record_id(int), value1(type||schema, 
value2(type||schema),…,valueN(type||schema)) 
Also, as described earlier in the chapter, PISR IB supports four explicit linkages between schemas—including 
generalization, specialization, container, contained—that can be maintained (for example) as arrays of foreign key 
references in the relational data store. For the purpose of legibility, assume that schema with designated roles within 
these example schema definitions have explicit container/containment relations defined in the database. Also, assume 
that the specialization linkages (0…N) are also maintained. All examples presented here represent a given interpretation 
of data sources, which could be altered or extended to support any number of PISR IB data producers and consumers.  
 
Entities, Attributes, and Values:  
The core of the PISR IB is the Entity schema and the various specializations (e.g., ‘Person’, ‘Vehicle’, 
‘Equipment’). Each level of specialization provides the attribution of different data types and schemas, which are 
supported by internal vocabularies. For example, let us consider the person specialization of the concrete_entity 
schema: 
entity: (thing_event (generalization), description(String)) 
 
concrete_entity:(entity (generalization), description(String), mass(Real))  
 
person:(concrete_entity (generalization),forename (String), surname (String), 
gender (Enum), height (Real), age (Integer)) 
 
combatant: (person (generalization), gender (Enum), height(Real), weapon 
(Equipment), affiliation (Organization)) 
 
Any number of attributes can be added to this description of person to support the functionality required by 
PISR consumers and producers. 
Actions and Events: 
Another core element of the PISR IB as architected is the Action schema. Coupled with Entity, external 
software interfacing to the PISR IB can manage information pertaining to entities, their actions, and other entities that 
receive the action. With other representations, such as RDF or Case Frames, the relationship between action and entity 
is predefined (e.g., subject, predicate, object or entity, attribute, value). Any combination of relations between activity 
and entity can be captured and recalled with specialization of this thing-event and action schema. For 
example, let us consider a specialization of the maneuver schema: 
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action:(thing_event (generalization), description (String), actor (entity), 
start_time(Time), end_time(Time)) 
 
maneuver: (action (generalization), description (String), actors (entity[]), 
geometric_characteristics(geometry[])) 
 
reinforcement_maneuver: (maneuver (generalization),actors (entity[]), 
start_positions(location[]), reinforced_positions (location[])) 
 
dismounted_reinforcement_maneuver: (reinforcement_maneuver(generalization), 
reinforcers (combatants[]), start_positions (location[]), 
reinforced_positions(location[])) 
 
Through abstract_entity containment schemas—such as reports, observations, and plans—assertions 
regarding planned actions and events can be properly sourced and managed with respect to actual observations being 
ingested. Consider a generic IPB process in which hypotheses regarding an enemy COA is developed. First, we must 
support the representation of a COA involving some number of expected actions which possess some notion of actors 
involved (in the example below, ordered_actions is meant to represent a sequential list of actions required to 




convoy_coa: (coa (generalization), description(String), 
maneuver_actions(actions[])) 
 




An analyst or analytic algorithms may then establish indicators—with logical constraints—regarding 
hypotheses surrounding convoy ambush COAs, which would also be represented within the PISR IB; such as:  
positioning_for_convoy_attack:(maneuver (generalization), “enemy’s moving 
into attack position around roads”, actors(enemy_combatants[]), 
start_positions(location[]), end_position(location(road_geometry+100.0)) 
 
Finally, let us consider a report within a SIGACT that an RPG was fired on a convoy at time T and location L. 
The instance of the schema would resemble: 
Attack:(12345, “rpg attack” , unknown (person),  rpg (weapon_type), T(time), 
L(location)) 
Through the constraints defined in the schema definitions, and through deductive logical inference across 
generalizations and containment, the instance of the attack schema can be inferred as satisfying part of 
convoy_ambush_coa. Specifically, this includes the containment relationship between the convoy_ambush_coa 
and attack, as well as the constraints on positioning_for_convoy_attack regarding road_geometry.  
 
States, Projected State, Goal States, and Plans: 
The maintenance of dynamic, projected, and planned schema instances within the PISR IB supports the 
creation and maintenance of comparable notions of state. For example: 
• Radar generates an ‘observation’ containing a ‘tracked-vehicle’ instance denoting the position of the sensed 
vehicle. 
• A ‘tracked-vehicle attack’ capability is defined with an ‘attack-type’ and an ‘effect-radius’. 
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• An external analytic creates an instance of ‘hypothesis’ containing an array of projected ‘tracked-vehicle’ instances 
denoting the state of the vehicle for some projection interval of time moving forward (in this example, the 
projected  intervals may be seconds and minutes, but for more strategic considerations the intervals could be days, 
weeks, or months). 
• A planned route for a convoy is extracted from the MarineLink 3.0 schema and stored within PISR IB as a ‘plan’ 
containing an array of ‘Maneuver’ actions by ‘Marine-Convoy’ group of entities containing spatial information 
from the route. 
convoy_coa: (12345, “weekly convoy along route 36”, 
{3567,3568}(maneuver_action[]),…, start_time(Time)…) 
 




The maintenance of beliefs and inherent uncertainty is another core element of PISR IB. The attribution of 
believability metrics can be applied to any type of information for a given schema, providing the flexibility for a PISR 
System analytic, internal PISR IB logic, external data source (e.g., CIDNE or MarineLink reports), or Marines to 
attribute believability as a function of source and subject matter.  
 
Actors, Capabilities, Responsibilities, Roles, and Duties: 
In defining an ‘action’ specialization, the entities—both the actors and those entities receiving the effect of the 
action—can be specified through containment. This construct can be used to form a plan/projection perspective to 
represent the mechanisms to define capabilities (seen as potential actions; duties extend this concept with deontic 
logical constructs supporting the representation of obligation). For example: 
 
attack: (action(generalization),…, attacker (person[]), target (entity[]))) 
 
convoy_coa: (coa (generalization),…,fueler(person[]), driver(person[]), 
convoy_elements(equipment),…, start_time(Time), end_time(Time)) 
  
 
Sensor Capabilities, Observations, and Measures: 
Much like the relationship between actor and action within a ‘thing-event’ schema, a sensor’s capabilities and 
information collection capabilities can be expressed within the PISR IB. Measures are generally represented by types 
defined within PISR IB (e.g., ‘height’ can be a measure collected by a soft biometric sensor/analytic, and is defined as a 
numeric with associated units (meters) in the schema). 
 
Functions, Relations, and Relationships: 
The generalization/specialization and container/contained relationships in the core PISR IB architecture 
provide the ability to connect, through foreign key reference, schemas and types across different hierarchies of 
concepts. This connectivity enables logical operations within the IB and supports input and output from automated 
reasoning within PISR Analytics.  
6.2.1.3 Near Real‐time Scalable COTS/GOTS Open Architecture 
The PISR System data architecture is based on semantic integration plus information logic (i.e., linking new 
facts/observations/hypotheses with entity/action states and user information requirements) and virtualization, which are 
all the ingredients of the “smart data push” paradigm. Smart data push is not a feature on the same level as its 
ingredients; rather, it is the final/highest valued capability and thus presupposes semantic integration, information value 
analytics, and virtualization. Smart data push accomplishes automated cueing of operators based on triggers computing 
on semantically harmonized and integrated data sources. In the idea of “valued information at the right time,” “right 
time” does not mean “real time”. Operational tempo might dictate a need to disseminate “valuable information” in near 
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real-time. Processing of information provided by near real-time sensors and by near real-time analytics requires a data 
analytics system capable of generating valuable insights in near real-time. Demanding real-time performance while 
processing historical data (e.g., from MarineLink), which could be a day or more old, does not necessarily require real-
time characteristics. Identifying hidden patterns characterizing behavioral changes of the insurgency requires 
discovering relationships across information that may span significant periods of time. In this case speed is not a 
primary requirement, but quality of identified patterns is. Additionally, the amount of data generated by sensors and 
analytics continues to grow exponentially. These combined forces are pushing even the fastest data warehousing 
technologies beyond the limits of their batch-processing design, with increasingly higher hardware and operational 
costs just to maintain the same performance. 
A hybrid of stream processing and relational database technologies provides necessary scalability by covering 
the spectrum of needs to process near real-time data, historical data, and a combination of both at any processing speed 
required to provide valuable insight, from simple triggering  to more intricate  characterizations of enemy behavior 
providing a significant advantage in asymmetrical war. 
Marines are organized into different hierarchical tiers and different roles at each of the tier. Marines operating 
at COCs and Marines on the ground require information with different levels of complexity. The rule of the thumb is 
that simpler information ought to be delivered with minimal latency. More complex information, tilted towards strategic 
decisions at the tactical edge, tends to be more complex and to some degree, not as time-critical. The PISR PLA 
COTS/GOTS Open Architecture (PPCGOA) has been architected to operate at different levels of aggregation of the 
information. 
What separates PPCGOA from Complex Event Processing (CEP) or Analytical Event Processing (AEP) 
architectures is that the former follows Business Intelligence (BI) data modeling principles. PPCGOA is built to keep 
the state of incrementally updatable materialized views in near real-time. This capability is fundamental to maintain the 
state of the world model and to react to the changes required within various operational contexts. Near real-time 
analytics requires availability of any combination of features since anticipating availability of all features at any point 
and time is just not possible. That need is addressed by supporting a concept of derived materialized views. PPCGOA 
includes support of “read” and “write” continuous queries providing a scalable ability to archive incoming data at a 
detailed level, which is a must for the Marines. The other critical feature is the ability to support “joined queries” 
resulting in elimination of redundancy in subscription requests to support sensors, analytics, users, and external systems 
via  the PISR IB Distribution Sub-subsystem. Figure 27 depicts the PPCGOA. 
 
 
Figure 27. PISR IB near real-time scalable COTS/GOTS open architecture 
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PPCGOA also supports scalable file data management. This is accomplished by distribution between a high-
performance database file management system, internal to PPCGOA, and external file management systems. For 
example, moving large video files is an operation requiring large data transfers. An efficiency is introduced by moving 
this bulky data as soon as the warfighter expresses an interest in obtaining the metadata by clicking at a thumbnail. 
Figure 28 depicts this approach. Bringing streaming into and from the Video Imagery Data Store and into the PISR IB 
will alleviate inefficiencies found in data copying such large content.  
 
Figure 28. PISR IB storage management strategy 
6.2.1.4 PISR IB Subsystem Information for IA and Support to Dissemination 
Planning and Execution 
Whether specified by a commander, or self-specified, or through default specifications in the application logic, 
the PISR IB links situational triggers, as defined and as triggered, with those recipients for whom the information has 
the greatest value. Recipients include persons, manual receptors (i.e., specific communication devices registered to an 
action or entity function such as battalion commander’s radio or pilot’s radio), and automated processes.  
The value of a “triggering, cueing, and alerting condition” to a recipient is calculated in terms of the 
comparison between the specific impacts of the “triggering, cueing, and alerting condition” and the relationship (for 
example, as implemented through foreign keys on schemas) between those impacts and the potential recipients. The 
value of a “triggering, cueing, and alerting condition” to a potential recipient is thus a function of at least the following: 
• The space-time locations associated with the “triggering, cueing, and alerting condition” and the space-time 
locations of the potential recipients 
• The impact of the “triggering, cueing, and alerting condition” on any actions (completed, being executed or in 
the planning stages) and the relationship between those impacted actions and any potential recipients 
• The impact of the “triggering, cueing, and alerting condition” on any non-person things  and the relationship 
between those impacted non-person things and any potential recipients  
• The impact of the “triggering, cueing, and alerting condition” on any persons and the relationship between 
those impacted persons and any organizations to which they might belong and the relationship between those 
directly impacted persons and indirectly impacted organizations and any potential recipients 
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• The impact of the “triggering, cueing, and alerting condition” on any knowledge products and the relationship 
between those impacted knowledge products and any potential recipients  
The “partial triggering, cueing, and alerting condition” can impact anything. The locations or thing/events that 
are directly impacted propagate activation signals outward using the built-in semantic relationships of abstraction, 
containment, and projection. These signals ultimately reach communication devices where there are either people or 
processing systems that are ether directly or indirectly impacted by, or are likely to be directly or indirectly impacted 
by, the perceived occurrence of that condition. 
The PISR IB Distribution Sub-subsystem cannot deliver valuable information to the devices without adherence 
to the IA policies defined at the enterprise level. The type of IA policies relevant to the distribution falls into the 
practice of User Access Control (UAC). UAC imposes restrictions on the distribution of data to the devices used by the 
warfighters. To support UAC, the PISR IB needs to support schemas for at least the following artifacts: 
a. Organization Hierarchies 
b. Users with user profiles, which should include organization, user role, user device, etc. 
c. Network topology, including communications networks with their profiles 
d. Security enclaves and security guards 
Considering that all thing/event schemas generate location-indexed views, UAC will be capable of providing 
read/write access to different kinds of UAC views corresponding to any chosen UAC-related IA policy. For instance, 
one IA policy may define access to particular information which is role-based. Another IA policy could further restrict 
access to the information based on the role and the location of the warfighter device. A third policy might restrict access 
based on user roles and organization echelons for particular platoons and squads for a group of companies, which, in 
turn, belong to a group of battalions. 
MCL is responsible for the optimization of available resources. As seen earlier, MCL is responsible for the 
optimization of the dissemination resources and pathways. The properties of dissemination resources are under the 
control of IA policies. MCL dissemination planning needs to have control of the following resources: 
a. PISR IB System configuration, which includes the PISR IB Subsystem and its sub-subsystems. 
b. User interfaces, data sources, and external systems (e.g., MarineLink, GHub, DKKN, DIB). 
 
Finally, dissemination planning needs to be able to represent the planning results in the PISR IB through the 
use of an associated schema and corresponding guidance (constraints, limits, priorities, etc.). 
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7. Life‐Cycle Management (LCM) Framework 
7.1 Introduction 
For PISR PLA to be managed in a cost-effective way, it must include Life-Cycle Management (LCM) as part 
of the overall collaborative development capabilities (document tracking, release tracking, etc.). LCM is an integrated 
approach to addressing configuration management and software product development from application creation to 
demise.  Without LCM it will be much more difficult, expensive, and time-consuming to develop and maintain a 
coherent and compatible product line for PISR. The RapidPro project intends that the PISR product system will have 
full LCM to enable effective systems management and evolution, as well as to provide information for future 
integration with related systems. Development of the initial PISR application is an engineering challenge because of the 
project scope and the rigorous testing/validation requirements, as well as the focus on a product line approach. An 
effective LCM toolset will support this effort with improved understanding of existing systems and effective 
documentation of software products. 
A product line is a family of applications that share a common architecture (or product line architecture – PLA). 
There are multiple approaches to their development and use. However PLAs generally focus on 1) finding the 
functionality that is required for all family members, 2) implementing the functionality, and 3) supporting the use 
of the common functionality for current and future applications. While the first two steps can make development 
of the first family members quite costly, the payoff comes when continued use of the PLA makes development of 
additional family members cheaper, faster, and less error-prone. Product lines also facilitate re-use of non-
software elements associated with the line, such as documentation and test plans. 
The PISR PLA described in this document is intended to provide interfaces to existing and future data sources, 
based on the individual developer needs and rights. It supports a world view consisting of both real-time, networked 
data, and databases. The core of the application, four interacting subsystems (as shown in Figure 1 in Section 1.3), 
provides the functionality required for all members of the product line. The core itself is component-based and 
configurable to support the requirements of the current product. Current and future components that specialize a PISR 
product, such as new sensor capabilities or data sources, are intended to plug-and-play via the external interfaces 
defined for the subsystems. 
LCM tools used to support the PISR PLA also must support its information assurance (IA) and interoperability 
test and certification processes. The goal of RapidPro’s rapid prototyping process and deployment cycles is to produce 
products that provide needed capabilities and are ready to be fielded. To accomplish this goal, IA and interoperability 
testing and certification processes must be followed and carefully documented throughout the product life cycle, from 
development to deployment and use. To achieve the shortest IA cycle it is essential to document that each new cycle of 
development represents an incremental change over the previous cycle. LCM software tools support this requirement by 
providing the capability to document PISR processes and provide traceability of certification artifacts throughout the 
product lifecycle. IA certification requires specific configuration of components to be documented and tracked so that 
certified configurations can be maintained and deviations from these can be readily identified. Configuration 
management is a key functionality of LCM. 
7.2 How a PISR System is Modeled and Configured 
Our approach to LCM is intended to support all phases in the development cycle. As seen in Figure 29, a 
central element in this support is a database that captures information relevant to all of these phases and is updated 
whenever new information associated with the PISR product line is available. 
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Figure 29. LCM software support 
Every member of the PISR product line has at its core the PISR PLA, which consists of four interacting 
component-based subsystems. These subsystems are configurable and we believe that the subsystem components are 
assets that will also eventually be maintained within LCM. For example, the MCL Subsystem is responsible for overall 
resource management in the resulting system.  It is likely that different product line members will have different 
resource constraints and will require a different set of control components. Under this assumption, the first step in 
creating a new element of the product line is to choose how to specialize the core architecture of the new PISR 
application. 
Most of the specialization of the PISR product line member comes from the components that are intended to 
plug-and-play at the external interfaces of the PISR PLA. Three of the subsystems explicitly describe external interfaces 
for these components: SA, PISR IB and UI Environment.  For each of the subsystems, there may be many possible 
components that provide a needed functionality. It is the job of the LCM to assist the product line developers in locating 
the best component for the task and in assessing how this component will fit with other chosen components and with 
the PLA. Various kinds of information, such as component inter-relationships, interface information and resource 
constraints, will be important in this assessment. Therefore, the critical function of LCM is to maintain an adequate and 
current collection of information about the system and to make that information easy for developers to locate. 
Traditional Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) provide support for the development of individual 
applications and provide a significant part of any LCM approach. However, they do not adequately support creation of 
new product line members, where the emphasis is on component classification, retrieval, and integration with a core 
PLA. To manage component-level information, we use an approach derived from configuration management (CM). The 
central element of a configuration management system is the Configuration Management Database (CMDB), as shown 
in Figure 30. This is a repository containing Configuration Items (CIs) and the relationships between the CIs. In 
traditional CM systems, CIs can be hardware elements (such as routers and servers), software elements (such as 
applications, drivers), or business elements (such as licenses or contracts). The CI relationships also may be of many 
different types; for a large system, there may be thousands or even millions of items and relationships. Our LCM 
approach maintains a similar database of elements of interest. The CMDB provides a picture of the environment that 
allows personnel to query and understand the CIs and the CI relationships in order to find an appropriate plug and play 
component for each new PISR application.  
Most industrial CMDBs use some subset of the industry-standard Common Information Model (CIM) as their 
schema for information representation. The standard CIM schema is hierarchical and object-oriented. It is designed to 
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be extended, allowing a CMDB to be specialized to a particular environment and to the type of information required for 
CI of interest. 
 
Figure 30. The CMDB maintains information about configuration items 
For example, suppose the new PISR system needs a particular kind of sensor capability that is provided by 
several different systems. The first step in meeting this need would be for the developer to determine what components 
are capable of this type of sensing. Information about this set of candidates would be provided by querying the LCM 
system. Once this list has been provided, the developer can examine these components more in-depth to narrow down 
the choices based on the constraints of the components themselves and of the emerging PISR system. Components that 
do not match can be detected easily and eliminated from consideration. Where a component requires a particular 
resource or the use of other specific components, this information is readily available. Interface and integration 
information from the LCM system can help the developer determine how much effort will be required to plug the 
component into this PISR system. In cases where a component has been used in a previous PLA instance, this 
information should be very complete and will allow easy integration. Information about the needed testing/certification 
requirements for the component and its integration will be available within the LCM as well, to facilitate that part of the 
development. For example, where a component requires authentication for use, the CI would document how to integrate 
the component’s authentication scheme in a certified enterprise authentication system. The central role of the CMDB is 
shown in Figure 31.  
Much of the PLA’s realization is facilitated by information regarding components and their characteristics 
obtained from the LCM system. However, information flows into the LCM system as well. If this is the first time a 
particular component has been used in a PISR application, information about the component can be expanded to assist 
developers with integration/testing of this component in future family members. Although this requires additional work 
on the part of developers, keeping the LCM database up to date is essential to make creation of these future members of 
the product line easier. For initial PLA development, where an existing CMDB is not available, a “brownfield” survey 
must be completed to bootstrap the CMDB. The result of such a survey is a catalog of the initially available resources, 
as well as their inter-relationships. 
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Figure 31. The CMDB is central to all phases in the application lifecycle 
7.3 Description of Asset Management 
Processes 
Figure 29 showed the various states in the LCM process. Although the RapidPro project intends to cycle 
around these states more rapidly than most development efforts, the same states apply. The development process leaves 
a state and goes to the next one when the artifact(s) produced in that state is approved and checked into the LCM 
system.  
Components  
Documenting components such as sensors, analytics, communications connectors, planners, and external data 
sources such as MarineLink is a critical role of LCM for PISR. These components can be used to create a particular 
product from the core product line functionality. Components intended to configure the core itself and components 
intended to plug-and-play into the external interfaces are important. These components may come from different 
sources: the research community, commercial organizations (COTS), or other government agencies (GOTS). The 
source is likely to influence the amount and quality of information initially available for LCM. If the information for a 
particular component is not adequate, the “brownfield” documentation process must be repeated to obtain adequate 
information.  
One part of the PLA where this appears to be particularly important is the SA Subsystem.  This subsystem is 
the heart of the valued-information philosophy that drives RapidPro products. External interfaces are defined for 
components including sensors, sensor integrators, user interfaces that aid SA, and analytics that operate on and interpret 
the many data sources. One of the tasks in the development of the SA Subsystem is survey, analysis, and classification 
of sensor capabilities. To be useful, this classification information will be managed under the LCM system so that the 
best available components for the current needs can be chosen. To ensure that these components can be integrated 
quickly into the PLA, information about interfaces, controls, and outputs must also be maintained in a usable fashion.  
As an example, Figure 32 and Figure 33 show information associated with the GBOSS Heavy component. The 
first figure provides characteristics in a hierarchical fashion, including information about relationships to other 
hardware and software CIs, operational status, and a PISR classification. Much of this type of information can be shown 
graphically as well, as shown in the second figure. 
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Figure 32. CI information in textual form 
 
Figure 33. CI elements can be connected by various relationships and shown graphically 
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. 
Components of the Test/Cert Tool Kit/Repository 
The PISR Testing and Certification Framework requires management of testing hardware and software, sets of 
test and certification metrics, test instrumentation, and data gathering and reporting tools. Documentation is required 
both for the PLA and for the components. Relationships between all of these different components must be maintained. 
LCM and IA: Complementary Processes 
The LCM and IA processes are highly complementary in that both involve careful documentation of system 
components and processes along with description of their internal and external interfaces. The IA processes are driven 
by the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA), Application Security and Development, Security Technical 
Implementation Guide (STIG), and Application Security Checklist. The checklist includes a comprehensive list of 
procedures that are performed to conduct an Application Security Readiness Review (SRR) that assesses compliance 
with the STIG requirements. LCM can be used to demonstrate compliance and best practices in an SRR. 
The LCM system provides a versioned artifact repository to store security documents such as System Security 
Plans, Application Configuration Guides, Coding Standards, Test Procedures and Results, Threat Models, Checklist 
reviews, and other security relevant documentation. LCM can demonstrate that IA processes were followed throughout 
the development process by supporting a versioned history of these documents that can be linked to the relevant 
software releases or code. 
Depending on the application, the SRR may require assessment of other dependent systems (for example: web 
and database servers, directory and authentication systems, firewalls, operating system platforms). The LCM CMDB 
system will simplify identification of these systems and can be linked to security relevant configuration for each CI 
stored in the artifact repository. 
7.4 Use Cases Employing LCM  
Scenario  #1: The developer has a set of requirements for a new product in the product line. 
The developer queries the DB to find existing available components that fit some requirement(s) based on the PISR 
classifications.  
A set of components that fit the given requirements is returned. For each component, the developer can further query 
the database to get relevant information for the decision process. Information regarding each potential component 
includes  
interface information (syntactic and potentially semantic) that will allow the developer to address integration of this 
component into the PLA 
constraints associated with this software component such as hardware requirements, dependences on other system 
components, conflicts with other system components 
business information such as licensing.  
This information allows the developer to assess the suitability of using each component in the larger software 
product.  
For the chosen components, developer can determine how to integrate (software, other artifacts) based on DB 
information and templates. Some of these integration methods may be automatically generatable. The developer 
updates the DB information for each component.  
Product documentation (and related artifacts) is generated for the software product. 
Scenario #2: An enhancement to an existing product is needed.  
The developer queries the DB to determine what parts of the product are affected by the given enhancement.  
The information returned from the query allows the developer to reason about what new functionality is required and 
what existing components are affected (directly or indirectly) by the enhancement. 
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If new functionality is required, the developer queries the DB to find existing available components that fit some 
requirement(s). Just as in initial development, the information (interfaces, constraints) from the query is used to 
evaluate the suitability of using this component. 
If new components are to be integrated into the product for the enhancement, integration methods are generated and the 
DB is updated. 
The query results also provide information about existing components that must be changed due to the enhancement 
and other components indirectly affected by the enhancement. New integration methods are generated if needed and 
information about the component(s) is updated in the DB. 
Product documentation is updated to reflect the enhanced system. 
Scenario #3: An updated version of a component is scheduled to be installed.  
Even if this component is not used directly in some existing software product, some component of the existing software 
product may have a dependency on this updated component. The developer queries the DB to determine what other 
components might be affected by changes to this component. 
The result of the query should inform the developer whether the updated component will affect the software product. If 
an issue does arise with a component, the developer have to determine what changes will be needed after the update. 
Information regarding changes is put into the DB for use in later products and any new/changed integration methods 
that are needed can be generated. 
Product documentation is updated to reflect the modified system. 
Scenario #4: The IA process for a given software system needs to be documented 
As noted in earlier, LCM and IA are highly complementary processes. The steps of a typical IA process define a use 
case.  
As individual components undergo the IA process, the appropriate security documents are updated and linked to the 
earlier versions of the document. The component information is updated to link to these security documents. As the 
component evolves, so do the documents, providing the needed documentation of the history of the component. 
To address the IA requirements for the software as a whole, it is necessary to determine all relevant components used in 
a given system and to provide the relevant documents as support. The LCM can provide this complete list and could be 
used to provide the system level IA history needed. 
Here is a example of an IA related process: 
A System Security Plan (SSP) must be documented and approved for an information system. 
The SSP is developed and the system is configured accordingly.  
The system configuration is captured as a configuration item in the configuration management database. 
When preparing for an IA audit, the configuration can be confirmed to match the SSP by comparing it to the 
recorded configuration.  
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Glossary 
Alert – A notification of an event of interest to a consumer. There is a priority associated with the level of importance 
within its category. This has a pedigree, type, category, source, level of abstraction, reference, and optionally a callback, 
recommendations, and actions. 
Behavior – a spatiotemporal pattern (sequence of entity states) or signature of interest that models an entity within the 
situation awareness domain.  
Belief – (1) hypothesized intelligence regarding an entity, extracted by either human inference or automated means 
within the situation awareness domain. Belief has an associated certainty attached to it. A belief is a detected feature, 
state, behavior, indicator, or COI. (2) The psychological state in which an individual holds a proposition or premise to 
be true. 
Case File – A collection of information about a particular entity in the world.  
Case Frames – Each verb selects a certain number of types – semantic roles – which combine to compose its case 
frame. Thus, a case frame describes important semantic aspects of semantic actions, including the entities and values 
that play roles in such actions. This is the notional form to describe the dynamic situations. 
Case File Management – The process by which an accumulating pile of evidence is built, organized, presented, etc. 
about important entities in the battle space. 
Certainty – A confidence value associated with an entity belief. 
Collection Plans – The systematic process used to meet intelligence requirements through the tasking of all available 
resources to gather and provide pertinent information within a required time limit. 
Commander’s Critical Information Requirement (CCIR) – Elements of information required by commanders that 
directly affect decision making and dictate the successful execution of military operations. 
Condition of Interest (COI) – This is type of important event that warrants immediate notification. Often a COI 
corresponds to a negated assumption about a situation that is critical to mission success. 
SA Configuration manager (CM) – This is a subcomponent within Situation Awareness that configures parameters 
for different modules within the SLI and SIF. 
Constraint – This is a policy that must be followed, i.e. has the highest mandated compliance value associated with it. 
Correlator – a function within the situation awareness domain that merges/combines hypotheses that are hypothesized 
to be the same, based on spatial or temporal attributes. 
Entity – an object that is being modeled within the system and within the situation awareness domain that may or may 
not been fully typed. 
Entity Type – Categorization or classification of entities. 
Essential Elements of Information (EEI) – The critical items of information regarding the enemy and the 
environment needed by the commander by a particular time to relate with other available information and intelligence 
in order to assist in reaching a logical decision. 
Execution manager (EM) – Manages the processes and configuration within a sensor interpretation node within the 
SLI. 
Execution Environment – A set of resources for a PISR System to work within intended to be a way for the system to 
progress from development to operation. By utilizing different execution environments, users of the PISR System gains 
confidence in its operation. There are four major execution environments: Development Test, Lab Experiment, Field 
Exercises, and Operational Use. 
Feature – A low-level intelligence attribute describing a particular entity type that may be observed from sensor data, 
within the situation awareness domain. A detected instance of this is a low level hypothesis. 
Friendly Force Information Requirement (FFIR) – Information the commander needs about friendly forces in order 
to develop plans and make effective decisions. Depending upon the circumstances, information on unit location, 
composition, readiness, personnel status and logistics status could become a friendly information requirement. 
Hypothesis – see belief. 
Indicator – A predictor of an (inferred) outcome, as when storm clouds indicate probable rain.  
Information Requirement (IR) – Those items of information regarding the adversary and the environment that need to 
be collected and processed in order to meet the intelligence requirements of a commander. 
Intelligence Preparation of the Battlespace (IPB) – IPB is a systematic, continuous process of analyzing the threat 
and environment in a specific geographic area. It is designed to support staff estimates and military decision making. 
Knowledge representation – A body of represented knowledge is based on a conceptualization - an abstract view of 
the world that we wish to represent. In order to manipulate this knowledge we must specify how the abstract 
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conceptualization is represented as a concrete data structure. An ontology is an explicit specification of this 
conceptualization. 
Management Control Layer (MCL) – A major component of the PISR PLA that is responsible for the management of 
optimization, dissemination, collection, process flow, and configuration options as well as the tools to support 
visualization and alerting of the health of networks, computers, and other information within PISR.  
Marine Corps Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Enterprise (MCISR-E) – The synergistic integration 
of all Service ISR elements into a single capability or system that is networked across all echelons and functional areas 
including the operating forces, supporting establishment, systems, and personnel in order to achieve superior decision 
making and enhance lethality.17 
Persistent Information Surveillance and Reconnaissance (PISR) – A critical tactical capability for maintaining 
excellent situation awareness through the intelligent interpretation of available information; capabilities in this arena are 
constantly evolving to employ new sensors and techniques in response to new environments, adversaries, and tactics. 
PISR Information Base (PISR IB) – A virtual dynamic database that records the state of the PISR information sources 
and continuously evolving hypotheses from sensor observations and analytical interpretation. 
Policy – A policy is a business rule for the system to take into consideration when trying to process any form of 
information. Policies have a range of required compliance associated with them, with low values meaning simple 
recommendations to the system that should be, but do not have to be followed. High values signify a higher necessity 
for the recommendation to be followed. 
Priority Intelligence Requirement (PIR) – Those information requirements for which a commander has an 
anticipated and stated priority in the task of planning and decision making. 
Product Line Architecture (PLA) – This is a general architecture that explains how generic components combine 
within one or more frameworks to solve an important problem; particular systems in the product line are configured 
from mostly off-the-shelf products that implement the generic components and operate appropriately when adapted to 
or plugged into the frameworks; a PLA anticipates and provides support for evolution, extension, and refinement of the 
generic components, frameworks, and specific off-the-shelf products appropriate for implementing them. 
Regional Sensor Interpretation Node – This is a sensor interpretation node with capability to perform local 
spatiotemporal entity correlation. 
SA Process Execution Manager (PEM) – This is a process scheduler within the situation awareness domain. 
Secondary Information Requirement (SIR) – All other information requirements not considered a PIR.  
Sensor Level Interpretation (SLI) – This is the function within situation awareness that transforms raw sensor data 
into a set intelligence products (hypotheses) for each observed entity. 
Situation Awareness (SA) – This is the function of automating intelligence extraction from fused sensor data and fused 
intelligence analytics for the purpose of fulfilling information requirements and detecting system or user-defined 
changes in user-defined condition of interests. 
Situation Interpretation Framework (SIF) – This is the function within situation awareness that transforms 
intelligence products from sensor-interpreted intelligence to detected alerts of changes in COIs and/or fulfilled IRs. 
State – A high-level intelligence identifying an instance of a particular combination of feature values from an entity or 
multiple entities detected at one time interval throughout space, within the situation interpretation framework. A 
detected state is an instance of a high level hypothesis. 
Supportable Information Requirement (SupIR) – This is an information requirement that the PISR System has the 
ability to fulfill and alert a user. This may be a subset of the original information requirement need requested by a PISR 
user. 
Unifying language and representation – A standard form of representation for data. From this form you can then 
translate to any representation you may need. 
Unsupportable Information Requirement (UnSupIR) – This is an information requirement that the PISR System 
cannot fulfill.  
Valued Information at the Right Time (VIRT) – An architectural approach that insures a user’s information needs 
are met by the distributed information system that seeks relevant events, filters out insignificant data, and quickly 
disseminates the high-value bits to the user without requiring continuous interim effort on the user’s part. 
Workflow – A process or set of processes that dictate how a goal or end state can be or should be accomplished. 
Workflows can exist at many different levels and can, as a process, include other workflows within its execution. 
 
                                                 
17 Marine Corps Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Enterprise (MCISR-E) Roadmap, p. 4, 28 Apr 10. 
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Table of Acronyms 
3D   3-Dimensional 
AEP   Analytical Event Processing 
AIR   AMORD in RDF 
AJAX   Asynchronous Javascript and XML 
AMS   Alert Management Sub-subsystem 
AO   Area of Operations 
AOR   Area of Responsibility 
API   Application Program Interface 
ARINC 653  Avionics Application Standard Software Interface 
ASM   Assured Sharing Manager 
ATC   Authorization to Connect 
ATO   Air Tasking Order; Authorization to Operate 
AUP   Agile Unified Process 
BI   Business Intelligence 
BN   Battalion 
BPEL   Business Process Execution Language 
C2   Command and Control 
C2PC   Command and Control Personal Computer 
C4I   Command, Control, Communications, Computers, and Intelligence 
C&A   Certification and Accreditation 
CAMM   Collector Allocation Management Module 
CCIR   Commander’s Critical Information Requirement 
CDS   Cross Domain Solution 
CENETIX  Center for Network Innovation and Experimentation 
CEP   Continuous Event Processing 
CI   Configuration Item 
CIDNE   Combined Information Data Network Exchange 
CIM   Common Information Model 
CJCSI   Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction 
CLI   Command Line Interface 
CLOC   Company Level Operations Center 
CM   Configuration Management 
CMDB   Configuration Management Database 
CO   Company 
COA   Course of Action 
COC   Combat Operations Center 
COI   Condition of Interest 
CONOPS  Concept of Operations 
COT   Cursor on Target 
COTS   Commercial Off-the-Shelf 
CNSSI   Committee on National Security Systems Instruction 
CP   Control Point; Command Post 
CPOF   Command Post of the Future 
CRA   Charles River Analytics 
CRUD   Create, Read, Update, Delete 
CSI   Cougaar Software Incorporated 
CSV   Comma-Separated Values 
D&I   Development and/or Discovery and Integration 
DAC   Direct Access Control 
DCGS-MC  Distributed Common Ground System Marine Corps 
DCID   Director of Central Intelligence Directive 
DIACAP  DoD Information Assurance Certification and Accreditation Process 
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DIB   DCGS Integration Backbone 
DIS   Distributed Interactive Simulation 
DISA   Defense Information Systems Agency 
DIV   Delivered Information Value 
DKKN   Distributed Knowledge and Knowledge Needs 
DL   Description Logics 
DMM   Dissemination Management Module 
DoD   Department of Defense 
DODAF   Department of Defense Architecture Framework 
DODI   Department of Defense Instruction 
EA   Enterprise Architecture 
EAL   Evaluation Assurance Level 
ECO   Enhanced Company Operations 
EDC   External Dissemination Component 
EO   Electro-Optical 
EOD   Explosive Ordnance Demolition 
ETL   Extract-Transform-Load 
FBCB2   Force XXI Battle Command Brigade and Below 
FE   Field Experiment 
FMV   Full Motion Video 
FOB   Forward Operating Base 
FOS   Family of Systems 
FPGA   Field Programmable Gate Array 
FSCC   Fire Support Control Center 
FUE   Field User Evaluation 
GBOSS   Ground-Based Operational Surveillance System 
GCCS   Global Command and Control System 
GCS   Ground Control Station 
GIG   Global Information Grid 
GMT   Greenwich Mean Time 
GMU   George Mason University 
GOTS   Government Off-the-Shelf 
GPS   Global Positioning System 
GSP   Ground Sensor Platoon 
HASP   High Assurance Platform 
HCI   Human Computer Interface 
HET   Human Exploitation Team 
HHQ   Higher Headquarters 
HQ   Headquarters 
HUMINT  Human Intelligence 
HVI   High Value Individual 
HVInfo   High Value Information 
HW   Hardware 
IA   Information Assurance 
IATO   Interim Authorization to Operate 
IAW   Intelligence Analyst Workstation 
IAS   Intelligence Analysis System 
IC   Intelligence Community 
ICD   Interface Control Document 
ID   Identification 
IDE   Integrated Development Environment 
IO   Information Operations 
IOW   Intelligence Operator Workstation 
IP   Internet Protocol 
IPB   Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield 
IPE   Information Processing Efficiency 
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IR   Infra-red; Information Requirement; Information Request 
IRC   Internet Relay Chat 
ISR   Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance  
IT   Information Technology 
ITSFAC   Integration Team Solutions Facility 
JITC   Joint Interoperability Test Command 
JDBC   Java Database Connectivity 
JMS   Java Message Service 
JWICS   Joint Worldwide Intelligence Communications System 
km   Kilometer 
LANL   Los Alamos National Laboratory 
LCM   Life Cycle Management 
LEAPS   Lightweight Expeditionary Airborne Persistent Surveillance 
LLA   Low-Level Alert 
LOS   Line-of-Sight 
LTOV   Latest Time of Value 
MAC   Mandatory Access Control 
MAGTF   Marine Air Ground Task Force 
MARCORSYSCOM Marine Corps Systems Command 
MCISR-E  Marine Corps Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Enterprise 
MCL   Management and Control Layer 
MCWL   Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory 
MCWP   Marine Corps Warfighting Publication 
MDR   Metadata Registry 
MEF   Marine Expeditionary Force 
METOC   Meteorological and Oceanographic 
MILS   Multiple Independent Levels of Safety/Security 
MLS   Multi-Level Security 
MOE   Measure of Effectiveness 
MOS   Module Operating System 
MSIDS   MAGTF Secondary Imagery Dissemination System 
NAI   Named Area of Interest 
NCES   Net Centric Enterprise Services 
NIAP   National Information Assurance Partnership 
NIST   National Institute of Standards and Technology 
NPS   Naval Postgraduate School 
NR-KPP  Net-Ready Key Performance Parameters 
NRO   National Reconnaissance Office 
NSA   National Security Agency 
NTM   National Technical Means 
OBMM   Optimization Balance Management Module 
OGC   Open Geospatial Consortium 
ONR   Office of Naval Research 
OpenGL   Open Graphics Language 
OSE   Open System Environment 
OSTF   Open Source Test Framework 
OWL   Web Ontology Language 
PD   Product Design 
PDL   Policy Description Language 
PIR   Prioritized Information Requirement 
PISR   Persistent Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance 
PISR IB   Persistent Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Information Base 
PKI   Private Key Infrastructure 
PLA   Product Line Architecture 
PLI   Position Location Information 
PM-Intel  Program Manager, Intelligence 
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PMM   Process Management Module 
PMS   Policy Management Sub-subsystem 
POI   Person of Interest 
POS   Partition Operating System 
PoR   Program of Record 
PP   Protection Profile 
PPCGOA  PISR PLA COTS/GOTS Open Architecture 
PROMS   Process and Resource Optimization Management Sub-subsystem 
PUI   Policy User Interface 
QA   Quality Attribute 
QoP   Quality of Protection 
R&D   Research and Development 
RAdAC   Risk Adaptive Access Control 
RADBN   Radio Battalion 
RapidPro  Rapid Prototyping 
RBAC   Role-Based Access Control 
RCT   Regimental Combat Team 
RDF   Resource Description Framework 
REST   Representational State Transfer 
RF   Radio Frequency 
RFID   Radio Frequency Identification 
RMS   Raytheon Missile Systems; Registration Management Sub-subsystem 
RPG   Rocket-Propelled Grenade 
RSI   Registration Services Interface 
RTOS   Real Time Operating System 
RUP   Rational Unified Process 
RWCAS  Rotary Wing Close Air Support 
S-2   Intelligence Staff Officer 
SA   Situational Awareness 
SANY   Sensor Anywhere 
SCI   Special Compartmented Information 
SE   Security Extension 
SensorML  Sensor Model Language 
SIF   Sensor Integration Framework 
SIGACT  Significant Activity 
SIGINT   Signals Intelligence 
SII   Statement of Intelligence Interest 
SIPRNET  Secret Internet Protocol Router Network 
SITREP   Situation Report 
SKPP   Separation Kernel Protection Profile 
SLI   Sensor  
SME   Subject Matter Expert 
SMS   Short Message Service 
SMTP   Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
SOA   Service Oriented Architecture 
SOAP   Simple Object Access Protocol 
SOP   Standard Operating Procedure 
SQL   Structured Query Language 
SRR   Security Readiness Review 
SSL   Secure Sockets Layer 
SSO   Single Sign On 
SSP   System Security Plan 
SST   Signal Support Team 
STIG   Security Technical Implementation Guide 
STUAS   Unmanned Airborne Systems 
SupIR   Supportable Information Requirement 
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SW   Software 
SWAP   Size, Weight, and Power 
SWIM   Semantic Web Information for Marines 
T   Test 
T&E   Test and Evaluation 
Test/Cert  Test, Evaluation, and Certification 
TNT   Tactical Network Topology 
TRL   Technology Readiness Level 
TRSS   Tactical Remote Sensor System 
TS   Tactical Switchboard; Top Secret 
TSI   Teledyne Solutions Incorporated 
TSOL   Trusted Solaris 
TSV   Tactical Switchboard Viewer 
TTP   Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures 
Tv   Time to Value 
UA   Unmanned Aircraft 
UAC   Unmanned Aircraft Commander; User Access Control 
UAS   Unmanned Airborne Systems 
UAV   Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
UCDMO  Unified Cross Domain Management Office 
UGV   Unmanned Ground Vehicle 
UI   User Interface 
UP   Unified Process 
USB   Universal Serial Bus 
USMC   United States Marine Corps 
V&V   Verification and Validation 
VAF   Value-based Acquisition Framework 
VHF   Very High Frequency 
VIRT   Valued Information at the Right Time 
VMU   Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Detachment 
WAAS   Wide Area Airborne Surveillance 
WPPL-D  Wireless Point-to-Point Link 
WSDL   Web Services Description Language 
XML   Extensible Markup Language 
XP   Extreme Programming 
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